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Abstract
We examine the semicrossed products of a semigroup action by ˚-endomor-
phisms on a C*-algebra, or more generally of an action on an arbitrary operator
algebra by completely contractive endomorphisms. The choice of allowable repre-
sentations affects the corresponding universal algebra. We seek quite general con-
ditions which will allow us to show that the C*-envelope of the semicrossed product
is (a full corner of) a crossed product of an auxiliary C*-algebra by a group action.
Our analysis concerns a case-by-case dilation theory on covariant pairs. In the
process we determine the C*-envelope for various semicrossed products of (possibly
nonselfadjoint) operator algebras by spanning cones and lattice-ordered abelian
semigroups.
In particular, we show that the C*-envelope of the semicrossed product of
C*-dynamical systems by doubly commuting representations of Zn` (by generally
non-injective endomorphisms) is the full corner of a C*-crossed product. In conse-
quence we connect the ideal structure of C*-covers to properties of the actions. In
particular, when the system is classical, we show that the C*-envelope is simple if
and only if the action is injective and minimal.
The dilation methods that we use may be applied to non-abelian semigroups.
We identify the C*-envelope for actions of the free semigroup Fn` by automorphisms
in a concrete way, and for injective systems in a more abstract manner. We also deal
with C*-dynamical systems over Ore semigroups when the appropriate covariance
relation is considered.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
The realm of operator algebras associated to dynamical systems provides a
context to generate valuable examples of operator algebras, as well as a method for
examining the structure of the dynamics in terms of operators acting on a Hilbert
space. Our motivation in the current paper is derived from the growing interest in
semigroup actions by (perhaps non-invertible) endomorphisms of an operator alge-
bra and the examination of the algebraic structure of operator algebras associated
to them, e.g., Carlsen-Larsen-Sims-Vittadello [22], Deaconu-Kumjian-Pask-Sims
[38], Donsig-Katavolos-Manoussos [41], Duncan-Peters [45], Exel-Renault [47],
Fowler [48], Laca [64], Larsen [68], Muhly-Solel [75], Peters [86], Sims-Yeend
[90], and Solel [92, 93]. Recent progress [29, 30, 32, ?] shows that nonselfadjoint
operator algebras form a sharp invariant for classifying systems and recovering the
dynamics. Such constructions have found applications to other fields of mathemat-
ics. In particular, ideas and results by the first author and Katsoulis [32] are used
in number theory and graph theory by Cornelissen [24] and Cornelissen-Marcolli
[25, 26], leaving open the possibility for future interaction.
The main subject of the current paper is representation and dilation theory
of nonselfadjoint operator algebras associated to actions of a semigroup, namely
semicrossed products, and their minimal C*-covers, namely their C*-envelopes. In
particular we ask for classification of semicrossed products in terms of Arveson’s
program on the C*-envelope [7, 61]. In our context this question is translated in
the following way:
we ask whether the C*-envelope of a semicrossed product associated to a
semigroup action over an operator algebra is a (full corner of a) C*-crossed
product associated to a group action over a C*-algebra.
This question requires an interesting intermediate step, which may be formulated
in terms of classification of C*-algebras:
given a (generally non-invertible) semigroup action on an operator algebra,
construct a group action over a (generally larger) C*-algebra such that the
corresponding semicrossed products have strong Morita equivalent minimal
C*-covers.
As a consequence of this process we may think of the C*-envelope as the appropriate
candidate for generalized C*-crossed products. Since this is related to a natural
C*-crossed product of a dilated dynamical system, we can relate the infrastructure
of (non-invertible) dynamics to the structure of the C*-envelope. In particular, we
seek a connection between minimality and topological freeness of the dynamical
system and the ideal structure of the C*-envelope. In a sequel to this paper, we
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will examine the connection between exactness and nuclearity of the ambient C*-
algebra of the dynamical system and exactness and nuclearity of the C*-envelope,
as well as the existence of equilibrium states.
For this paper, a dynamical system over an abelian semigroup P consists of a
triplet pA,α, P q, where α : P Ñ EndpAq is a semigroup action of P by completely
contractive endomorphisms of the operator algebra A. When A is a C*-algebra we
refer to pA,α, P q as C*-dynamical system; in particular when A is a commutative
C*-algebra, we refer to pA,α, P q as classical system. A semicrossed product is an
enveloping operator algebra generated by finitely supported A-valued functions on
P such that a covariance relation holds:
(1.1) a ¨ ts “ ts ¨ αspaq for all a P A and s P P.
Some changes have to be made for this to be sensible for non-abelian semi-
groups. For the free semigroup Fn`, where there are canonical generators, this issue
can be handled easily by asking for the covariance relations only for the generators.
In other words, a dynamical system over the free semigroup Fn` can simply be given
by a family tαiuni“1 of endomorphisms on A; and the semicrossed product will be
defined accordingly by the covariance relation
(1.2) a ¨ ti “ ti ¨ αipaq for all a P A and i “ 1, . . . , n.
Variants of semicrossed products depend on extra reasonable conditions on the
representation tp, as we explain below.
The class of all semigroups is too vast, and too pathological, for a reasonable
study of the dynamics of all semigroups. All of our semigroups embed faithfully
into a group. In particular, they will satisfy both left and right cancellation laws.
Even in the case of abelian cancellative semigroups, where the enveloping group is
the Grothendieck group, there are many difficulties in the study of their dynamical
systems. We will find that the lattice-ordered semigroups offer extra structure
which allows us to consider the Nica-covariant representations [78, 65].
We shall assume that P is a subsemigroup of a group G; and that G is gen-
erated by P as a group. Given an action of P on an operator algebra A by com-
pletely isometric endomorphisms, we may search for an automorphic action of G on
some C*-algebra containing A so that the semicrossed product of A by P embeds
naturally into a C*-crossed product. We seek to identify the C*-envelope of the
semicrossed product in such a manner. We will explore how well we can do in a
variety of settings. We also consider certain non-injective actions.
Operator algebras and dynamics. The roots of nonselfadjoint operator
algebras associated to dynamical systems can be traced back to the seminal work
of Arveson [6], where the one-variable semicrossed product was introduced in a
concrete representation. Later, Peters [84] described an abstract, representation
invariant definition which is close to the definition used today. This and related
work has attracted the interest of operator theorists over the last 45 years. For
example, see [2, 11, 19, 20, 39, 44, 53, 66, 67, 70, 71, 72, 76, 79, 85, 89, 91].
When the semigroup is Fn` with n ą 1, and the ti form a row contraction, then
the resulting operator algebra is the tensor algebra related to a C*-correspondence.
This very general construction was introduced by Muhly and Solel [75] based on
a construction of Pimsner [87]. Examples include Popescu’s noncommutative disc
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algebra [88], the twisted crossed product of Cuntz [27], and handles multivariable
non-invertible C*-dynamical systems as well.
Significant progress on Arveson’s program on the C*-envelope has been estab-
lished for P “ Z`. The problem was fully answered in [56] for unital C*-dynamical
systems. Dynamical systems over nonselfadjoint operator algebras have appeared
earlier in separate works of the first and third author with Katsoulis starting with
[31], put in the abstract context later in [59], and further examined in [33, 34].
The dilation theory even for this one-variable case relates to one of the fundamental
problems in operator algebras, namely the existence of commutant lifting theorems
(see [33] for a complete discussion).
For tensor algebras of C*-dynamical systems, the question of the C*-envelope
was fully answered by the third author with Katsoulis [60]. However, in the
language of C*-correspondences, Fn` is viewed as the non-involutive part of the
Toeplitz-Cuntz algebra Tn, rather than as a subsemigroup of Fn. Operator alge-
bras associated to actions of Fn` (as a subgroup of Fn) on classical systems were
examined by the first author and third author with Katsoulis [32, ?]. In particu-
lar dilation results were obtained for systems over metrizable spaces [32, Theorem
2.16, Proposition 2.17, Corollary 2.18]. These results make extensive use of spectral
measures, a tool that is not applicable in full generality. Moreover, even though
the maximal representations are identified [32, Proposition 2.17], a connection with
a C*-crossed product is not established even for homeomorphic systems. In fact
the authors point out that the complicated nature of the maximal representations
“makes it difficult to describe the algebraic structure of the C*-envelope of the free
semicrossed product” [32, Remark at the end of Example 2.20].
Another approach was discovered by Duncan [44] for C*-dynamical systems
over Fn`. The free semicrossed product can be identified as the free product of
semicrossed products over Z` with amalgamation on the base C*-algebra A. The
main result [44, Theorem 3.1] then asserts that in the case of injective dynamical
systems, the C*-envelope of the free semicrossed product is the free product of
C*-crossed products with amalgamation A. Unfortunately there is an oversight in
his proof that requires some work to complete. We do this, and adapt Duncan’s
methods to the non-commutative case.
A moment’s thought hints that the copy of P inside the semicrossed product
cannot be simply contractive and still hope to answer our main question. Indeed
the famous counterexamples of Parrott [81] and Kaijser-Varopoulos [95] of three
commuting contractions that cannot have unitary dilations shows that the answer
is negative even for the trivial system pC, id,Z3`q. Therefore the representation
t of P should satisfy additional conditions, for example, we can demand that t
be isometric, regular, Nica-covariant, etc. Representations of the isometric semi-
crossed products of abelian semigroups P were examined by Duncan-Peters [45]
for surjective classical systems. The algebra examined in [45] is the norm-closure
of the Fock representation, and provides less information for the universal isometric
object of [45, Definition 3] in which we are equally interested. Their examination
is restricted to classical surjective systems. We will extend these results in several
ways.
Nica-covariant semicrossed products were examined by the second author [51]
for automorphic (possibly non-classical) dynamical systems over finite sums of to-
tally ordered abelian semigroups. In the current paper we continue this successful
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treatment. We mention that Nica-covariant semicrossed products are examples of
tensor algebras associated to product systems examined by various authors, e.g.,
[38, 45, 48, 92, 93].
One of the main questions in such universal constructions is the existence
of gauge-invariant uniqueness theorems. For C*-correspondences, Katsura [63]
proves gauge-invariant uniqueness theorems for the Toeplitz-Pimsner algebra and
the Cuntz-Pimsner algebra, extending earlier work of Fowler and Raeburn [50,
Theorem 2.1], and Fowler, Muhly and Raeburn [49, Theorem 4.1]. In contrast
to C*-correspondences, the absence of a gauge-invariant uniqueness theorem for
Toeplitz-Nica-Pimsner and Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner algebras makes the examination of
tensor algebras of product systems rather difficult.
One major difficulty is the absence of a notion analogous to the Cuntz-Pimsner
covariant representations of C*-correspondences introduced by Katsura [63], that
would give the appropriate concrete picture of a Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner algebra. Nev-
ertheless substantial results are obtained by Carlsen, Larsen, Sims and Vittadello
[22], building on previous work by Sims-Yeend [90], Deaconu-Kumjian-Pask-Sims
[38], and Fowler [48]. The authors in [22] prove the existence of a co-universal
object in analogy to the Cuntz-Pimsner algebra of a C*-correspondences [22, The-
orem 4.1]. They exhibit a gauge-invariant uniqueness theorem [22, Corollary 4.8]
and in many cases it coincides with a universal Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner algebra [22,
Corollary 4.11]. However, the abstract nature of their context makes the sug-
gested CNP-representations hard to isolate in concrete examples like the ones we
encounter. The authors themselves mention this in [22, Introduction]. In particu-
lar the suggested CNP-condition is not related to ideals of A, in contrast to Cuntz
covariant representations of C*-correspondences in the sense of Katsura [63]. More-
over a faithful concrete CNP-representation of an arbitrary product system is not
given in [22, 38, 48, 90].
In the closing paragraph of their introduction the authors of [22] wonder
whether there is a connection between their co-universal object and the C*-envelope.
This remark has multiple interpretations: firstly it suggests a generalization of the
work of Katsoulis and Kribs [62] on C*-correspondences, secondly it fits exactly
into the framework of nonselfadjoint algebras, and thirdly it fits in Arveson’s pro-
gram on the C*-envelope [7, 61]. It seems that this is a nice opportunity for a
solid interaction between nonselfadjoint and selfadjoint operator algebras.
Before we proceed to the presentation of the main results we mention that
there is a substantial literature on the examination of semigroup actions that in-
volves the existence of transfer operators, e.g., the works of Brownlowe-Raeburn
[17], Brownlowe-Raeburn-Vittadello [18], Exel [46], Exel-Renault [47], an Huef-
Raeburn [55], Larsen [68], and a joint work of the third author with Peters [61].
Unlike these papers, we are interested in general dynamical systems where such
maps are not part of our assumptions (and may not exist). Nevertheless, whether
such additional data contributes to a satisfactory representation and dilation theory
is interesting.
Main results. We manage to deal successfully with C*-dynamical systems of
semigroup actions of Zn` and Fn`. Our theorems show that the C*-envelope of the
semicrossed product is a full corner of a natural C*-crossed product for:
piq arbitrary C*-dynamical systems by doubly commuting representations
of Zn` (Theorem 4.3.7);
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piiq automorphic unital C*-dynamical systems by contractive representa-
tions of Fn` (Theorem 5.3.8).
The case of injective unital C*-dynamical systems by contractive representations
of Fn` is also considered (Corollary 5.3.22). Not surprisingly, en passant we settle
several of the questions, and resolve several of the difficulties aforementioned. We
accomplish more in two ways: firstly in the direction of other semigroup actions
on C*-algebras (where the set of generators may be infinite), and secondly for
semigroup actions over non-selfadjoint operator algebras. Each one of them is
described in the appropriate section.
Case (i) is closely related to the representation theory of product systems.
The semicrossed products of this type can be realized as the lower triangular part
of a Toeplitz-Nica-Pimsner algebra NT pA,αq associated to a C*-dynamical sys-
tem pA,α,Zn`q. We show that a gauge-invariant uniqueness theorem holds for
NT pA,αq, which will prove to be a powerful tool for the sequel (Theorem 4.2.11).
Furthermore we construct an automorphic dilation p rB, rβ,Znq of the (possibly non-
injective) system pA,α,Zn`q which can be viewed as a new adding-tail technique.
The usual C*-crossed product rB ¸rβ Zn is then the one appearing in case (i). Our
methods are further used to examine a Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner algebraNOpA,αq (Sec-
tion 4.3). In particular we prove the existence of a faithful concrete Cuntz-Nica-
Pimsner representation (Proposition 4.3.11) and a gauge-invariant uniqueness theo-
rem for NOpA,αq (Theorem 4.3.17). As a consequence NOpA,αq is also identified
with the C*-envelope of the semicrossed product for case (i) (Corollary 4.3.18).
These results provide the appropriate connection with the work of Carlsen-Larsen-
Sims-Vittadello [22]. However the analysis we follow is closer to the approach in
C*-correspondence theory by Katsura [63] since our CNP-representations are based
on relations associated to ideals (Definition 4.3.16).
In case (ii), we construct minimal isometric and unitary dilations of n contrac-
tions. The usual Schae¨ffer-type dilations cannot be used beyond trivial systems
(Remark 5.3.15). This is surprising since (non-minimal) Schae¨ffer-type dilations
are considered to be rather flexible in dilation theory because of the extra space
their ranges leave. As a consequence we show that the algebraic structure of the
C*-envelope can be fairly simple, in contrast to what we believed a few years ago
[32, Remark after Example 2.20]. We were not able to achieve a similar result for
non-surjective C*-dynamical systems, mainly due to the lack of a particular com-
pletely isometric representation. This difficulty is strongly connected to Connes’
Embedding Problem for which we provide (yet another) reformulation (Corollary
5.3.16).
In the case of injective unital C*-dynamical systems over Fn`, we find a de-
scription of the C*-envelope, but this description does not look like a C*-crossed
product of an automorphic C*-dynamical system that extends pA,α,Fn`q. We fol-
low the approach of Duncan [44] and examine free products with amalgamation.
However the proof of [44, Theorem 3.1] has a gap. It is not established that the
natural embedding of the free product of the nonselfadjoint operator algebras with
amalgamation over D into the free product of the C*-envelopes with amalgamation
over D is a completely isometric map. We provide a proof of this fact, and explain
how Duncan’s approach applies in the non-commutative case as well. Secondly we
make use of [58, Theorem 3.5] which corrects [44, Proposition 4.2] and extends
it to the non-commutative setting (see also [44, Example 3.4]). Corollary 5.3.22
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also provides an alternative proof of Theorem 5.3.8 for automorphic actions. For
general injective actions, the free product of the C*-envelopes is not a C*-crossed
product in any sense we can determine that fits into the philosophy of this paper.
That connection remains to be found.
Our investigation is focussed on working within the framework of Arveson’s pro-
gram on the C*-envelope. Following the meta-Proposition 2.4.10, the “allowable”
contractive representations of a semigroup P (for this paper) must be completely
positive definite (Definition 2.4.4), and depend on the structure of the pair pG,P q
where G is the group that P generates. There is an extensive literature concerning
dilations of completely positive definite maps of spanning cones, which includes
regular, isometric and unitary representations of P . To this we add a study of
the regular contractive representation over lattice-ordered abelian semigroups. We
show that a regular representation is contractive and Nica-covariant, i.e., it satisfies
a doubly commuting property (see Definition 2.5.8), if and only if the isometric co-
extension is Nica-covariant in the usual sense (Theorem 2.5.10). If the semigroup
is an arbitrary direct sum of totally ordered semigroups, then the contractive Nica-
covariant representations are automatically completely positive definite (Corollary
2.5.12). This improves on the second author’s result [51, Theorem 2.4].
Then we proceed to the examination of semicrossed products relative to isomet-
ric covariant pairs and unitary covariant pairs. These results hold for semicrossed
products over arbitrary abelian cancellative semigroups. Restricting ourselves to
abelian semigroups which determine an abelian lattice-ordered group we take our
results further. In particular we are able to show that the C*-envelope of a semi-
crossed product is a natural C*-crossed product for:
piiiq automorphic dynamical systems by unitary representations of spanning
cones (Theorem 3.2.1);
pivq automorphic dynamical systems by isometric representations of spanning
cones (Theorem 3.3.1);
pvq automorphic C*-dynamical systems by contractive representations of Z2`
(Corollary 3.4.1);
pviq arbitrary C*-dynamical systems by unitary representations of spanning
cones (Theorem 3.2.3);
pviiq automorphic C*-dynamical systems by regular representations of lattice-
ordered abelian semigroups (Theorem 4.1.1);
pviiiq injective C*-dynamical systems by regular Nica-covariant representa-
tions of lattice-ordered abelian semigroups (Theorem 4.2.12).
All representations of the semigroups above are completely positive definite. Let
us comment further on some of the above cases.
For case (v) recall that the class of contractive representations of Zn` is patho-
logical. The Parrott [81] and Kaijser-Varopoulos [95] examples show that these
representations are not always completely positive definite for n ě 3. On the other
hand, they are completely positive definite when n “ 2 by Andoˆ’s Theorem [3].
Hence, it is natural to ask what is the C*-envelope for C*-dynamical systems over
contractive representations of Z2`. A generalized version of Andoˆ’s Theorem for
automorphic C*-dynamical systems over Z2` was given by Ling-Muhly [70]. A
generalized Andoˆ’s Theorem that concerns isometric dilations of contractive rep-
resentations was later given by Solel [92] in the context of product systems over
Z2`. In Theorem 3.4.2 we provide a new approach that is independent of both [70]
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and [92]. We write down the dilation of contractive covariant pairs to isometric
covariant pairs explicitly. This is achieved without assuming invertibility or non-
degeneracy of the system. We mention that non-degeneracy plays a central role in
the representation theory produced by Muhly and Solel, e.g., see the key result [75,
Lemma 3.5]. Whether isometric covariant pairs dilate to unitary covariant pairs
in the case of injective C*-dynamical systems is unclear to us, and it remains an
interesting open question. Note that if this is true, then the contractive semicrossed
product will coincide with the unitary semicrossed product, for which we compute
the C*-envelope in Theorem 3.2.3.
For case (vi) we mention that the original system is not always embedded
isometrically inside the semicrossed product. This happens because the represen-
tations do not account for ˚-endomorphisms with kernels. In general the actual
system that embeds inside the semicrossed product is an appropriate quotient by
the radical ideal (see the definition before Lemma 5.2.1). For injective systems (and
exactly in this case) the radical ideal is trivial.
The Nica-covariant semicrossed product over Zn` is an example of a product
system, and the tools that we produce may well find applications in this more
general context. From one-variable C*-dynamical systems, graph algebras and C*-
correspondences to multivariable semigroup actions, k-graphs and product systems,
there are several similarities in the techniques and the arguments used, yet we
show that the objects are different. First we note that the operator algebras we
examine cannot be encoded by a C*-correspondence except in the trivial case of
the disc algebra (Proposition 4.5.2). Thus the classes of product systems and C*-
correspondences do not coincide, with the first being a proper generalization of
the second. This discussion was motivated by an error in [45, Section 5], where
a C*-correspondence structure is given. They have corrected this in their current
version.
The main result of [45, Theorem 3] is superseded by our Theorem 3.5.4. In
particular we extend the notion of the Fock algebra from [45] to include non-
classical systems. This is given by a specific family of covariant representations,
i.e., the Fock representations, which are central to our analysis (Example 3.1.5).
We show that the C*-envelope of the Fock algebra is a C*-crossed product for:
pixq injective C*-dynamical systems over spanning cones (Theorem 3.5.4);
pxq automorphic dynamical systems over spanning cones (Theorem 3.5.6).
We mention that Fock representations play a crucial role in our analysis as in
most of the cases they are completely isometric representations of the semicrossed
products. In the case of classical systems over Zn`, Donsig-Katavolos-Manoussos
[41] describe rather successfully the ideal structure of the nonselfadjoint operator
algebra generated by a Fock representation. Obviously this description passes to
the semicrossed products of classical systems over Zn` that we examine here. It is
tempting to ask for similar characterizations for non-classical (possibly non C*-)
dynamical systems, even over arbitrary spanning cones.
In this paper we carry out a description of the ideal structure for the C*-algebras
which relates to the infrastructure of the dynamics. For classical systems over Zn`,
we deduce that the semigroup action is minimal and injective if and only if the
Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner algebra is simple (Corollary 4.4.9). As a consequence, any ideal
in any C*-cover of the semicrossed product by doubly commuting representations
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of Zn` is a boundary ideal. Similar results are obtained for the Nica-covariant
semicrossed product of C*-algebras by spanning cones (Proposition 4.4.3).
Spanning cones are examples of the more general class of Ore semigroups. Our
methods also work in this context after a suitable adjustment. The careful reader
may have already noticed that the covariance relation (1.1) is only compatible
with the system when P is abelian. This form no longer holds for non-abelian
semigroups, since the multiplication rule may not be associative. For dynamical
systems pA,α, P q over (possibly non-abelian) Ore semigroups, we examine the uni-
versal object relative to the dual covariance relation of (1.1), that is, we consider a
right action rather than a left action:
(1.3) ts ¨ a “ αspaq ¨ ts for all a P A and s P P.
Following the C*-literature on non-unital dynamical systems, we can declare the
unit of A to be the unit of the universal object or consider the universal object
to be generated by A and P separately (see [61] for a discussion). In all of these
cases, we show that the C*-envelope is the full corner of a C*-crossed product for:
pxiq C*-dynamical systems by isometric representations of Ore semigroups
(Theorems 5.2.3, 5.2.4 and 5.2.5).
These results cannot be generalized to merely contractive representations because
of [81, 95]. Once again the nature of the representations enforces an embedding
of the actual system inside the semicrossed product by an appropriate quotient by
the radical ideal. This quotient is trivial if (and only if) the system is injective.
The dilations of the C*-dynamical systems pA,α, P q to automorphic C*-dyna-
mical systems p rB, rβ,Gq that are used and/or established herein satisfy certain min-
imality properties. Moreover in most of the cases the original system extends to
a semigroup action of the semigroup over P on the C*-envelope. For example the
isometric representations of Ore semigroups and equation (1.3) imply that
(1.4) αppaq “ tp ¨ a ¨ tp˚ for all a P A and p P P,
which extends to the ˚-endomorphism adtp . One can then apply the minimal
automorphic dilation to adtp . In a recent work on Ore semigroups Larsen-Li [69]
show that the resulting C*-crossed product of this dilation is nothing else than the
C*-crossed product rB¸rβ G. In a sense dilating and then forming the C*-algebra is
essentially the same as forming the C*-algebra first and then dilating. It is natural
to ask whether the same holds for the various automorphic dilations we construct
here.
Finally we remark that the connections between our results and product sys-
tems apply only to the Nica-covariant semicrossed products and not to the semi-
crossed products over free semigroups. Indeed, the representation theory of product
systems prevents the existence of unitary representations for non-directed quasi-
lattice ordered groups. For example any isometric Nica-covariant representation of
Fn` must be a row-isometry and hence can not be unitary [65, Section 5]. However,
unitary representations are central to our analysis being the maximal dilations of
the completely positive definite representations of the semigroup. Moving outside of
this framework would instantly put us outside the context provided by Proposition
2.4.10. Such a situation may be an interesting (yet different) story.
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CHAPTER 2
Preliminaries
2.1. Operator algebras
A concrete operator algebra A will mean a norm-closed subalgebra of BpHq,
where H is some Hilbert space. The reader should be familiar with the operator
norm structure an operator algebra carries, dilation theory, and the terminology
related to the subject (for example, see [82]). An abstract operator algebra is a
Banach algebra with an operator space structure which is completely isometrically
isomorphic to a concrete operator algebra. We will not require the Blecher-Ruan-
Sinclair characterization of unital operator algebras. Our operator algebras need
not be unital, but will always come with a family of representations that provide
a spatial representation. All of our morphisms between operator algebras will be
completely contractive homomorphisms. In particular, we will write A » B to
mean that they are completely isometrically isomorphic.
A representation of an operator algebra will mean a completely contractive
homomorphism ρ : A Ñ BpHq, for some Hilbert space H. A dilation of ρ means
a representation σ : A Ñ BpKq, where K Ą H and PHσpaq|H “ ρpaq. A familiar
result of Sarason shows that K can be decomposed as K “ K´ ‘H ‘K` so that
there is a matrix form
σpaq “
»–˚ 0 0˚ ρpaq 0
˚ ˚ ˚
fifl for all a P A.
The dilation is called a co-extension if K´ “ t0u and an extension when K` “
t0u. A representation ρ is called maximal provided that the only dilations of ρ
have the form σ “ ρ ‘ σ1. A dilation σ of ρ is a maximal dilation if it is a
maximal representation. There are analogous definitions for maximal extensions
and maximal co-extensions.
IfA is an operator algebra, there may be many C*-algebras that it can generate,
depending on how it is represented. If C is a C*-algebra and j : A Ñ C is a
completely isometric map such that C “ C˚pjpAqq, then we call pC, jq a C*-cover
of A. The C*-envelope of an operator algebra A is the unique minimal C*-cover
pCe˚nvpAq, ιq, characterized by the following co-universal property: if pC, jq is a C*-
cover of A, then there is a (unique) ˚-epimorphism Φ: C Ñ Ce˚nvpAq such that
Φ ˝ j “ ι.
The existence of the C*-envelope can be verified in two ways. The earliest
description is given by Hamana [54] as the C*-algebra generated by A inside its
injective envelope, when the latter is endowed with the Choi-Effros C*-structure.
Simplified proofs are given in [82, 57]. A modern independent description is given
by Dritschel and McCullough [42] as the C*-algebra generated by a maximal com-
pletely isometric representation of A. A simplified proof is given in [9]. When A
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is unital, a completely contractive unital map ϕ : A Ñ BpHq is said to have the
unique extension property if it has a unique completely positive extension to C˚pAq
and this extension is a ˚-homomorphism. Dritschel and McCullough prove their
result by establishing that every representation of A has a maximal dilation; and
that every maximal representation has the unique extension property.
Both approaches imply a third way to identify the C*-envelope which goes back
to Arveson’s seminal paper [7]. An ideal J of a C*-cover pC, ιq of A is called a
boundary if the restriction of the quotient map qJ to A is completely isometric.
Then Ce˚nvpAq » C{J , where J is the largest boundary ideal, known as the Sˇilov
ideal. The existence of the Sˇilov ideal can be shown as a consequence of the existence
of the injective envelope or the existence of maximal dilations. A direct proof that
does not depend on the above is not known.
An irreducible ˚-representation pi of C˚pAq is called a boundary representation
if pi|A has the unique extension property. Arveson [9] showed that in the separable
case, A always has enough boundary representations so that their direct sum is
completely isometric. This was established in complete generality, with a direct
dilation theory proof, by the first author and Kennedy [35].
Arveson [10] calls an operator algebra A hyperrigid if for every ˚-represent-
ation pi of Ce˚nvpAq, pi|A has the unique extension property. Various examples of
operator algebras share this property, for example, see Blecher-Labuschagne [14]
and Duncan [44]. A simple case when this property holds is when a unital algebra
A is generated by unitary elements. A particular class of hyperrigid algebras are
Dirichlet algebras, i.e., algebras A such that A`A˚ is dense inside Ce˚nvpAq.
We will be constructing a number of different operator algebras from the same
non-closed algebra with different families of representations. Influenced by Agler
[1] and Dritschel and McCullough [42], we make the following definition.
Definition 2.1.1. If A is an (not necessarily normed) algebra, a family of
representations will be a collection F of homomorphisms into BpHq, for various
Hilbert spaces H, such that F is
p1q closed under arbitrary direct sums;
p2q closed under restriction to a reducing subspace;
p3q closed under unitary equivalence.
Observe that (1) implies that the norm of any element ρpnq
`“
aij
‰˘
in MnpBpHqq
must be bounded above, since the direct sum of any set of representations is a
representation. It is a familiar argument that every representation of A decomposes
into an orthogonal direct sum of cyclic reducing subspaces, and the dimension of
a cyclic reducing subspace is bounded above by the cardinality (of a dense subset)
of A. Therefore we can always fix a set of Hilbert spaces, one for each cardinal
up to this maximum, and consider the set F0 of representations in F into this set
of Hilbert spaces. Then we take the direct sum of this set of representations, and
obtain a single representation pi0 in F with the property that every element of F
can be obtained, up to unitary equivalence, by restricting some ampliation of pi0 to
a reducing subspace. If J “ kerpi0, consider the completion rA of A{J with respect
to the family of seminorms on MnpAq››“aij‰››F “ ››pipnq0 `“aij‰˘›› “ sup
ρPF0
››ρpnq`“aij‰˘››.
By construction, pi0 yields a completely isometric representation of rA.
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With a slight abuse of notation, we may write this as a supremum over F ,
since even though it is not a set, the collection of possible norms is a bounded set
of real numbers. Note that property (2) allows us to provide an explicit cap on the
cardinality of representations that need to be considered. Strictly speaking, this
condition is not required, if we are willing to take a supremum over all representa-
tions in F . The collection of all possible norms of an element of MnpAq is always
a bounded set because of property (1). So the supremum is defined. We can then
select a set of representations that attains the norm at every element of MnpAq;
and use this set F0 of representations as above. As far as we can determine, all of
the families of interest to us do have property (2), which simplifies the presentation.
Definition 2.1.2. If A is an algebra and F is a family of representations, then
the enveloping operator algebra of A with respect to F is the algebra rA constructed
above.
This construction yields an operator algebra rA containing A (or a quotient
of A) as a dense subalgebra with the property that every element of F extends
uniquely to a completely contractive representation of rA. As we will soon see, the
representations in F need not exhaust the class of completely contractive repre-
sentations of rA. Nor does this property determine rA. Among operator algebras
with this property, rA is the one with the smallest operator norm structure, as it
is evident that each element
“
aij
‰ P MnpAq must have norm at least as large as››“aij‰››F in order to make pi0 completely contractive.
Dritschel and McCullough [42], following Agler [1], define an extended family
of representations to be a collection F of representations of A on a Hilbert space
such that it is
piq closed under arbitrary direct sums;
piiq closed under restriction to an invariant subspace;
piiiq if ρ : AÑ BpHq is in F and pi : BpHq Ñ BpKq is a ˚-representation, then
piρ is in F ;
pivq When A is not unital, we also require that if P is a net and pip : A Ñ
BpHpq are representations in F such that whenever p ă q, Hp Ă Hq
and PHppiqp¨q|Hp “ pipp¨q (i.e., piq is a dilation of pip), then there is a
representation in the family which is the direct limit of this net.
Example 2.1.3. Our families need not satisfy (ii). For example, let A “ Crzs
and let F consist of all representations ρ such that ρpzq is unitary. This is readily
seen to satisfy our axioms. The universal operator algebra relative to F is the disc
algebra ApDq. Then ρpzq “ Mz, the multiplication operator on L2pTq, has H2 as
an invariant subspace; but the restriction to H2 is a proper isometry. This family
does satisfy (iii) and (iv).
Our families also need not satisfy (iii) or (iv). Let A “ Crzs and let G be the
family of representations which send the generator z to a pure isometry. Again
this clearly satisfies our axioms. The universal operator algebra relative to G is the
disc algebras ApDq represented as the Toeplitz algebra on H2; and its C*-envelope
is CpTq, the universal C*-algebra generated by a unitary. This family satisfies
condition (ii), but not (iii) or (iv). Indeed, if ρpzq “ Tz on H2 is the unilateral shift,
then composing this with any ˚-representation that kills the compacts will send z to
a unitary operator, which is not in our family. Likewise, the representations of ApDq
on K´n “ spantzk : ´ n ď ku Ă L2pTq, for n ě 0, are unitarily equivalent to the
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representation on H2. However their direct limit yields the maximal representation
which sends z to the bilateral shift, which is not a pure isometry. Nevertheless, this
yields a completely contractive representation of ApDq. Thus F is not an extended
family, and does not contain all completely contractive representations of ApDq.
Even though a family need not satisfy (ii), the restriction to an invariant sub-
space will always yield a completely contractive representation of rA. Property (iii)
is stronger than (3), and this may not keep the representation in our family. Never-
theless, we have the stronger property that if ρ P F and we take any ˚-representation
pi of C˚pρp rAqq, then piρ will extend to a completely contractive representation of rA.
Dritschel and McCullough note that property (iv) is automatic in the unital case if
(i)–(iii) hold. This property ensures the existence of maximal dilations of rA in the
extended family. Again there is no assurance that maximal dilations remain in our
family, but again such a direct limit of representations in F will yield a completely
contractive representation of rA. So it follows that if we define a family in our sense,
and consider the larger family of completely contractive representations of rA, then
this will be an extended family.
Example 2.1.4. Let A “ Crz1, z2, z3s and let F1 denote the family of represen-
tations that send the generators zi to commuting isometries. A classical result of
Ito [94, Proposition I.6.2] shows that every family of commuting isometries dilates
to a family of commuting unitaries. Evidently three commuting unitaries yield an
element of F1; and it is readily apparent that these representations are maximal. It
follows that rA is the polydisc algebra ApD3q, considered as a subalgebra of CpT3q,
which is the C*-envelope.
However the example of Parrott [81] shows that there are three commuting
contractions which yield a contractive representation of ApD3q but do not dilate to
commuting unitaries. This shows that the class F2 of contractive representations
of ApD3q yields a different (larger) operator norm structure on ApD3q, say rA2, with
the same Banach algebra norm. It also has the property that every representation
in F1 extends to a completely contractive representation of rA2. So ApD3q is isomet-
rically isomorphic to rA2, but is not completely isomorphic; and rA2 has completely
contractive representations which are not completely contractive on ApD3q. Since
the base algebra is the same, ApD3q is not a quotient of rA2. As a set, MnpApD3qq
and Mnp rA2q are the same, and the norms are comparable with constants depending
on n. It is a famous open question whether there is a constant independent of n.
Finally an example of Kaijser and Varopoulos [95] shows that there are three
commuting contractions such that the corresponding representation of the algebra
A “ Crz1, z2, z3s does not extend to a contractive representation of ApD3q. So
the family F3 of all representations of A sending the generators to commuting
contractions yields a larger norm, and the completion rA3 of A for this family may
be strictly smaller than ApD3q. (Whether it is the same set depends on whether
there is a von Neumann inequality in three variables with a constant, another
open problem.) Again any representation in F1 or F2 will extend to a completely
contractive representation of rA3. So the universal property of these algebras is not
readily expressed in terms of extensions of representations. We need to define the
norm explicitly.
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There is an alternative approach, the notion of the enveloping operator algebra
relative to a set of relations and generators, in the sense of Blackadar’s shape theory
[13] (appropriately extended to cover the non-separable case). Given such a set of
relations and generators, one first constructs the enveloping C*-algebra for these
relations, and then takes a suitable nonselfadjoint part.
2.2. Semigroups
A semigroup P is a set that is closed under a binary associative operation.
In this paper, we will restrict our attention to semigroups which are unital, i.e.,
monoids, and embed into a group G, which we shall assume is generated by P . The
group G may be specified by the context or may arise as a universal object. Since
groups satisfy cancellation, a subsemigroup of a group must satisfy both left and
right cancellation (i.e., sa “ sb implies a “ b and as “ bs implies a “ b). If P is
a cancellative abelian semigroup, then one can construct the Grothendieck group
G of P as a set of formal differences, and it satisfies G “ P ´ P . For non-abelian
semigroups P , left and right cancellation is necessary but not sufficient for such
an embedding. The additional property that G “ P´1P determines a special class
called the Ore semigroups. We will be interested in abelian cancellative semigroups,
especially lattice-ordered abelian semigroups, as well as Ore semigroups and free
semigroups.
Spanning cones and lattices. Let G be an abelian group with identity el-
ement 0. A unital semigroup P Ď G is called a cone. A cone P is a positive cone
if P X ´P “ t0u. A (not necessarily positive) cone P is called a spanning cone if
G “ P ´ P .
In a spanning cone P , we can define the pre-order s ď t if and only if s` r “ t
for some r P P . If in addition P is a positive cone, then this order becomes a partial
order that can be extended to a partial order on G. Conversely, given a partially
ordered abelian group G, we get the positive cone P :“ tp P G : p ě 0u.
When any two elements of G have a least upper-bound and a greatest lower-
bound, then pG,P q is called a lattice-ordered abelian group. If P Xp´P q “ t0u and
P Y p´P q “ G, then we say that pG,P q is totally ordered.
In the following proposition, we note some facts about lattice-ordered abelian
groups which will be useful in the sequel. We refer the reader to Goodearl [52,
Propositions 1.4, 1.5] for proofs.
Proposition 2.2.1. Let P be a spanning cone of G. If the least upper bound
s_t exists for every pair s, t P P , then G is a lattice-ordered abelian group. Moreover
pg1 _ g2q ` pg1 ^ g2q “ g1 ` g2 for all g1, g2 P G.
When pG,P q is a lattice-ordered abelian group, there is a unique decomposition
of the elements g P G as g “ ´s ` t where s ^ t “ 0. First note that every g P G
has such a decomposition, since we can rewrite g “ ´s` t P G as
g “ ´ps´ s^ tq ` pt´ s^ tq,
with s´ s^ t and t´ s^ t P P , and
ps´ s^ tq ^ pt´ s^ tq “ s^ t´ s^ t “ 0.
Now assume that g “ ´s` t with s^ t “ 0 and let
g´ :“ ´pg ^ 0q “ ´ pp´s` tq ^ 0q “ ´pt^ s´ sq “ s
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and
g` :“ g _ 0 “ p´s` tq _ 0 “ t_ s´ s “ s` t´ s^ t´ s “ t.
Therefore s and t are uniquely determined.
There are positive spanning cones such that pG,P q is not a lattice, as the
following examples show. By Proposition 2.2.1, the only obstruction is that the
least upper bound may not exist.
Example 2.2.2. Let G “ xp2, 0q, p0, 2q, p1, 1qy as a subgroup of Z2. Let P be
the unital subsemigroup of G generated by tp0, 0q, p2, 0q, p0, 2q, p1, 1qu. Then pG,P q
is not a lattice. Indeed, the elements p2, 0q, p1, 1q P P are both less than p3, 1q
and p2, 2q but there is no element pm,nq in P such that p2, 0q, p1, 1q ď pm,nq ď
p3, 1q, p2, 2q. Hence a unique least upper bound of p2, 0q and p1, 1q does not exist.
Lattice-ordered semigroups are unperforated : if g P G and n ě 1 such that
ng P P , then g P P [28, Proposition 3.6]. This property excludes examples such as
the following.
Example 2.2.3. Let P “ t0, n : n ě 2u “ t0, 2, 3, 4, 5, . . . u endowed with the
ordering m ď n if n´m P P . Then 2 and 3 are both less than 5 and 6, but there
is no n greater than both 2 and 3 and less than both 5 and 6. Hence P is not a
lattice-ordered abelian semigroup. This semigroup is perforated because 1` 1 P P
but 1 R P .
Ore semigroups. We now discuss an important class of semigroups. An Ore
semigroup is a (left and right) cancellative semigroup P such that Ps X Pt ‰
H for all s, t P P . Without loss of generality, we may assume that P is unital.
Every spanning cone is an Ore semigroup because in this case, s` t always lies in
the intersection. A result of Ore [80] and Dubreil [43] shows that this property
characterizes semigroups P which can be embedded into a group with the additional
property that G “ P´1P . Laca [64, Theorem 1.2] shows that any homomorphism
of P into a group extends to a homomorphism of G. We sketch an alternative proof.
Theorem 2.2.4 (Ore, Dubreil, Laca). A semigroup P can be embedded in a
group G with P´1P “ G if and only if it is an Ore semigroup. In this case, the group
G is determined up to canonical isomorphism by the following universal property:
every semigroup homomorphism ϕ from P into a group K extends uniquely to a
group homomorphism rϕ from G to K such that rϕps´1tq “ ϕpsq´1ϕptq.
Proof. We only sketch the embedding into a group with the desired proper-
ties. To construct the group G, first note that it suffices to embed P inside some
group H, and then define G :“ P´1P Ď H. To see that G is a group, note that it
is closed under inverses; so it suffices to show that it is closed under products. Let
s, t, x, y P P . We will show that ps´1tqpx´1yq belongs to P´1P . For the elements
t, x, there are r1, r2 P P such that r1t “ r2x. Since we are working inside a group
H, we can use invertibility and write tx´1 “ r´11 r2. Therefore
s´1tx´1y “ s´1r´11 r2y “ pr1sq´1r2y P P´1P.
In what follows, we construct an injective semigroup homomorphism from P
into the group of bijections of a set. Define the (right) ordering in P by
s ď tðñ t P Psðñ t “ rs for some r P P.
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The cancellative property of P implies that the choice of r is unique. Let Ps “ P
for s P P , and for s ď t in P , define connecting maps
ψts : Ps Ñ Pt : h ÞÑ rh where t “ rs.
Since P is cancellative, these maps are injective. Consider the direct limit set
P8 “ limÝÑpPs, ψtsq. For each h P Ps, let rhss denote its image inside P8. Now for
t P P , define Lt : P8 Ñ P8 by the rule
Ltrhss “ rphsq where ps “ qt.
The verification that the mapping tÑ Lt is an injective semigroup homomorphism
of P into the group of bijections on P8 is left to the reader.
We will focus on (non-abelian) Ore semigroups in Section 5.2. Apart from
abelian semigroups, other examples of Ore semigroups include directed subsemi-
groups of quasi-lattice ordered groups and normal semigroups. More examples are
mentioned by Laca following [64, Remark 1.3].
2.3. Completely positive definite functions of groups
Let G be a discrete group with unit 1 (or 0 when the group is abelian). We
denote by c00pGq the involutive ˚-algebra of finitely supported scalar functions on
G with the `1-norm. Let C
˚pGq be the enveloping C*-algebra (group C*-algebra)
of c00pGq. The representations of C˚pGq are determined by the ˚-representations
of c00pGq. These are in a natural bijection with the unitary representations of G.
We will use the notation CrGs for the image of c00pGq inside C˚pGq. That means
that CrGs inherits an operator structure from C˚pGq. The norm on C˚pGq will be
simply denoted by }¨}. By definition CrGs spans a }¨}-dense subspace of C˚pGq. It
is easy to see that the unitary representations of G coincide with the contractive
representations of G.
If H is a Hilbert space, c00pG,Hq will denote the space of finitely supported
functions on G with values in H, and a typical element will be written as h “ř
gPG hgg. A unital map T : GÑ BpHq is called completely positive definite ifÿ
gi,gj
@
T pg´1i gjqhgj , hgi
D ě 0 for all h “ ÿ
gPG
hgg P c00pG,Hq.
Equivalently, the matrix rT pg´1i gjqsnˆn is positive semidefinite for any finite subsettg1, . . . , gnu of G. Applying this to the vector h “ h11` hgg, we obtain that„
I T pgq
T pg´1q I

ě 0.
Thus T pg´1q “ T pgq˚ and }T pgq} ď 1 for all g P G.
Given a completely positive definite map T : G Ñ BpHq, we form the Hilbert
space HbT G as follows. Let K0 “ c00pG,Hq equipped with the semi-inner product@
h, h1
D “ ÿ
g,g1PG
@
T pg1´1gqhg, h1g1
D
.
Let N “ th P c00pG,Hq| xh, hy “ 0u and H bT G :“ K0{N .
A map T : G Ñ BpHq extends linearly to a map defined on CrGs, which we
will denote by the same symbol. When T : CrGs Ñ BpHq is bounded, it extends
by continuity to a map defined on C˚pGq which again we will denote by the same
symbol.
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The basic result on completely positive definite functions on groups is [94,
Theorem I.7.1].
Theorem 2.3.1 (Sz.-Nagy). Let G be a group, and let T : G Ñ BpHq. Then
the following are equivalent:
piq T : GÑ BpHq is unital and completely positive definite.
piiq T : C˚pGq Ñ BpHq is unital and completely positive.
piiiq T dilates to a unitary representation U : GÑ BpKq.
Moreover, the unitary dilation can be chosen to be minimal by choosing K “Ž
gPG UpgqH. We note that this minimal dilation can be realized on H bT G [94,
Theorem I.7.1].
Let G1 and G2 be two discrete groups. Two completely positive definite maps
Ti : Gi Ñ BpHq are said to commute if T1psqT2ptq “ T2ptqT1psq for all s P G1 and
t P G2. Equivalently, T1pC˚pG1qq Ď T2pC˚pG2qq1, since CrGis is a dense subspace
of C˚pGiq. Therefore we can define the map
T1 d T2 : G1 ‘G2 Ñ BpHq : ps, tq ÞÑ T1psqT2ptq.
Theorem 2.3.2. Let G1, G2 be discrete groups and T1, T2 commuting completely
positive definite maps. Then the mapping T1dT2 of G1‘G2 has a unitary dilation.
Consequently T1 d T2 is a completely positive definite map of G1 ‘G2.
Proof. Let V1 : C
˚pG1q Ñ BpKq be the minimal Stinespring (unitary) di-
lation of the unital completely positive map T1 : C
˚pG1q Ñ BpHq. Since V1 is
a ˚-representation, the restriction V1|G is a unitary representation. By Arve-
son’s Commutant Lifting Theorem [7, Theorem 1.3.1], there is a ˚-representation
ρ : T1pC˚pG1qq1 Ñ V1pG1q1 Ď BpKq which dilates id : T1pC˚pG1qq1 Ñ T1pC˚pG1qq1.
Then V2 :“ ρ ˝ T2 defines a unital completely positive map of C˚pG2q that dilates
T2. Repeat for V2 to obtain a unitary dilation U2 of V2, hence a dilation of T2, and
let σ be the dilation of the identity representation id: V2pC˚pG2qq1 Ñ V2pC˚pG2qq1.
Then U1 “ σ ˝ V1 is a trivial dilation of V1, thus a ˚-representation. Then U1 and
U2 commute, hence U1 d U2 defines a unitary dilation of T1 d T2.
Remark 2.3.3. By considering T1 d pT2 d T3q and inductively one can obtain
the same result for any number of commuting positive definite maps.
2.4. Completely positive definite functions of semigroups
Fix a unital subsemigroup P of a discrete group G. We will now explore the
representation theory for P .
Definition 2.4.1. Let P be a semigroup. A homomorphism ρ : P Ñ BpHq is
called a contractive representation (respectively isometric) if ρpsq is a contraction
(respectively an isometry) for all s P P .
We make c00pP q into an algebra with the usual convolution product: a typical
element is a finitely non-zero sum
ř
sPP λss and pλsqpµtq “ pλµqst. It is clear
that the contractive representations of P are in a natural bijective correspondence
with the representations of c00pP q which send the generators to contractions. If
one desires, one can put the `1-norm on c00pP q; and then these are precisely the
contractive representations of pc00pP q, } ¨ }1q.
Blecher and Paulsen [16] introduce a universal operator algebra OpP q of a
semigroup P . We use the notation CrP s for the image of c00pP q inside OpP q.
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We will consider a variety of universal operator algebras for different families of
representations. When all contractive representations are used, this reduces to their
definition. We note that, since the unitary representations of a group G coincide
with the contractive representations of G, it follows that C˚pGq “ OpGq.
Definition 2.4.2. Let F be a family of contractive representations of P . Then
OpP,Fq denotes the enveloping operator algebra of c00pP q with respect to the fam-
ily F . The enveloping operator algebra with respect to the family of all contractive
representations of P will be denoted by OpP q.
Remark 2.4.3. By definition, the contractive representations in F are unital
completely contractive representations of OpP,Fq. But an isometric representation
of P may not yield a completely isometric representation of OpP,Fq. Again, a
counterexample is provided by Parrott [81] for OpZ3`q since isometric representa-
tions of Z3` have unitary dilations, but there are contractive representations which
do not.
If P is an abelian subsemigroup of a group G, it need not be true that OpP q sits
completely isometrically inside OpGq “ C˚pGq. Indeed, Parrott’s counter-example
[81] shows that there are contractive representations of Z3` which are not com-
pletely contractive. Therefore the OpZ3`q norm on c00pZ3`q is strictly greater than
the one induced from C˚pZ3q » CpT3q. Hence OpZ3`q does not embed completely
isometrically into OpZ3q. One can characterize the representations of P which do
extend.
Definition 2.4.4. Let P be a unital subsemigroup of a discrete group G.
A representation T : P Ñ BpHq is called completely positive definite if it has a
completely positive definite extension rT : GÑ BpHq.
Proposition 2.4.5. Let P be a unital subsemigroup of a discrete group G.
Then T : P Ñ BpHq is a completely positive definite representation of P if and only
if there is a unitary representation U : GÑ BpKq such that T p¨q “ PHU |P p¨q|H .
Proof. Suppose that T is a completely positive definite function on P . By
Theorem 2.3.1, rT has a unitary dilation U : GÑ BpKq. Hence T p¨q “ PHU |P p¨q|H .
The converse is immediate.
We can always co-extend a completely positive definite representation of P to
an isometric representation.
Proposition 2.4.6. Let P be a unital subsemigroup of a discrete group G, and
let T : P Ñ BpHq be a completely positive definite representation of P . Then T
co-extends to an isometric representation of P which is completely positive definite.
Proof. With the notation of Proposition 2.4.5, let K` “ ŽpPP UppqH; and
define V ppq “ Uppq|K for each p P P . Then V is an isometric representation of P
that co-extends T . Moreover V is a completely positive definite map of P since it
is a compression of a unitary representation.
Remark 2.4.7. Similar to the group case, given a completely positive definite
representation T : P Ñ BpHq, we form a Hilbert space H bT P . To this end, letrT be the completely positive definite extension of T to G. Let K0 “ c00pP,Hq
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together with the semi-inner product@
h, h1
D “ ÿ
s,tPP
ArT pt´1sqhpsq, h1ptqE .
As before, we let N “ th P c00pP,Hq| xh, hy “ 0u and define H bT P as the
completion of K0{N . Note that HbT P embeds isometrically into Hb rT G because
the definition of }h}2 for h P H bT P is independent of whether it is considered in
this space or in H b rT G. With a simple modification of the proof of [94, Theorem
I.7.1], one can realize the dilation V of T in Proposition 2.4.6 on the Hilbert space
H bT P .
On the other hand, for Ore semigroups, isometric representations are automat-
ically completely positive definite. Laca [64] establishes this by constructing the
unitary dilation. Here is an alternate argument.
Proposition 2.4.8 (Laca). Let P be an Ore semigroup and let T : P Ñ BpHq
be an isometric representation. Then T is completely positive definite.
Proof. By Theorem 2.2.4, P embeds into a group G such that G “ P´1P .
We will extend T to a completely positive definite function on the group G by
setting rT pgq “ T psq˚T ptq for g “ s´1t.
We first show that this is well defined. Suppose that g “ s´1t “ u´1v for s, t, u, v P
P . Since Ps X Pu contains an element r, there are elements x, y P P so that
r “ xs “ yu. Then
r´1xt “ s´1x´1xt “ s´1t “ u´1v “ u´1y´1yv “ r´1yv.
Therefore xt “ yv. We compute
T psq˚T ptq “ T psq˚T pxq˚T pxqT ptq “ T pxsq˚T pxtq
“ T pyuq˚T pyvq “ T puq˚T pyq˚T pyqT pvq “ T puq˚T pvq.
If g1, . . . , gn are elements of G, we can use the argument above to show that
there are elements r, s1, . . . , sn in P so that gi “ r´1si. It follows that g´1i gj “
s´1i sj . Let X “
“
T ps1q . . . T psnq
‰
. Then for h “ ph1, . . . , hnq in Hpnq,@“ rT ps´1i sjq‰h, hD “ @“T psiq˚T psjq‰h, hD “ xX˚Xh, hy “ }Xh}2 ě 0.
Hence T is a completely positive definite function on P .
Examples 2.4.9. There are many other cases where representations of cer-
tain semigroups are completely positive definite. The first two are special cases of
Proposition 2.4.8.
(1) Isometric representations of spanning cones (see [82, Theorem 5.4]).
(2) Contractive representations of totally ordered lattices pG,P q, Mlak [74].
(3) Contractive representations of pZ2,Z2`q, Andoˆ [3].
(4) Doubly commuting contractive representations of pZn,Zn`q. However, it is
not true that rT is completely positive definite for all contractive represen-
tations of pZn,Zn`q if n ě 3, as Parrott’s example [81] is a contractive
representation of Z3` with no unitary dilation.
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(5) More generally, if pGi, Piq are totally ordered abelian groups for i P I,
and T : P “ ‘iPIPi Ñ BpHq is a contractive representation such that
T psiqT psjq˚ “ T psjq˚T psiq for i ‰ j, (Proposition 2.5.6).
(6) Contractive representations of the free semigroup (Remark 5.3.15).
Now we have set the context in order to argue for the advantage of completely
positive definite representations. Following Arveson’s program on the C*-envelope,
one tries to associate the C*-envelope of a nonselfadjoint operator algebra to a
natural C*-object. For a subsemigroup P of a group G generated by P , let Fcpd
denote the family of completely positive definite functions on P . Assume that G is
discrete, and let Fun denote the family of restrictions to P of unitary representations
of G. If the goal is to prove that the C*-envelope of OpP,Fq is C˚pGq, then there
is only one way to go.
Proposition 2.4.10. Let P be a subsemigroup of a discrete group G, such that
P generates G, and let F be a family of contractive representations of c00pP q. Then
the following are equivalent:
piq F Ď Fcpd and every ρ P Fun defines a completely contractive represen-
tation of OpP,Fq;
piiq the inclusion P Ñ CrGs lifts to a completely isometric homomorphism
of OpP,Fq into C˚pGq;
piiiq Ce˚nvpOpP,Fqq » C˚pGq.
Proof. Assume that (i) holds. By Proposition 2.4.5, and since the unitary
representations of G define completely contractive representations of OpP,Fq, we
obtain that OpP,Fq embeds in C˚pGq via a unital completely isometric represen-
tation that sends the generators indexed by P to unitaries. This embedding is a
maximal representation because unitaries have only trivial dilations. Since P gen-
erates G, the C*-algebra of the range of OpP,Fq contains the generators of C˚pGq.
Therefore C˚pGq is the C*-envelope.
Assume that (iii) holds. First note that OpP,Fq embeds in C˚pGq completely
isometrically. Therefore the unitary representations of G define completely contrac-
tive representations of OpP,Fq. Now let ρ P F , and let σ be a maximal dilation
of ρ. We may assume that ρ is completely isometric by taking the direct sum
with a maximal completely isometric representation. Therefore C˚pσpOpP,Fqqq »
Ce˚nvpOpP,Fqq » C˚pGq, by a unique ˚-isomorphism Φ: C˚pσpOpP,Fqqq Ñ C˚pGq
such that Φpσpsqq “ Upsq for every s P P , where U denotes a universal unitary
representation of G. Thus σpsq is a unitary for every s P P . Hence ρ has a uni-
tary maximal dilation σ and Proposition 2.4.5 shows that ρ is completely positive
definite.
Now, the equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is immediate, since unitaries have trivial
dilations.
We note the following corollary of Proposition 2.4.10 for the special case when
pG,P q is totally ordered. In this case, the positive spanning cone P satisfies
P Y ´P “ G. As noted above, Mlak’s Theorem [74] shows that all contractive
representations of P are automatically completely positive definite.
Corollary 2.4.11. Let P be a spanning cone of G that defines a total ordering
on G. Then OpP q is a Dirichlet algebra.
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Proof. By [74] we obtain that OpP q » OpP,Fcpdq, where Fcpd is the class
of completely positive definite maps. In Proposition 2.4.10, we proved that the C*-
envelope of OpP,Fcpdq is C˚pGq. Hence CrP s Ď OpP q embeds in CrGs. Moreover
we see that CrP s`CrP s˚ spans a dense subset of C˚pGq, since P YP´1 “ G. Thus
it is a Dirichlet algebra.
2.5. Lattice-ordered abelian groups
Let pG,P q be a lattice-ordered abelian group. By the uniqueness of the de-
composition g “ g` ´ g´, we can extend a representation T : P Ñ BpHq to a maprT : GÑ BpHq such thatrT pgq :“ Tg˚´Tg` for g “ g` ´ g´ P G.
This extension is called the regular extension of T . In the literature this appears
in the following form.
Definition 2.5.1. A contractive representation T : P Ñ BpHq is called regular
if there exists a unitary representation U : GÑ BpKq with H Ď K such that
PHUg|H “ Tg˚´Tg` ,
for all g P G. Equivalently, a representation T is regular if and only if its regular
extension rT is completely positive definite.
Remark 2.5.2. Note that isometric representations are automatically regular.
Indeed, if V is an isometric representation of P on H then V is completely positive
definite by Proposition 2.4.8. If U is a unitary extension of V then
PHUg|H “ PHUg˚´Ug` |H “ PHUg˚´PHUg` |H “ Vg˚´Vg` .
Thus V is regular.
Remark 2.5.3. The unitary representation in the definition of the regular
representation above can be chosen to be minimal, i.e.,
Ž
gPG UgH “ K. Indeed,
if T is regular by a unitary U acting on L that contains H, let K “ ŽgPG UgH.
Then K is a reducing subspace for U , hence we get the unitary representationrU : G Ñ BpKq with rU “ U |K . Since H Ď K Ď L it is easy to check that T is
regular by rU .
Moreover, when T is regular by a minimal unitary representation U , then U is
unitarily equivalent to the dilation U 1 of T acting on HbT G. This comes from the
fact that the unique minimal Stinespring dilation of the compression pPHpip¨q|H , Hq
of a ˚-representation ppi,Kq with rpipAqHs “ K is unitarily equivalent to the ˚-
representation pi.
As pointed out in Proposition 2.4.8, the only obstruction to a unitary dilation is
the inability to co-extend to an isometric representation. This implies the following
characterization of regular representations.
Proposition 2.5.4. Let pG,P q be a lattice-ordered abelian group. A represen-
tation T of P is regular if and only if it co-extends to an isometric representation
V such that
PHVg˚´Vg` |H “ Tg˚´Tg` ,
for all g P G.
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Proof. Suppose that T : P Ñ BpHq is regular, and hence completely pos-
itive definite. Let U : G Ñ BpKq be the minimal unitary dilation of T . Set
L “ ŽpPP UpH. Then Vp “ Up|L is a minimal isometric dilation of T . For each
g P G, write g “ g` ´ g´. Then
Tg˚´Tg` “ PHUg˚´Ug` |H
“ PHPLUg˚´Ug`PL|H
“ PHPLUg˚´PLUg`PL|H
“ PHVg˚´Vg` |H .
Conversely if T co-extends to an isometric representation V : P Ñ BpKq, then
V is regular by Remark 2.5.2. Let U be a unitary dilation of V . Then U |P is
necessarily an extension of V , and thus a unitary dilation of T . We compute
PHUg|H “ PHUg˚´Ug` |H
“ PHPLUg˚´Ug`PL|H
“ PHVg˚´Vg` |H “ Tg˚´Tg` .
Therefore T is regular.
In contrast to the group case, tensoring representations of semigroups requires
extra caution. In fact this boils down to one of the fundamental questions in dilation
theory, the existence of commutant lifting theorems (see [33] for a full discussion).
Definition 2.5.5. Let Pi be unital semigroups and Ti : Pi Ñ BpHq be con-
tractive representations, for i “ 1, 2. We say that T1, T2 doubly commute if for all
s P P1 and t P P2,
T1psqT2ptq “ T2ptqT1psq and T1psqT2ptq˚ “ T2ptq˚T1psq.
For a possibly infinite family tpGi, PiquiPI of lattice-ordered abelian groups, we
can define the lattice-ordered abelian group pG,P q where G “ ‘iGi and P “ ‘iPi,
with
pgiq _ pfiq “ pgi _ fiq, and pgiq ^ pfiq “ pgi ^ fiq.
Note that the elements pgiq P G are finitely supported.
Proposition 2.5.6. Let tpGi, PiquiPI be a possibly infinite family of lattice-
ordered abelian groups. Suppose that Ti : Pi Ñ BpHq are regular representations
which pairwise doubly commute. Then the representation T : ‘i Pi Ñ BpHq given
by T pppiqiq “śi Tippiq is regular.
Proof. First we show that T1 d T2 is completely positive definite. Then
induction finishes the proof when |I| ă 8. A direct computation shows thatĂT1pg1qĂT2pg2q “ T1p´g1 ^ 0q˚T2p´g2 ^ 0q˚T1pg1 _ 0qT2pg2 _ 0q
“ ČT1 d T2pg1, g2q.
Similarly ĂT2pg2qĂT1pg1q “ ČT1 d T2pg1, g2q for all gi P Gi, i “ 1, 2. Hence by Theorem
2.3.2 we obtain that ČT1 d T2 “ĂT1dĂT2 is a completely positive definite function on
G1 ‘G2.
Now assume that I is infinite. Let rT : G Ñ BpHq be the regular extension
of T on the group G “ ‘iPIGi, with Gi “ ´Pi ` Pi, and let ppp1qi q, . . . , pppnqi q be
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finitely many points in P . By definition the elements pppkqi q are finitely supported.
Hence they all belong to a subsemigroup P 1 of P of the form P 1 “ ‘iNm“i1Pm.
Consequently the elements ´pppkqi q ` ppplqi q are in the subgroup G1 “ ‘iNm“i1Gm of
G. It is easy to check that the regular extension of T |P 1 coincides with rT |G1 . By the
finite case, the mapping rT |G1 is completely positive definite. Therefore the matrix
r rT p´pppkqi q ` ppplqi qqs “ r rT |G1p´pppkqi q ` ppplqi qqs ě 0.
This is true for any n elements in P , and therefore T is regular.
Mlak’s Theorem [74] shows that if pG,P q is a totally ordered abelian group,
then every contractive representation of P is regular. Thus we obtain the following
corollary of Proposition 2.5.6.
Corollary 2.5.7. Doubly commuting representations of Zn` are regular.
We want to examine semigroups of lattice-ordered abelian groups by considering
representations which exploit this structure. The notion of doubly commuting
representations of Zn` can be extended to lattice-ordered abelian groups in the
following form.
Definition 2.5.8. Let pG,P q be a lattice-ordered abelian group. A contractive
representation T : P Ñ BpHq is called Nica-covariant if
Ts˚ Tt “ TtTs˚ for all s, t P P with s^ t “ 0.
This definition generalizes the notion of isometric Nica-covariant representa-
tions initiated by Nica [78]. Isometric Nica-covariant representations can also be
characterized by properties of their range projections.
Proposition 2.5.9. Let pG,P q be a lattice-ordered abelian group and let V be
an isometric representation of P in BpHq. Then the following are equivalent:
piq V is Nica-covariant.
piiq Vs˚ Vt “ Vt´s^tVs˚´s^t “ Vs_t´sVs˚_t´t for all s, t P P .
piiiq VsVs˚ VtVt˚ “ Vs_tVs˚_t for all s, t P P .
Proof. The proof is immediate since ps´ s^ tq ^ pt´ s^ tq “ 0 and Vs˚ Vt “
Vs˚´s^tVt´s^t for all s, t P P .
Theorem 2.5.10. Let pG,P q be a lattice-ordered abelian group. Then a regular
representation T : P Ñ BpHq is Nica-covariant if and only if its isometric co-
extension to H bT P is Nica-covariant.
Proof. Since T is regular, it is completely positive definite. Let V : P Ñ BpKq
be the isometric co-extension to K “ H bT P . For simplicity, we will denote by
the same letter the extension of T and V to G. We will show that V is also
Nica-covariant.
First we show that Vs˚ Vt|H “ VtVs˚ |H when s ^ t “ 0. It is enough to show
that
xVs˚ Vthb e0, Vpk b e0yK “ xVtVs˚ hb e0, Vpk b e0yK ,
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for any p P P and h, k P H, since K “ŽpPP VpH. We compute
xVs˚ Vthb e0, Vpk b e0yK “
@
Vp˚ Vs˚ Vthb e0, k b e0
D
K
“
A
V ˚pt´s´pq´Vpt´s´pq`hb e0, k b e0
E
K
“
A
T˚pt´s´pq´Tpt´s´pq`h, k
E
H
,
with the last equality coming from the regularity of the dilation. Since s ^ t “ 0,
then
s ď t_ ps` pq ´ t “ pt´ s´ pq´.
Moreover, it follows that t ^ ps ` pq “ t ^ p. Indeed, it is immediate that t ^ p ď
t^ ps` pq. For q “ t^ ps` pq, we get that q ď t, s` p, and so
q ´ p ď pt´ pq ^ s ď t^ s “ 0.
Hence q ď p which yields that t^ ps` pq ď t^ s. Therefore t_ ps` pq ´ s “ t_ p.
Consequently
pt´ s´ pq´ ´ s “ t_ p´ t “ pt´ pq´.
Similarly, pt´ s´ pq` “ pt´ pq`. Hence
T˚pt´s´pq´Tpt´s´pq` “ T˚pt´pq´Tpt´pq`Ts˚ .
Putting all this together we have
xVs˚ Vthb e0, Vpk b e0yK “
A
T˚pt´pq´Tpt´pq`Ts˚ h, k
E
H
“
A
PHV
˚
pt´pq´Vpt´pq`PHVs˚ hb e0, k b e0
E
K
“
A
V ˚pt´pq´Vpt´pq`Vs˚ hb e0, k b e0
E
K
“ @Vp˚ VtVs˚ hb e0, k b e0DK
“ xVtVs˚ hb e0, Vpk b e0yK .
We will now extend this result to all of K. Once again, it suffices to show that
Vs˚ VtVp|H “ VtVs˚ Vp|H for p P P , since K “
Ž
pPP VpH. We compute
Vs˚ VtVp|H “ Vs˚ Vt`p|H
“ V ˚s´s^pt`pqVt`p´s^pt`pq|H
“ Vt`p´s^pt`pqV ˚s´s^pt`pq|H ,
by the first part of the proof. Since s^ t “ 0, then s^ pt` pq “ s^ p. Therefore
Vs˚ VtVp|H “ Vt`p´s^pt`pqV ˚s´s^pt`pq|H
“ Vt`p´s^pVs˚´s^p|H
“ VtVp´s^pVs˚´s^p|H
“ VtVs˚´s^pVp´s^p|H
“ VtVs˚ Vp|H .
Thus V is Nica-covariant.
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Conversely, suppose that the isometric co-extension V of T is Nica-covariant.
Let rV be the extension of V to G such that rV p´s` tq “ Vs˚ Vt. Then for g “ ´s` t
with s^ t “ 0 we obtain that rT pgq “ Ts˚ Tt, hence
Ts˚ Tt “ rT pgq “ PH rV pgq|H “ PHVs˚ Vt|H “ PHVtVs˚ |H “ TtTs˚ ,
where we used the fact that V is a co-extension of T .
Question 2.5.11. Is the regular extension of a Nica-covariant representation
always completely positive definite?1
We were unable to resolve this in general. It does have a positive answer in
some cases. For example, we have the following generalization of [51, Theorem
2.5].
Corollary 2.5.12. Let pGi, Piq be a possibly infinite set of totally ordered
groups, and let P “ ‘iPIPi. If T : P Ñ BpHq is Nica-covariant, then it has a
regular isometric Nica-covariant co-extension.
Proof. The proof follows by Proposition 2.5.6 and Theorem 2.5.10, since the
Nica-covariance condition is equivalent to doubly commuting Ti.
Example 2.5.13. Let i, for 1 ď i ď n, denote the standard generators for
Zn`. A representation of Zn` is Nica-covariant if and only if it doubly commutes
in the usual sense, i.e., T˚i Tj “ TjT˚i for 1 ď i, j ď n. By both Corollary 2.5.7
and Corollary 2.5.12 we can dilate doubly commuting contractions to commuting
isometries. We can, however, prove this directly.
There is a standard method for dilating a Nica-covariant representation of
Zn` to a unitary representation, which amounts to dilating the Ti’s to commuting
unitaries. The Schae¨ffer dilation of T1 on
À8
n“´8H is
U1 “
»————————–
. . .
I
DT˚1
T1
´T1˚ DT1
I
. . .
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
.
For 2 ď i ď n, dilate Ti to À8n“´8 Ti. These n operators still ˚-commute because
the coefficients of U1 belong to C
˚pT1q. Moreover any Ti which is already unitary
remains unitary on amplification. Dilate each Ti to a unitary in turn to obtain the
desired unitary dilation.
Alternatively, one can dilate doubly commuting contractions simultaneously.
Let K “ H b `2pZn`q and define the isometries
Vipξ b exq “
#
ξ b ex`i when i P supppxq
Tiξ b ex `DTiξ b ex`i when i R supppxq,
for all x “ řni“1 xii P Zn`, where supppxq “ ti : xi ‰ 0u. We leave the details to
the interested reader to check that the Vi form a family of commuting isometries.
1At the time our paper was accepted for publication, this question had recently been resolved
positively by Boyu Li in arXiv.1503.03046v1[math.OA].
CHAPTER 3
Semicrossed products by abelian semigroups
3.1. Defining semicrossed products by abelian semigroups
Let P be a spanning cone of an abelian group G. A dynamical system pA,α, P q
consists of a semigroup homomorphism α : P Ñ EndpAq of P into the completely
contractive endomorphisms of an operator algebra A. When A is a C*-algebra, we
will refer to pA,α, P q as a C*-dynamical system. The system pA,α, P q will be called
automorphic (respectively injective, unital) if αs is an automorphism (respectively
injective, unital) for all s P S.
Definition 3.1.1. Let pA,α, P q be a dynamical system. A covariant pair for
pA,α, P q is a pair ppi, T q such that
piq pi : AÑ BpHq is a (completely contractive) representation of A;
piiq T : P Ñ BpHq is a (contractive) representation of P ;
piiiq pipaqTs “ Tspiαspaq for all s P P and a P A.
If the representation T of P is contractive/isometric/regular/Nica-covariant we call
the covariant pair ppi, T q contractive/isometric/regular/Nica-covariant.
Remark 3.1.2. Our main objective is to relate a crossed product to the C*-
envelope of a semicrossed product. Since we would like this to work at least for
A “ C, by Proposition 2.4.10 we have to require that T in a pair ppi, T q must be
a completely positive definite map of P . The Parrott counterexample implies that
ppi, T q cannot be merely contractive.
We will define a universal algebra with respect to a family of covariant pairs.
Given pA,α, P q, define an algebraic structure on c00pP,Aq by
pes b aq ¨ pet b bq “ es`t b pαtpaqbq for all s, t P P and a, b P A.
Call this algebra c00pP, α,Aq. Commutativity of P makes this rule associative. Each
covariant pair ppi, T q of pA,α, P q determines a representation pT ˆpiq of c00pP, α,Aq
into BpHq by the rule
pT ˆ piqpes b aq “ Tspipaq for all a P A and s P P.
A collection of covariant pairs F will be called a family provided that the corre-
sponding collection of representations tT ˆ pi : ppi, T q P Fu is a family in the sense
of Definition 2.1.1.
Definition 3.1.3. Given a family F of covariant pairs for pA,α, P q, the semi-
crossed product A ˆFα P of A by P with respect to F is the operator algebra com-
pletion of c00pP, α,Aq (or a quotient of it) with respect to the matrix seminorms
determined by the covariant pairs in F . That is, if řsPP es b As is an element of
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Mn
`
c00pP, α,Aq
˘
, where As PMnpAq and As “ 0 except finitely often, the norm is
given by›› ÿ
sPP
es bAs
›› “ sup  ›› ÿ
sPP
pTs b InqpipnqpAsq
››
BpHpnqq : ppi, T q P F
(
.
As we argued in Section 2.1, every covariant pair will be unitarily equivalent
to a direct sum of covariant pairs from a set F0, where the range is restricted to a
fixed set of Hilbert spaces of bounded cardinality. So the supremum can be taken
over the set F0. However, even though F is not a set, the collection of norms is a
set of real numbers; and the supremum is finite since›› ÿ
sPP
pTs b InqpipnqpAsq
›› ď ÿ
sPP
}As}.
When ppi, T q P F , it is clear from the definition of the seminorms that this extends
to a completely contractive representation of A ˆFα P , which is also denoted by
pT ˆ piq.
Definition 3.1.4. Let pA,α, P q be a dynamical system. We will consider the
following semicrossed products:
piq AˆαP is the semicrossed product determined by the contractive covari-
ant pairs of pA,α, P q;
piiq AˆisαP is the isometric semicrossed product determined by the isometric
covariant pairs of pA,α, P q;
piiiq A ˆunα P is the unitary semicrossed product determined by the unitary
covariant pairs of pA,α, P q.
When pG,P q is a lattice-ordered abelian group we will also consider
pivq A ˆrgα P is the regular semicrossed product determined by the regular
covariant pairs of pA,α, P q;
pvq A ˆncα P is the Nica-covariant semicrossed product determined by the
regular1 Nica-covariant covariant pairs of pA,α, P q.
These choices do not always yield an algebra that contains A completely isomet-
rically. However we normally seek representations which do contain A completely
isometrically. When it does not, it is generally because the endomorphisms are
not faithful, but the allowable representations do not account for this. This would
happen, for example, if we restricted the covariant pairs so that T had to be unitary
while some αs has kernel.
However, the Fock representations in Example 3.1.5 show that the contractive,
isometric and Nica-covariant semicrossed products do always contain such a copy
of A.
Example 3.1.5. (Fock representation) Let pi : A Ñ BpHq be a representation
of A and let rH “ H b `2pP q. Define the orbit representation rpi : A Ñ Bp rHq and
V : P Ñ Bp rHq byrpipaqξ b es “ ppiαspaqξq b es and Vtpξ b esq “ ξ b et`s
for all a P A, ξ P H and s P P . The pair prpi, V q satisfies the covariance relation
since rpipaqVtpξ b esq “ ppiαsαtpaqξq b et`s “ Vtrpiαtpaqpξ b esq,
1Nica-covariant pairs are automatically regular. See Boyu Li: arXiv.1503.03046v1[math.OA].
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for all a P A and s P P , where we have used that P is abelian. Moreover,›››Vt`ÿ
s
ξs b es
˘›››2ĂH “ ›››ÿ
s
ξs b es`t
›››2ĂH
“
ÿ
s
}ξs}2 “
›››ÿ
s
ξs b es
›››2ĂH .
Hence V is an isometric representation with adjoint
Vt˚ pξ b esq “
#
ξ b es1 if s “ s1 ` t
0 otherwise.
Therefore VtVt˚ pξ b epq “ ξ b ep when t ě p. Thus, if pG,P q is an abelian lattice-
ordered group,
VsVs˚ VtVt˚ pξ b epq “
#
ξ b ep when s, t ď p
0 otherwise
“
#
ξ b ep when s_ t ď p
0 otherwise
“ Vs_tVs˚_tpξ b pq.
Hence, by Proposition 2.5.9, the Fock representation is a Nica-covariant isometric
representation of pA,α, P q.
Moreover V ˆ rpi is faithful on the (dense) subset of polynomials on P with
co-efficients from A whenever pi is a faithful representation of A.
When pA,α, P q is an automorphic dynamical system, with the appropriate
modifications to the Fock representation, we obtain a unitary covariant pair pppi, Uq
on pH “ Hb`2pGq. We will call this representation the bilateral Fock representation,
for distinction.
In particular, when pA,α, P q is a C*-dynamical system, the bilateral Fock
representation is the restriction of the (dual of) the left regular representation of
pA,α,Gq.
Remark 3.1.6. For C*-crossed products of automorphic C*-dynamical systems
α : A Ñ AutpAq, one considers unitary pairs ppi, Uq that satisfy piαg “ adUg pi for
all g P G. Equivalently Ugpipaq “ piαgpaqUg for all a P A and g P G. This is the
dual of the covariance relation that we use.
Nevertheless, when the group G is abelian and because the Ug are unitaries,
the C*-crossed product can be defined as the universal C*-algebra with respect to
unitary pairs ppi, Uq such that pipaqUg “ Ugpiαgpaq for all a P A and g P G. Indeed
it is easy to see that Ugpipaq “ piαgpaqUg is equivalent to pipaqUg˚ “ Ug˚ piαgpaq for
all a P A and g P G. The tricky part is to see that since G is abelian, U is a unitary
representation of G if and only if U˚ is a unitary representation of G.
In this setting (the dual of) the left regular representation is defined on H b
`2pGq by ppipaqξ b eg “ ppiαgpaqξq b eg and Ugpξ b ehq “ ξ b eg`h,
for all a P A and g P G, where pi : AÑ BpHq is a faithful representation of A. Since
G is amenable, the pair pppi, Uq defines a ˚-isomorphism of the C*-crossed product
A¸αG. Notice that we do not require pi to be non-degenerate; the standard gauge
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invariance argument does not require non-degeneracy to obtain that the canonical
˚-epimorphism Φ: A¸α GÑ C˚ptUgppipaq : g P G, a P Auq is injective.
3.2. The unitary semicrossed product
The unitary covariant representations can only exist in abundance when the
action is completely isometric. For otherwise, there will be a kernel that cannot
be avoided. However when unitary covariant representations do exist, it is very
useful. So we begin with an analysis of this semicrossed product. Our objective is
to examine two cases of dynamical systems pA,α, P q, where P is a spanning cone
of a group G and:
piq αs are completely isometric automorphisms of A;
piiq αs are ˚-endomorphisms of a C*-algebra A.
Completely isometric automorphisms. Let pA,α, P q be a dynamical sys-
tem where the αs are completely isometric automorphisms of an operator algebra
A. Then the action α : P Ñ AutpAq extends uniquely to an action of the group G
on A by the rule
αgpaq “ α´1s αtpaq, when g “ ´s` t.
Thus we can and will write α´s “ α´1s for all s P P . Moreover, every completely
isometric automorphism α of A extends to a necessarily unique ˚-automorphism of
Ce˚nvpAq [7, Theorem 2.2.5], which we will denote by the same symbol α. Therefore
we obtain an action α : GÑ AutpCe˚nvpAqq that extends α : P Ñ AutpAq.
Furthermore we note that a unitary representation U : P Ñ BpHq extends to
the whole group G by defining Upgq :“ Us˚ Ut for g “ ´s` t.
Theorem 3.2.1. Let P be a spanning cone of an abelian group G which acts
on an operator algebra A by completely isometric automorphisms. Then
Ce˚nvpAˆunα P q » Ce˚nvpAq ¸α G.
Proof. We first observe that A sits completely isometrically inside Aˆunα P .
This follows by taking a faithful representation of Ce˚nvpAq ¸α G. The restriction
to A is completely isometric and the restriction of the unitary representation of
G to P yields the required unitary representation of P satisfying the covariance
relations.
We construct another automorphic C*-dynamical system pB, β,Gq that extends
pA,α, P q. Let pρ, Uq be a completely isometric unitary representation of Aˆunα P in
BpHq. Then B :“ C˚pρpAqq Ď BpHq is a C*-cover of A because ρ|A is completely
isometric. As noted prior to the proof, we can extend U to a representation of G
which implements completely isometric automorphisms of ρpAq. Therefore they also
implement completely isometric isomorphisms of ρpAq˚. Consequently each adUg˚
implements a ˚-endomorphism of B. As adU˚´g “ ad
´1
Ug˚
, these are ˚-automorphisms
of B. Let βg “ adUg˚ . Since A ˆunα P is represented completely isometrically
in BpKq, we obtain that the automorphic C*-dynamical system pB, β,Gq extends
pA,α, P q.
Next we show that the embedding of A ˆunα P into B ¸β G is completely
isometric. By the universal property of B¸βG, it has a ˚-representation into BpHq
extending the covariant pair pidB , Uq. Thus the A ˆunα P norm on c00pP, α,Aq,
which coincides with the norm under U ˆ ρ and hence with the norm in BpHq,
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is completely dominated by the norm on B ¸β G. On the other hand, since G
is abelian, the norm on B ¸β G coincides with the left regular representation onpH “ H b `2pGq. Let pρ denote the representation of B on pH and let Vs denote the
bilateral shifts. Then ppρ|A, V |P q is a unitary covariant pair for pA,α, P q. Hence
the B¸β G norm on c00pP, α,Aq is completely dominated by the Aˆunα P norm. It
follows that they coincide.
Let σ be a maximal dilation of ρ on a Hilbert space K. Since ρ is a complete
isometry, σ extends to a faithful ˚-representation of Ce˚nvpAq. Therefore the left
regular representation ppσ,W q on pK “ K b `2pGq is a faithful ˚-representation of
Ce˚nvpAq ¸α G. Restrict this representation to c00pP, α,Aq and compress it to pH.
Notice that this is the restriction of the left regular representation of B ¸β G to
c00pP, α,Aq, which was shown to be a complete isometry in the previous paragraph.
Therefore the Ce˚nvpAq¸αG norm on c00pP, α,Aq completely dominates the Aˆunα P
norm. Conversely, the restriction of W ˆ pσ to c00pP, α,Aq is a unitary covariant
representation. And thus the Ce˚nvpAq¸αG norm on c00pP, α,Aq is completely dom-
inated by the Aˆunα P norm. Therefore they coincide, and Aˆunα P sits completely
isometrically inside Ce˚nvpAq ¸α G.
It must be shown that Aˆunα P generates Ce˚nvpAq¸αG as a C*-algebra, so that
it is a C*-cover. The C*-algebra generated by A ˆunα P in Ce˚nvpAq ¸α G contains
C˚pAq “ Ce˚nvpAq as well as terms of the form Wspσpaq for s P P and a P A.
Furthermore it also contains terms of the form Wspσpbq˚pσpaq for s P P and a, b P A,
since
Wspσpbq˚pσpaq “ pσα´spbq˚Ws˚ W2spσpaq “ pWspσα´spbqq˚W2spσpaq.
In particular the C*-cover contains the terms Wspσpbq˚pσpbqpσpbq˚ and the terms
Wspσpbq˚pσpbqpσpbq˚pσpxq for all x P Ce˚nvpAq. Thus it contains the terms Wspσpbq˚pσpxq
for all x “ řkn“1 cnpbb˚qn, since
Wspσpbq˚pσpxq “ c1Wspσpbq˚pσpbqpσpbq˚ `Wspσpbq˚pσpbqpσpbq˚pσpx1q
for x1 “ řkn“2 cnpbb˚qn´1 P Ce˚nvpAq. Hence the C*-algebra generated by A ˆunα P
in Ce˚nvpAq ¸α G contains the terms
Wspσpbq˚pσpxq for all x P C˚pbb˚q.
By considering an approximate identity peiq in C˚pbb˚q we get that Wspσpbq˚ is in
C˚pAˆunα P q, since b˚ “ limi b˚ei. Therefore the C*-cover of Aˆunα P contains all
elements of the form
Wspσpa1qε1pσpb1q˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ pσpanqpσpbnq˚pσpan`1qε2 ,
for all ai, bi P A, n ě 1 and ε1, ε2 “ 0, 1. Consequently it contains the monomials
Wspσpxq for all s P P and x P Ce˚nvpAq. For g P G let s, t P P such that g “ ´s` t;
then
Wgpσpx˚yq “Ws˚ Wtpσpx˚yq “ pWspσα´t`spxqq˚ ¨Wtpσpyq.
Thus the monomials of the form Wgpσpxq are in C˚pιpAˆunα P qq, for all g P G and
x P Ce˚nvpAq. These are the generators of the crossed product Ce˚nvpAq ¸αG, which
shows that it is a C*-cover.
Finally to show that Ce˚nvpAq ¸α G is the C*-envelope. Suppose that the Sˇilov
ideal J is non-trivial. There is a gauge action tγgˆugˆP pG of the dual group pG on
Ce˚nvpAq ¸α G given by γgˆpUgaq “ xgˆ, gyUga. The subalgebra Aˆunα P is invariant
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under γgˆ. Therefore the same is true for J . A standard argument shows that if
J ‰ t0u, then J has non-trivial intersection with the fixed point algebra Ce˚nvpAq.
Let 0 ‰ x P Ce˚nvpAqXJ and let I1 be the ideal of x in Ce˚nvpAq and I2 be the ideal
of x in Ce˚nvpAq ¸α G. Since I1 Ď I2 Ď J we get that
}a} “ }pσpaq ` J } ď }pσpaq ` I2} ď }pσpaq ` I1} ď }a} ,
for all a P A. Similar arguments for the matrix levels show that I1 is a boundary
ideal of A in Ce˚nvpAq, thus I1 “ p0q. In particular x “ 0 which is a contradiction.
C*-dynamical systems. We will calculate the C˚-envelope of Aˆunα P when
pA,α, P q is a C˚-dynamical system. First we will assume that αs are injective.
Then we will explain what happens when we drop that assumption. The price paid
for this is that the unitary semicrossed product only contains a quotient of A.
Let pA,α, P q be a C*-dynamical system. As each αs is completely contractive,
it is a ˚-endomorphism of A. When α is injective and P “ N, Peters [84] showed
how to extend this to an automorphic C*-system. Then the third author and Kat-
soulis [59, Theorem 2.6] identify the C*-envelope of Aˆisα Z` as a crossed product
C*-algebra. Laca [64] showed that injective systems over any Ore semigroup P can
be extended to an automorphic system. We first explain his construction.
Let pA,α, P q be an injective C*-dynamical system. Set As “ A for each s P P ;
and define connecting maps αt´s : As Ñ At for s ď t. Let rA “ limÝÑpAs, αt´sq
be the direct limit C*-algebra. There are ˚-homomorphisms ωs : As Ñ rA so that
ωs “ ωtαt´s for s ď t. Moreover, since each αs is injective, the ωs are also injective;
and
Ť
tPP ωtpAtq “ rA. The commutative diagram for p, s, t P P
As
αt´s //
αp

At
ωt //
αp

rA
rαp

As
αt´s // At
ωt // rA
defines a map rαp P Endp rAq so that rαpωs “ ωsαp. Since αp is injective, so is rαp.
However one can also see that for a P At`p,rαpωt`ppaq “ ωt`pαppaq “ ωtpaq.
Thus the image of rαp contains ŤtPP ωtpAtq “ rA. Therefore rαp is an automorphism.
Furthermore it is easy to check that this is a semigroup homomorphism. As usual,
we can extend this to a homomorphism of G into Autp rAq by setting rα´s`t “ rα´1s rαt.
The C*-dynamical system p rA, rα,Gq is called the automorphic extension of pA,α, P q.
Now suppose that pA,α, P q is a C*-dynamical system over a spanning cone P
which is not injective. Define
Rα “
ď
sPP
kerαs.
Since the kernels are directed, i.e., kerαs Ă kerαt when s ď t, it is clear that Rα is
an ideal. Let 9A “ A{Rα and let q : A Ñ 9A be the quotient map. It is easy to see
that αspRαq Ă Rα, and hence there is an induced action 9α of P on 9A by
9αsp 9aq “ qpαspaqq for a P A and s P P.
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It is a standard argument to show that
}qpaq} “ inf
sPP }a` kerαs} “ limsPP }αspaq},
where the limit is taken along P considered as a directed set. It follows that for
9a “ qpaq P 9A,
} 9αsp 9aq} “ lim
tPP }αs`tpaq} “ } 9a}.
Thus p 9A, 9α, P q is an injective system. This injective system embeds into its auto-
morphic extension p rA, rα,Gq. Let 9ωt : At Ñ rA be the corresponding ˚-embeddings
of 9At into rA.
We can also define a direct limit system given by As “ A and connecting maps
αt´s : As Ñ At. It is not difficult to see that this system has the same direct limit;
and the maps factoring through 9A are commutative:
As
αt´s //
q

At
ωt //
q

rA
id

9As
9αt´s // 9At
9ωt // rA
.
So we call p rA, rα,Gq the automorphic extension of pA,α, P q as well.
The crucial observation is the following:
Lemma 3.2.2. Every unitary covariant pair for pA,α, P q factors through the
quotient by Rα. Hence Aˆunα P » 9Aˆun9α P .
Proof. Let ppi, Uq be a unitary covariant pair for pA,α, P q. Then
}pipaq} “ lim
sPP }pipaqUs} “ limsPP }Uspiαspaq} ď limsPP }αspaq} “ }qpaq}.
Thus pi factors through the quotient to 9A, say pi “ pi1q. Hence ppi1, Uq is a covariant
representation of p 9A, 9α, P q. Therefore Aˆunα P » 9Aˆun9αs P .
Theorem 3.2.3. Let pA,α, P q be a C*-dynamical system over a spanning cone
P of an abelian group G. Let p rA, rα,Gq be the automorphic direct limit C*-dynamical
system associated to pA,α, P q. Then
Ce˚nvpAˆunα P q » rA¸rα G.
Proof. By Lemma 3.2.2, we may assume that pA,α, P q is injective. First we
show that Aˆunα P embeds in rA¸rα G. Let ppi, Uq be a unitary covariant pair. We
will extend pi to a representation rpi of rA such that prpi, Uq is a unitary covariant pair
of p rA, rα,Gq.
To this end, we define rpiωspaq “ UspipaqUs˚ . Observe that rpi is well defined.
Indeed, let s, t P P and a P As. Then αt´spaq P At and
Utpiαt´spaqUt˚ “ UspipaqUt´sUt˚ “ UspipaqUs˚ .
This defines a ˚-representation on a dense subalgebra of rA, and so extends by
continuity to a representation rpi on rA.
Next we extend the unitary representation of P to a unitary representation of
G by setting Us´t “ UsUt˚ . The details are routine.
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Now we show that Ut implements rαt for t P P . Let s P P and a P As, then we
have rpiωspaqUt “ UspipaqUs˚ Ut “ UspipaqUtUs˚
“ UsUtpiαtpaqUs˚ “ UtUspiαtpaqUs˚
“ Utpiωsαtpaq “ Utrpirαtpωspaqq.
By continuity, we obtain the covariance relationrpipbqUt “ Utrpirαtpbq for all b P rA and t P P.
Since each Ut is unitary, this extends to a covariant representation of p rA, rα,Gq.
Therefore prpi, Uq defines a representation of the crossed product rA ¸rα G. So the
norm on rA¸rα G completely dominates the norm on Aˆunα P .
Conversely, any unitary covariant pair of p rA, rα,Gq defines a unitary covariant
pair of pA,α, P q by restriction. Hence the norm on Aˆunα P induced from rA¸rαG is
completely dominated by the universal norm. Therefore the embedding of Aˆunα P
into rA¸rα G is completely isometric.
Now we show that rA ¸rα G is a C*-cover of A ˆunα P . Recall that rA is the
closed union of ωspAq “ rα´1s pω0pAqq for s P P . For simplicity of notation, we
suppress the use of ω0 and consider A Ď rA. Let pρ, Uq be a faithful representation
of rA ¸rα G. We need to show that the monomials Utρpaq, for t P P and a P A,
generate the monomials Ugρpxq for g P G and x P rA. First note that for s P P and
x “ rα´1s pab˚q P rα´1s pAq, we obtain
Utρpxq “ Utρrα´1s pab˚q “ `Ut`sρpaq˘`Usρpbq˘˚ P C˚pAˆunα P q.
Thus Utρpxq P C˚pAˆunα P q for all t P P and x P rA. Now notice that for g “ ´s` t
and x “ y˚z P rA, we can write
Ugρpxq “ Us˚ Utρpyq˚ρpzq “ ρrαs´tpyq˚Us˚ Utρpzq “ `Usρrαs´tpyq˘˚`Utρpzq˘.
This shows that rA¸rα G is a C*-cover of Aˆunα P .
As in the proof of Theorem 3.2.1, we make use of the gauge action tγgˆugˆP pG of
the dual group pG on rA ¸rα G given by γgˆpUgaq “ xgˆ, gyUga. Let J be the Sˇilov
ideal J in rA¸rαG for Aˆunα P . The subalgebra Aˆunα P is invariant under γgˆ; and
therefore the same is true for J . A standard argument shows that if J ‰ t0u, then
it has a non-trivial intersection with the fixed point algebra rA. Hence there would
be an s P P such that J X ρrα´spAq ‰ t0u. Consequently, there would be an a P A
such that UsρpaqUs˚ P J , whence ρpaq P J . However J X ρpAq “ t0u since the
quotient by J is completely isometric on Aˆunα P . Therefore J “ t0u and rA¸rαG
is the C*-envelope of Aˆunα P .
3.3. The isometric semicrossed product
Laca [64, Theorem 1.4] shows how to dilate an isometric representation (with
a cocycle) of an Ore semigroup to a unitary representation. This includes the case
of any spanning cone. A combination of the techniques of the third author with
Katsoulis [59] and the second author [51] allows us to dilate isometric covariant
representations to unitary covariant representations. Our objective is to prove the
following theorem.
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Theorem 3.3.1. Let P be a spanning cone of G that acts on an operator algebra
A by completely isometric automorphisms. Then every covariant isometric pair
ppi, V q dilates to a covariant unitary pair of pA,α, P q. Consequently
Aˆisα P » Aˆunα P,
and therefore
Ce˚nvpAˆisα P q » Ce˚nvpAq ¸α G.
Proof. Let ppi, V q be a covariant isometric representation of pA,α, P q acting
on a Hilbert space H. Let rH be the direct limit Hilbert space associated to the
directed system Hs “ H with connecting maps
vts : Hs Ñ Ht by ξ ÞÑ Vt´sh when s ď t.
Let ωs : Hs Ñ rH be the associated maps into the direct limit. Since each vts is an
isometry, each ωs is also an isometry.
For every p P P , we define an operator Up : rH Ñ rH such that Upωsh “ ωsVph.
To show the Up are well-defined, let u
s
p : Hs Ñ Hs such that uspξ “ Vpξ. Then for
s ď t, the diagram
Hs
vts //
usp

Ht
utp

Hs
vts // Ht
is commutative. Therefore the family tutpu is compatible with the directed system
and define an operator Up in Bp rHq. Since Up|ωsH is an isometry, Up is an isometry.
Moreover for every y “ ωsξ P Hs, there is a x “ ωs`pξ P Hp such that
Upx “ Upωs`pξ “ ωs`pVpξ “ ωsξ “ y.
Therefore the restriction of Up to a dense subspace of rH is isometric and onto.
Thus Up is a unitary in Bp rHq.
In fact, tUpu is a unitary representation of P . For p1, p2 P P and for every
s P P and ξ P H, we obtain
Up1Up2ωsξ “ Up1ωsVp2ξ “ ωsVp2`p1ξ “ Up1`p2ωsξ.
Additionally, Upω0ξ “ ω0Vpξ, for all ξ P H and p P P . Therefore the representation
U : P Ñ Bp rHq is a unitary extension of the isometric representation V : P Ñ BpHq.
Now we extend the representation pi : A Ñ BpHq to a representation ρ : A Ñ
Bp rHq. To this end, fix a P A and define ρs0paq : Hs Ñ Hs such that
ρs0paqξ “ piα´spaqξ.
The family tρs0paqu is compatible with the directed system, since the diagram
Hs
vts //
ρs0paq

Ht
ρt0paq

Hs
vts // Ht
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is commutative. Therefore it defines an operator ρpaq P Bp rHq. Since ρ is a com-
pletely contractive representation of A on every Hs-level, it follows that ρ is a
completely contractive representation of A.
It remains to prove that pρ, Uq defines a covariant unitary representation of
pA,α, P q and that U ˆ ρ is a dilation of V ˆpi. The second part is immediate since
both ρ and U are extensions of pi and V respectively. For the first part it suffices to
prove that pρ, Uq is a covariant pair on every Hs-level. For ξ P H, we obtain that
ρpaqUpωsξ “ ρpaqωsVpξ “ ωspiα´spaqVpξ “ ωsVppiαpα´spaqξ
“ Upωspiα´sαppaqξ “ Upραppaqωsξ.
The last statement of the theorem follows from Theorem 3.2.1.
Remark 3.3.2. We observe that the argument used in the proof of Lemma 3.2.2
requires only for Us to be co-isometries. Thus every co-isometric covariant pair for
a C*-dynamical pA,α, P q also factors through the quotient by Rα. That is, if
Aˆco-isα P is the universal operator algebra relative to co-isometric covariant pairs,
then our arguments show that A ˆco-isα P » 9A ˆco-is9α P . In fact, with some work,
one can show that
Aˆco-isα P » Aˆunα P,
and hence
Ce˚nvpAˆco-isα P q » rA¸rα G.
To this end we will show that a co-isometric covariant pair ppi, V q dilates to
a unitary covariant pair of pA,α, P q. Without loss of generality we may assume
that pA,α, P q is injective. Since A is selfadjoint, the covariance relation pipaqVs “
V piαspaq implies that Vs˚ pipaq “ piαspaqVs˚ for all a P A and s P P . Note that
commutativity of P implies that V ˚ : P Ñ BpHq is a semigroup homomorphism
by isometries. Therefore it suffices to show that a pair ppi, V q, such that V : P Ñ
BpHq is an isometric representation with Vspipaq “ piαspaqVs for all a P A, s P P ,
extends to a pair pρ, Uq such that U : P Ñ BpKq is a unitary representation and
Usρpaq “ ραspaqUs for all a P A, s P P .
Let rH be the direct limit Hilbert space and U : P Ñ Bp rHq be the unitary
representation as constructed in Theorem 3.3.1. We define the ˚-representation
ρ : AÑ Bp rHq by the rule
ρpaqwsξ “ wspiαspaqξ.
It is well defined since for s ď t we obtain
wtpiαtpaqVt´sξ “ wtVt´spiαt´pt´sqpaqξ “ wtVt´spiαspaqξ “ wspiαspaqξ.
Now to show that pρ, Uq satisfies Usρpaq “ ραspaqUs for all a P A and s P P , let
ξ P H and t P P . Then
Usρpaqwtξ “ Uswtpiαtpaqξ “ wtVspiαtpaqξ “ wtpiαs`tVsξ,
and
ραspaqUswtξ “ ραspaqwtVsξ “ wtpiαtpαspaqqVsξ “ wtpiαt`spaqVsξ,
and the proof of our claim is complete.
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3.4. The contractive semicrossed product by Z2`
One of the famous interesting pathologies in dilation theory is that one can
dilate two commuting contractions to commuting unitaries by Andoˆ’s Theorem
[3], but not three or more [81, 95]. Therefore the contractive representations of
Z2` form an interesting family of completely positive definite functions. We can
treat automorphic C*-dynamical systems in this case. The following corollary to
Theorem 3.3.1 is known to experts.
Corollary 3.4.1. If pA,α,Z2`q is an automorphic C*-dynamical system, then
Ce˚nvpAˆα Z2`q » A¸α Z2.
Proof. The proof is immediate by Theorem 3.3.1 once we demonstrate that
A ˆα Z2` » A ˆisα Z2`. This follows from a result of Ling and Muhly [70], who
prove that a contractive covariant pair of an automorphic C*-dynamical system
co-extends to an isometric covariant pair.
A generalized Andoˆ’s Theorem is established for product systems over Z2` by
Solel [92, Theorem 4.4]. In [92, Corollary 4.6] Solel applies his result to C*-
dynamical systems pA,α,Z2`q where the action α extends to an action on the
multiplier algebra MpAq. It is shown that any contractive covariant pair ppi, T q
for pA,α,Z2`q can be dilated to a covariant pair by commuting partial isometries.
When the system is in particular unital (or non-degenerate) then the partial isome-
tries turn out to be isometries.
We mention that a non-degeneracy assumption is central to the representation
theory produced by Muhly and Solel, starting with their seminal paper on tensor
algebras of C*-correspondences [75]. For example, see the key result [75, Lemma
3.5]. However, there are interesting degenerate C*-correspondences, such as C*-
correspondences arising from non-surjective C*-dynamical systems.
Below we provide an alternative approach to finding a version of Andoˆ’s The-
orem for contractive covariant pairs. We show that any contractive covariant pair
ppi, T q of an arbitrary C*-dynamical system pA,α,Z2`q can be dilated to an isomet-
ric covariant pair. We manage to do so without any assumption about extensions
to MpAq, and without assuming that the system is automorphic. In this way we
provide an alternate proof of Corollary 3.4.1 that bypasses [70] and [92]. Our
method is based on the proof of an Andoˆ-type result in [36] for row-contractions
satisfying certain commutation relations.
Theorem 3.4.2. Let pA,α,Z2`q be C*-dynamical system. Let ppi, T q define a
contractive covariant pair of pA,α,Z2`q on a Hilbert space H. Then ppi, T q co-
extends to an isometric covariant pair pσ, V q of pA,α,Z2`q. Hence
Aˆα Z2` » Aˆisα Z2`.
Proof. For simplicity we will use 1 ” p1, 0q, 2 ” p0, 1q and 0 ” p0, 0q. An
arbitrary element of Z2 will be denoted by m ” pm1,m2q. Also we write Z2ą0 for
the non-zero elements in Z2`.
Let ppi, T q be a contractive covariant pair acting on a Hilbert space H. Define
the Hilbert spaces N “ Hp8q and L “ N b `2pZ2ą0q, and set
K “ H ‘ L “ H ‘
ÿ‘
mPZ2ą0
Nm.
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We can view K as a direct sum over the grid of Z2` where H sits on the 0-position,
and N sits on every other position. We will use the notation ξ b e0 for ξ P H to
represent a vector in the 0-position and use ηbem with η P N to represent a vector
in the copy Nm of N in the m-th position.
We define the ˚-representation pip8q : AÑ BpNq by
pip8qpaqpξkq “ ppipaqξkq,
for every a P A and ξk P H. Moreover we define the ˚-representation rpi : AÑ BpLq
by rpipaqpη b emq “ ppip8qαmpaqηq b em,
for every a P A, η P N and m P Z2ą0. Therefore the mapping σ :“ pi ‘ rpi defines a
˚-representation of A in BpKq.
We will first dilate T1 and T2 separately, before creating a joint commuting
dilation of T1 and T2. Let D1 be the defect operator pI ´T1˚ T1q1{2 for T1. We will
consider D1 as an operator from H into the first copy of H in N in the p1, 0q-position
in L, i.e.,
D1pξ b e0q “ pD1ξ, 0, 0, . . . q b e1.
Define V1 as
V1 “
»– T1 0„D1
0

L1
fifl
where L1 is the shift operator on L sending the m-position to the pm`1q-position,
e.g.,
L1pη b epm,nqq “ η b epm`1,nq.
Similarly, we view the defect operator D2 “ pI ´ T2˚ T2q1{2 as an operator from H
into the first copy of H in N in the p0, 1q-position in L. We define V2 as
V2 “
»– T2 0„D2
0

L2
fifl
where L2 is the operator on L that shifts the second coordinate:
L2pη b epm1,m2qq “ η b epm1,m2`1q.
Note that V1 and V2 are isometric dilations of T1 and T2, respectively, and that
L1L2 “ L2L1.
Claim. With this notation, we have
(3.1) σpaqV1 “ V1σα1paq and σpaqV2 “ V2σα2paq for all a P A.
Proof of Claim. For a P A and ξ P H we obtain
σpaqV1pξ b e0q “ σpaq
`pT1ξq b e0 ` pD1ξ, 0, . . . q b e1˘
“ ppipaqT1ξq b e0 `
´
pip8qα1paqpD1ξ, 0, . . . q
¯
b e1
“ pT1piα1paqξq b e0 ` ppiα1paqD1ξ, 0, . . . q b e1
“ pT1piα1paqξq b e0 ` pD1piα1paqξ, 0, . . . q b e1,
where we have used that pipaqT1 “ T1piα1paq, and therefore
piα1paqT1˚ T1 “ T1˚ T1piα1paq
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and piα1paqD1 “ D1piα1paq. Moreover, the claim holds for vectors in H since
V1σα1paqpξ b e0q “ V1
`ppiα1paqξq b e0˘
“ pT1piα1paqξq b e0 ` pD1piα1paqξ, 0, . . . q b e1
“ σpaqV1pξ b e0q.
In addition, for every a P A and η P N , we obtain
σpaqV1pη b emq “ σpaqpη b em`1q “ ppip8qαm`1paqηq b em`1,
and
V1σα1paqpη b emq “ V1
´
ppip8qαmα1paqηq b em
¯
“ ppip8qαm`1paqηq b em`1.
Therefore σpaqV1 “ V1σα1paq, for all a P A. A similar computation shows that
σpaqV2 “ V2σα2paq, for all a P A, and the proof of the claim is complete.
The isometries X :“ V1V2 and Y :“ V2V1 are both dilations of the single
contraction T1T2 “ Tp1,1q “ T2T1. Then
X “ Xm ‘X0, and Y “ Ym ‘ Y0,
where Xm and Ym are minimal isometric dilations of Tp1,1q on the spaces
MX “
8ł
n“0
XnH, and MY “
8ł
n“0
Y nH,
respectively. Note that by the covariance relation (3.1), MX and MY are invariant
subspaces for σpAq, hence reducing. Consequently KX :“ K aMX and KY :“
K aMY are also reducing subspaces for σpAq.
Since Xm and Ym are minimal isometric dilations of the same contraction, they
are unitarily equivalent by a unitary Wm defined by
WmX
npξ b e0q “ Y npξ b e0q
for all ξ P H. For every a P A and ξ P H a repeated application of (3.1) gives
σpaqWmXnpξ b e0q “WmσpaqXnpξ b e0q.
Thus Wmσp¨q|MX “ σp¨qWm|MX .
We aim to show that X0 and Y0 are also unitarily equivalent via a unitary that
commutes with σpAq. First note that
X0 “ X|KX “ pX|HKq|KX “ pL1L2q|KX
Similarly, Y0 “ pL1L2q|KY . It is not hard to see that X0 and Y0 are shifts of
infinite multiplicity, and hence they are unitarily equivalent. We will give an explicit
description of a unitary implementing this unitary equivalence. The unitary we
construct will commute with σpAq. To this end, let WX denote the kernel of X0˚ ,
and let WY denote the kernel of Y0˚ . Then
WX“
`pH ‘Np1,0q ‘Np1,1q ‘Np0,1qq a pH _XHq˘‘ pà
mě2
Npm,0q ‘Np0,mqq,
and
WY “
`pH ‘Np1,0q ‘Np1,1q ‘Np0,1qq a pH _ Y Hq˘‘ pà
mě2
Npm,0q ‘Np0,mqq.
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As X0 and Y0 are pure isometries, WX and WY are wandering subspaces for X0
and Y0, respectively. Further
KX “
8ł
n“0
Xn0WX “
8ł
n“0
XnWX ,
and
KY “
8ł
n“0
Y n0 WY “
8ł
n“0
Y nWY .
We will construct a unitary U : WX Ñ WY that intertwines σp¨q|WX and
σp¨q|WY . First we let U be the identity on Npm,0q and Np0,nq for m,n ě 2. The dif-
ficult part is to define the unitary on the parts sitting inside Np1,0q‘Np1,1q‘Np0,1q.
Let
W 1X “WX X pNp1,0q ‘Np1,1q ‘Np0,1qq
and
W 1Y “WY X pNp1,0q ‘Np1,1q ‘Np0,1qq.
Since N “ Hp8q we re-arrange Np1,0q ‘ Np1,1q ‘ Np0,1q along the copies of H,
i.e.,
Np1,0q ‘Np1,1q ‘Np0,1q »
» pH1p1,0q ‘H1p1,1q ‘H1p0,1qq ‘ pH2p1,0q ‘H2p1,1q ‘H2p0,1qq ‘ . . . ,
where H1p1,0q denotes the first copy of H in Np1,0q etc. The computation
Xpξ b e0q “ V1V2pξ b e0q
“ V1ppT2ξq b e0 ` pD2ξ, 0, . . . q b e2q
“ pT1T2ξq b e0 ` pD1T2ξ, 0, . . . q b e1 ` pD2ξ, 0, . . . q b ep1,1q,
for ξ P H, shows that W 1X is of the form
W 1X “ UX ‘
´
H2p1,0q ‘H2p1,1q ‘H2p0,1q
¯
‘ . . .
“ UX ‘ pH ‘H ‘Hqp8q ‘ pH ‘H ‘Hqp8q ‘ . . . ,
where UX is a subspace of H ‘H ‘H. Similarly W 1Y is of the form
W 1Y “ UY ‘
´
H2p1,0q ‘H2p1,1q ‘H2p0,1q
¯
‘ . . .
“ UY ‘ pH ‘H ‘Hqp8q ‘ pH ‘H ‘Hqp8q ‘ . . . ,
with UY being a subspace of H ‘H ‘H. Therefore we can write W 1X as
UX ‘
`pUX ‘ UKXq ‘ pUX ‘ UKXq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˘‘ `pUY ‘ UKY q ‘ pUY ‘ UKY q ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˘
and W 1Y as
UY ‘
`pUX ‘ UKXq ‘ pUX ‘ UKXq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˘‘ `pUY ‘ UKY q ‘ pUY ‘ UKY q ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˘.
We define U by the rule
U
`
ξ0,
`
ξm`ξ1m
˘
mě1,
`
ζn`ζ 1n
˘
ně1
˘“`ζ1, `ξm´1`ξ1m˘mě1, `ζn`1`ζ 1n˘ně1˘.
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where ξm P UX , ξ1m P UKX , ζn P UY and ζ 1n P UKY for each non-negative integer n,m.
That is, the operator U is defined by the diagram
UX

‘ `pUX
&&
‘ UKXq

‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˘ ‘ `pUY
ss
‘ UKY q

‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˘
UY ‘
`pUX ‘ UKXq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˘ ‘ `pUY ‘ UKY q ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˘.
Thus, U is a unitary. Recall that the restriction of σ to Np1,0q‘Np1,1q‘Np0,1q is the
ampliation of piαp1,0q‘piαp1,1q‘piαp0,1q. Therefore, a straightforward computation
shows that U intertwines with σ|W 1X and σ|W 1Y .
Consequently, we have constructed a unitary operator U : WX Ñ WY that
intertwines σp¨q|WX and σp¨q|WY . Moreover UX0k “ Y0Uk, for all k P WX , since
X0 and Y0 are shifts on the `
2pZ2ą0q-grading and U preserves this grading. Recall
that WX (resp. WY q is an X-cyclic space (resp. Y -cyclic space) for KX (resp.
KY ). Therefore we can extend the operator to a unitary from KX to KY , which
we denote by the same symbol U , by the rule
UXnk “ Y nUk,
for every k PWX . Consequently UX0 “ Y0U . Moreover, we have that
σpaqUXnk “ σpaqY nUk
“ Y nσαpn,nqpaqUk
“ Y nUσαpn,nqpaqk
“ UXnσαpn,nqpaqk
“ UσpaqXnk,
for all a P A and k P KX . Therefore U : KX Ñ KY intertwines σp¨q|KX and σp¨q|KY .
For the final part of the proof, letW be the unitary on K given by W “Wm‘U .
By construction we have that WXW˚ “ Y and that W commutes with σ. We are
now ready to define our isometric dilation of the representation T . Let
V 11 “ V1W, and V 12 “W˚V2.
Note that, as W leaves H fixed in K, V 11 is an isometric dilation of T1 and V 12 is an
isometric dilation of T2. In addition we obtain
σpaqV 11 “ σpaqV1W “ V1σα1paqW “ V 11σα1paq,
and
σpaqV 12 “ σpaqWV2 “WσpaqV2 “ V 12σα2paq,
for all a P A. Finally we have that
V 11V 12 “ V1WW˚V2
“ X “W˚YW
“W˚V2V1W “ V 12V 11.
Thus V 11 and V 12 define an isometric representation V of Z2`. Hence pσ, V q is an
isometric covariant representation of pA,α,Z2`q which dilates ppi, T q.
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Remark 3.4.3. Of course we cannot replace A by a nonselfadjoint operator
algebra in Corollary 3.4.1. If A is the disc algebra then this leads to a contradiction
by Parrot’s example [81]. Nevertheless, we wonder whether Corollary 3.4.1 holds
for injective C*-dynamical systems, since the intermediate step, Theorem 3.4.2,
works for such systems.
3.5. The Fock algebra
In this section we turn our attention to an algebra closely related to the semi-
crossed product: the Fock algebra. This is the universal algebra for Fock represen-
tations. We will see that the methods we have used to calculate the C*-envelopes
of semicrossed products can be readily adapted to this setting. Again, we will find
that the C*-envelope is a group crossed-product C*-algebra.
Fock algebras have previously been studied by Duncan and Peters [45] in the
setting of classical dynamical systems. In the general setting this translates in the
following definition.
Definition 3.5.1. Let P be an abelian semigroup. We define the Fock alge-
bra ApA,α, P q be the universal algebra relative to Fock pairs prpi, V q associated to
completely contractive representations pi of A.
We will show that we can in fact define the Fock algebra for pA,α, P q using
just one Fock representation. Recall that the C*-cover pCm˚axpAq, jq of a non-
selfadjoint operator algebra A is defined by the following universal property: every
completely contractive representation pi : A Ñ BpHq lifts to a (necessarily unique)
˚-homomoprhism pi1 : Cm˚axpAq Ñ BpHq such that pi1j “ pi (see [15, Proposition
2.4.2]). Therefore the system α : P Ñ EndpAq lifts to a C*-system α : P Ñ
EndpCm˚axpAqq.
Proposition 3.5.2. Let pA,α, P q be a dynamical system over a spanning cone
P of G. Then
ApA,α, P q ãÑ ApCm˚axpAq, α, P q
and the Fock pair pĂpiu, Vuq associated to a universal representation ppiu, Huq of
Cm˚axpAq defines a completely isometric representation of the Fock algebra.
Proof. By the universal property of Cm˚axpAq a Fock pair prpi, V q of pA,α, P q
extends to a Fock pair prpi1, V q of pCm˚axpAq, α, P q. Conversely, every Fock pair
prpi, V q of pCm˚axpAq, α, P q defines a Fock pair prpi|A, V q since A embeds completely
isometrically in Cm˚axpAq. Therefore ApA,α, P q ãÑ ApCm˚axpAq, α, P q completely
isometrically.
Now without loss of generality assume that pA,α, P q is a C*-dynamical system.
Then the norm obtained by prpiu, Vuq where ppiu, Huq is the universal representation
of A is dominated by the norm of the Fock algebra. Conversely every Fock pair
prpi, V q is unitarily equivalent to a direct summand of prpiu, Vuq, since pi is unitarily
equivalent to a direct summand of piu. Therefore the norm obtained by prpiu, Vuq
dominates the norm on the Fock algebra. Similar arguments apply to every matrix
level and the proof is complete.
Remark 3.5.3. The previous proposition shows that the Fock algebra coincides
with the object examined by Duncan and Peters [45]. In [45] this operator algebra
goes by the name of the left regular algebra.
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Theorem 3.5.4. Let P be a spanning cone of an abelian group G that acts on
a C*-algebra A by injective ˚-endomorphisms, and let p rA, rα,Gq be the automorphic
direct limit C*-dynamical system associated to pA,α, P q. Then there is a natural
completely isometric isomorphism
ApA,α, P q » Aˆunα P
and therefore
Ce˚nvpApA,α, P qq » rA¸rα G.
Proof. Let pi be any ˚-representation of A on H. By [40, Proposition 2.10.2],
there is a representation rpi of rA on Hilbert space rH Ą H so that the restriction
to A is a dilation of pi. Then the norm on the Fock representation ppi, V q is dom-
inated by the norm for the Fock representation for prpi|A, rV q on rH b `2pP q. This
in turn is bounded by the norm of the left regular representation of rA ¸rα G onrH b `2pGq associated to rpi; and hence this is dominated by the norm of rA ¸rα G.
By Theorem 3.2.3, the same embedding of c00pP, α,Aq into rA ¸rα G is completely
isometric with respect to the A ˆunα P norm. Therefore the Fock representation
norm is completely dominated by the Aˆunα P norm.
On the other hand, since G is abelian and thus amenable, the crossed prod-
uct rA ¸rα G coincides with the reduced crossed product. So if rpi is any faithful
representation of rA on rH, then the corresponding left regular representation ofrA ¸rα G on rH b `2pGq is faithful. The restriction to c00pP, α,Aq yields a unitary
covariant representation which is completely isometric by Theorem 3.2.3. The sub-
spaces Ks :“ rH b `2p´s ` P q are invariant for c00pP, α,Aq; and the restriction to
this subspace is a Fock representation. The direct limit of these Fock represen-
tations yields the restriction of the left regular representation. It follows that the
norm on c00pP, α,Aq by this representation is dominated by the Fock representation
norm. Hence ApA,α, P q is completely isometric to A ˆunα P ; and the embedding
of ApA,α, P qq into rA¸rα G is completely isometric. (This latter statement can be
deduced without reference to Aˆunα P .)
The final statement is now immediate from Theorem 3.2.3.
Corollary 3.5.5. If P is a spanning cone of an abelian group G that acts on
a C*-algebra A by injective ˚-endomorphisms, then there is a Fock representation
that is completely isometric on Aˆunα P .
Theorem 3.5.6. Let P be a spanning cone of an abelian group G that acts
on A by completely isometric automorphisms. Then there is a natural completely
isometric isomorphism
ApA,α, P q » Aˆisα P
and therefore
Ce˚nvpApA,α, P qq » Ce˚nvpAq ¸α G.
Proof. Every Fock representation is an isometric covariant representation.
Thus the Aˆisα P norm on c00pP, α,Aq completely dominates the ApA,α, P q norm.
On the other hand, by Theorem 3.3.1, Ce˚nvpAˆisα P q » Ce˚nvpAq ¸α G. So Aˆisα P
embeds completely isometrically into Ce˚nvpAq ¸α G. Since G is abelian, whence
amenable, if pi is a faithful representation of Ce˚nvpAq on a Hilbert space H, this
crossed product is faithfully represented on H b `2pGq. As in the proof of The-
orem 3.5.4, the restriction of this representation to c00pP, α,Aq is the direct limit
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of the compressions to the invariant subspaces H b `2p´s ` P q, which are unitar-
ily equivalent to Fock representations. Therefore the ApA,α, P q norm completely
dominates the A ˆisα P norm. Hence the natural map of A ˆisα P into ApA,α, P q
is a completely isometric isomorphism. The last statement follows from Theo-
rem 3.3.1.
Corollary 3.5.7. If P is a spanning cone of an abelian group G that acts on
A by completely isometric automorphisms, then there is a Fock representation that
is completely isometric on Aˆisα P .
CHAPTER 4
Nica-covariant semicrosssed products
Not surprisingly, to get stronger results we need stronger assumptions. We now
focus on the case of semicrossed products by P where pG,P q is a lattice-ordered
abelian group, and where covariant pairs respect this structure, i.e, they are regular
or Nica-covariant.
4.1. The regular contractive semicrossed product
Recall that the regular contractive semicrossed product Aˆrgα P is the algebra
determined by the regular covariant pairs of a dynamical system pA,α, P q.
Our main objective is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1.1. Let pA,α, P q be an automorphic C*-dynamical system over a
spanning cone P of G, such that pG,P q is a lattice-ordered abelian group. Then
Ce˚nvpAˆrgα P q » A¸α G.
Theorem 4.1.1 follows from Theorem 3.3.1 and the following proposition.
Proposition 4.1.2. Let pA,α, P q be a C*-dynamical system over a spanning
cone P of G, such that pG,P q is a lattice-ordered abelian group. Then a regular
contractive pair ppi, T q dilates to an isometric pair pρ, V q of pA,α, P q. Consequently
Aˆrgα P » Aˆisα P.
Proof. Let ppi, T q be a covariant contractive pair for the regular contractive
semicrossed product. We will show that it co-extends to a covariant isometric pair.
Since T is regular we obtain that the extension rT pgq :“ Tg˚´Tg` is a completely
positive definite map on G. By Remark 2.5.3, the minimal unitary co-extension of
T can be realized on pH “ H bT G. The minimal isometric co-extension V of T
can be realized on rH “ H bT P by restricting the minimal unitary co-extension
to rH. Let H d P be the space of all h P rH where h “ řhsi b δsi with hs “ 0
except finitely often, and let τ be the sesquilinear form on HdP given by τph, hq “@“ rT p´si ` sjq‰h, hD. It is immediate that V is a lifting of a representation V0 of P
given on H d P by
V0,pp
ÿ
s
hs b δsq “
ÿ
s
hs b δp`s.
Moreover we define the diagonal representation of A on c00pP,Hq given by
ρ0paq “ diag
`
piαspaq
˘
sPP . We will show that ρ0 induces a well defined represen-
tation of A on rH. To this end fix h “ řni“1 hsi b δsi P c00pP,Hq; then T :“
r rT p´si ` sjqs is positive by definition. The covariance relation pipaqTs “ Tspiαspaq
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implies that piαspaqTs˚ “ Ts˚ pipaq for all a P A. Therefore
piαsipaq rT p´si ` sjq “ piαsi´si^sjαsi^sj paqTs˚i´si^sjTsj´si^sj
“ Ts˚i´si^sjpiαsi^sj paqTsj´si^sj
“ Ts˚i´si^sjTsj´si^sjpiαsj´si^sj`si^sj paq
“ rT p´si ` sjqpiαsj paq.
Hence we obtain that diagppiαsipaqqT “ T diagppiαsipaqq and consequently the
same holds for T 1{2 (note that T and diagppiαsipaqq are considered as operators
in BpHpnqq). For the fixed h “ řni“1 hsi b δsi P Hpnq we obtain
τpρ0paqh, ρ0paqhq “
A
r rT p´si ` sjqsdiagppiαsipaqqh,diagppiαsipaqqhE
Hpnq
“
A
T 1{2 diagppiαsipaqqh, T 1{2 diagppiαsipaqqh
E
Hpnq
“
A
diagppiαsipaqqT 1{2h,diagppiαsipaqqT 1{2h
E
Hpnq
ď }diagppiαsipaqq}2
A
T 1{2h, T 1{2h
E
Hpnq
ď }a}2 τph, hq.
It now follows that ρ0 induces a well defined representation ρ on rH.
A direct computation shows that
ρ0paqV0,pphs b δsq “ ρ0paqphs b δs`pq “ piαs`ppaqhs b δs`p
“ piαpαspaqhs b δs`p “ V0,pρ0pαppaqqphs b δsq.
hence
pρ0paqV0,p ´ V0,pρ0αppaqqh “ 0, for all h P c00pP,Hq.
This equation lifts to rH which shows that pρ, V q is an (isometric) covariant pair.
4.2. The Nica-covariant semicrossed product
For this section we assume that pA,α, P q is a C*-dynamical system and pG,P q
a lattice-ordered abelian group. We recall that the Nica-covariant semicrossed
product is the universal operator algebra Aˆncα P determined by the regular Nica-
covariant pairs of pA,α, P q. We will show in Theorem 4.2.12 that the C*-envelope
of A ˆncα P is rA ¸rα G. A key part of our analysis, which is interesting in its own
right, will be a gauge-invariant uniqueness theorem for this setting.
The next easy proposition allows us to restrict our attention to isometric Nica-
covariant pairs.
Proposition 4.2.1. Let ppi, T q be a regular Nica-covariant pair for a C*-
dynamical system pA,α, P q. Then ppi, T q co-extends to an isometric Nica-covariant
pair pρ, V q.
Proof. Since T is a regular contractive Nica-covariant representation, it co-
extends to an isometric Nica-covariant representation by Theorem 2.5.10. The proof
is then immediate by Proposition 4.1.2.
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We denote by C˚ppi, V q the C*-algebra generated by pipAq and VspipAq for all
s P P . When pA,α, P q is unital, C˚ppi, V q contains pip1Aq as a unit. By compressing
to the range of this projection, we obtain a unital representation and C˚ppi, V q “
C˚ppipAq, V pP qq.
Lemma 4.2.2. Let ppi, V q be an isometric Nica-covariant pair for a C*- dynam-
ical system pA,α, P q. Then for all a, b P A and s, t, r, p P P , there are c P A and
q, w P P such that
VspipaqVr˚ VtpipbqVp˚ “ VqpipcqVp˚ .
In particular, VspipaqVs˚ VtpipbqVt˚ “ Vs_tpipcqVs˚_t.
Proof. As an immediate consequence of the covariance relation for C*-dy-
namical systems, we see that piαspaqVs˚ “ Vs˚ pipaq for all a P A and s P P . By the
Nica-covariance condition for the isometric representation V , we obtain Vr˚ Vt “
Vt´r^tVr˚´r^t. Therefore
VspipaqVr˚ VtpipbqVp˚ “ VspipaqVt´r^tVr˚´r^tpipbqVp˚
“ VsVt´r^tpiαt´r^tpaqpiαr´r^tpbqVr˚´r^tVt˚
“ Vs`t´r^tpipαt´r^tpaqαr´r^tpbqqVp˚`r´r^t.
In particular, when s “ r and t “ p, then s` t´ r^ t “ s_ t “ p` r´ r^ t, which
completes the proof.
Proposition 4.2.3. Let ppi, V q be an isometric Nica-covariant pair for a C*-
dynamical system pA,α, P q. Then C˚ppi, V q is the closure of the linear span of the
monomials VspipaqVt˚ for all a P A and s, t P P .
Proof. Immediate by Lemma 4.2.2.
Analysis of the cores. We let pG denote the dual of the abelian group G. We
say that a pair ppi, V q admits a gauge action if there is a point-norm continuous
family tγgˆugˆP pG of ˚-automorphisms of C˚ppi, V q such that
γgˆpVsq “ gˆpsqVs and γgˆppipaqq “ pipaq for all a P A and s P P.
We write C˚ppi, V qγ for the fixed point algebra with respect to this action, i.e., the
range EpC˚ppi, V qq where
EpXq “
ż
pG γgˆpXqdgˆ.
A standard C*-argument yields the following Lemma.
Lemma 4.2.4. Let ppi, V q be an isometric Nica-covariant pair of a C*- dynami-
cal system pA,α, P q that admits a gauge action tγgˆugˆP pG. Then the fixed point alge-
bra C˚ppi, V qγ is the closure of the linear span of monomials of the form VspipaqVs˚
for s P P and a P A.
A finite subset F of P is called grid if it is _-closed. We write _F for the least
upper bound of all elements of F .
The following Proposition will soon be superseded by Corollary 4.2.8.
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Proposition 4.2.5. Let ppi, V q be an isometric Nica-covariant pair for a C*-
dynamical system pA,α, P q that admits a gauge action tγgˆugˆPGˆ. Then the fixed
point algebra C˚ppi, V qγ “ ŤF :grid BpiF , where
BpiF “ spantVspipaqVs˚ : a P A, s P F u,
are C*-subalgebras of C˚ppi, V qγ .
Proof. By Lemma 4.2.4, we obtain that C˚ppi, V qγ is the inductive limit
(under inclusion) of BpiF where F is a finite subset of P . When F is not a grid, we
can enlarge it so as to obtain a subset denoted by rF s which is a grid (note that
_pF q “ _prF sq). Thus it suffices to show that the BpiF are C*-algebras.
It is clear that BpiF is closed and selfadjoint. For s, t P F , s _ t belongs to F
since F is a grid, and
VspipaqVs˚ VtpipbqVt˚ “ Vs_tpipcqVs˚_t P BpiF ,
by Lemma 4.2.2. So BpiF is a ˚-algebra.
Fix a faithful representation ppi,Hq of A. Let the Fock representation be prpi, V q
acting on rH “ H b `2pP q. For any gˆ P pG, let the unitary operator ugˆ be defined by
ugˆpξ b esq “ gˆpsqξ b es.
For γgˆ :“ adugˆ , it is immediate that
γgˆpVsq “ gˆpsqVs and γgˆprpipaqq “ rpipaq.
Since C˚prpi, V q is the closure of the linear span of monomials, an ε{3-argument
shows that the family tγgˆugˆP pG is a point-norm continuous action, and thus is a
gauge action.
The following proposition asserts that the linear span is already norm closed.
Proposition 4.2.6. Let prpi, V q be a Fock representation of pA,α, P q where pi
is a faithful representation of A. Then for any grid F ,
BrpiF “ spantVsrpipaqVs˚ : a P A, s P F u.
Proof. We will show that if X “ limiXi, for Xi “ řsPF Vsrpipas,iqVs˚ , then
there are as P A such that X “ řsPF VsrpipasqVs˚ . Since F is finite, it has minimal
elements. Let t be a minimal element of F . Then Vs˚ pξ b etq “ 0 for all s P F zttu.
Therefore we obtain
Vt˚ XVt|H “ lim
i
Vt˚ XiVt|H
“ lim
i
ÿ
sPF
Vt˚ Vsrpipas,iqVs˚ Vt|H
“ lim
i
pipat,iq.
Therefore ppipat,iqqi, and consequently pat,iqi is Cauchy in A. Thus there is an
at P A such that limi at,i “ at. Hence
X ´ VtrpipatqVt˚ “ lim
i
Xi ´ Vtrpipat,iqVt˚ “ lim
i
X 1i,
where
X 1i “
ÿ
sPF,s‰t
Vsrpipas,iqVs˚ .
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Note that F zttu is also a grid. Repeat this argument several times until F
is exhausted. We deduce that limi as,i “ as exists for all s P F . It follows that
X “ řsPF VsrpipasqVs˚ .
We will write ppiu, Vuq for a universal isometric Nica-covariant pair for the C*-
dynamical system pA,α, P q. Then the C*-algebra C˚ppiu, Vuq has the following
universal property: for every isometric Nica-covariant pair ppi, V q there is a canon-
ical ˚-epimorphism
Φ: C˚ppiu, Vuq Ñ C˚ppi, V q.
In particular, C˚ppiu, Vuq admits a gauge action tβgˆugˆPGˆ. (Again a simple ε{3-
argument shows that this family is point-norm continuous.)
Proposition 4.2.7. Let ppiu, Vuq be a universal isometric Nica-covariant pair
for pA,α, P q. Then C˚ppiu, Vuqβ “ ŤF : grid BF where
BF “ BpiuF “ spantVu,spiupaqVu˚,s : a P A, s P F u,
are C*-subalgebras of C˚ppiu, Vuqβ.
Proof. In view of Proposition 4.2.5, it suffices to show that the linear span
coincides with its closure. To this end, let X “ limiXi where
Xi “
ÿ
sPF
Vu,spiupas,iqVu˚,s.
Fix a faithful representation ppi,Hq of A and let prpi, V q be the Fock represen-
tation. There is a canonical ˚-epimorphism Φ: C˚ppiu, Vuq Ñ C˚prpi, V q. Therefore
ΦpXq “ limi ΦpXiq. By following the arguments in the proof of Proposition 4.2.6
for ΦpXq, we get that for every s P F , there is an as such that limi as,i “ as. Thus
X ´
ÿ
sPF
Vu,spipasqVu˚,s “ lim
i
Xi ´ lim
i
ÿ
sPF
Vu,spipas,iqVu˚,s
“ lim
i
Xi ´
ÿ
sPF
Vu,spipas,iqVu˚,s “ 0.
Hence X lies in spantVu,spiupaqVu˚,s : a P A, s P F u.
Corollary 4.2.8. Let ppi, V q be an isometric Nica-covariant pair for pA,α, P q
that admits a gauge action tγgˆugˆPGˆ. Then the fixed point algebra C˚ppi, V qγ “Ť
F :grid B
pi
F , where
BpiF “ spantVspipaqVs˚ : a P A, s P F u,
are C*-subalgebras of C˚ppi, V qγ .
Proof. In view of Proposition 4.2.5, it suffices to show that the linear span is
closed. To this end, let tγgˆugˆP pG be the gauge action on C˚ppi, V q, and let tβgˆugˆP pG
be the gauge action on C˚ppiu, Vuq. Then Φ intertwines with γgˆ and βgˆ. Thus
ΦpBF q “ BpiF for the cores BF of C˚ppi, V q. Therefore BpiF “ spantVspipaqVs˚ : s P
F u. Since Φ is a ˚-homomorphism, it has closed range. Thus
BpiF “ ΦpBF q “ spantVspipaqVs˚ : s P F u,
and the proof is complete.
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Theorem 4.2.9. Let prpi, V q be the Fock representation of pA,α, P q for a faithful
representation pi of A. Then the canonical ˚-epimorphism
Φ: C˚ppiu, Vuq Ñ C˚prpi, V q
is a ˚-isomorphism. Consequently, the Fock representation is a unital completely
isometric representation of the Nica-covariant semicrossed product Aˆncα P .
Proof. Let tγgˆugˆP pG be the gauge action on C˚prpi, V q. Then Φ intertwines
with βgˆ and γgˆ. Thus by a standard C*-argument, it suffices to show that the
restriction of Φ to the fixed point algebra is ˚-injective. Since C˚ppiu, Vuqβ is an
inductive limit, it suffices to show that the restriction of Φ to BF is ˚-injective,
where F is a grid.
To this end, let X “ řsPF Vu,spiupasqVu˚,s P BF , such that
ΦpXq “
ÿ
sPF
VsrpipasqVs˚ “ 0.
If t is a minimal element of F , we obtain
pipatq “
ÿ
sPF
Vt˚ VsrpipasqVs˚ Vt|H “ Vt˚ ΦpXqVt|H “ 0.
Since pi is faithful, at “ 0. Now F zttu is also a grid; and we repeat the process to
establish that as “ 0 for all s P F . Therefore X “ 0.
For the second statement, note that Aˆncα P Ď C˚ppiu, Vuq by definition. The
proof is then complete by recalling that injective ˚-representations are completely
isometric.
A gauge-invariant uniqueness theorem. Following similar ideas, we can
prove a gauge-invariant uniqueness theorem for the C*-algebras C˚ppi, V q of iso-
metric Nica-covariant pairs ppi, V q. We will denote by Bp0,8q the ideal in C˚ppi, V q
generated by the monomials VspipaqVs˚ such that s ‰ 0. Also, we will denote by
Ippi,V q the ideal of A given by
Ippi,V q :“ ta P A : pipaq P Bp0,8qu.
Remark 4.2.10. For the semigroup S “ Z` the above relation reduces to the
known property for faithful representations of Toeplitz-Cuntz-Pimsner algebras of
C*-correspondences [50, 63]. The same thing is true here. If Ippi,V q “ p0q, then pi
is faithful. Moreover if r ‰ 0, then VrpipaqVr˚ R pipAq unless it is 0.
Furthermore Iprpi,V q “ p0q for the Fock representation prpi, V q. Indeed, a direct
computation gives that VsrpipaqVs˚ |H “ 0 for all a P A and 0 ‰ s P P . Hence
Bp0,8q|H “ p0q. Thus, if rpipaq “ X P Bp0,8q for some a P A then
pipaq “ rpipaq|H “ X|H “ 0.
Therefore a “ 0, since pi is faithful.
Consequently, it follows from Theorem 4.2.9 that Ippiu,Vuq “ p0q, where ppiu, Vuq
is a universal Nica-covariant representation.
Theorem 4.2.11. Let ppiu, Vuq be a universal isometric Nica-covariant pair of
a C*-dynamical system pA,α, P q. Then ppi, V q defines a faithful representation of
C˚ppiu, Vuq if and only if ppi, V q is an isometric Nica-covariant pair with Ippi,V q “ p0q
that admits a gauge action.
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Proof. The forward implication is immediate since ppiu, Vuq has all of these
properties by Theorem 4.2.9.
For the converse, it suffices to show that the restriction of Φ to the fixed point
algebra is injective. Equivalently that the restriction of Φ to the cores BF , where
F is _-closed, is injective.
By Proposition 4.2.7, a typical element in BF X ker Φ has the form X “ř
sPF Vu,spiupasqVu˚,s. Consequently we obtain that
ř
sPF VspipasqVs˚ “ 0. Let t P F
be a minimal element. Then
pipatq “ Vt˚ VtpipatqVt˚ Vt
“ ´
ÿ
s‰t
Vt˚ VspipasqVs˚ Vt
“ ´
ÿ
s‰t
Vs´s^tVt˚´s^tpipasqVt´s^tVs˚´s^t
“ ´
ÿ
s‰t
Vs´s^tpiαt´s^tpaqVs˚´s^t.
Note that s´ s^ t ‰ 0. Indeed, if s “ s^ t then s ď t. Since s ‰ t we get that
s ă t, which contradicts the minimality of t. Therefore pipatq P Bp0,8q, and hence
at “ 0. Induction on minimal elements of F finishes the proof.
The C*-envelope. Recall that p rA, rα,Gq is the minimal automorphic exten-
sion of an injective C*-system pA,α, P q.
Theorem 4.2.12. Let pA,α, P q be an injective C*-dynamical system. Then
Ce˚nvpAˆncα P q » rA¸rα G.
Proof. Since G is abelian, the crossed product rA ¸rα G coincides with the
reduced crossed product. That is, the left regular representation of rA¸rαG is faith-
ful. Fix a faithful representation pρ,Hq of rA. Let prρ, V q be the Fock representation
acting on rH “ Hb `2pP q; and let ppρ, Uq be the left regular representation that acts
on pH “ H b `2pGq. Then ppρ|A, U |P q is a completely contractive representation of
Aˆncα P which dilates prρ|A, V |P q. In turn, the latter is a unital completely isometric
representation of Aˆncα P by Theorem 4.2.9. Therefore there is a canonical unital
completely isometric representation ι : A ˆncα P Ñ rA ¸rα G. The rest follows as in
the last part of Theorem 3.2.3.
Corollary 4.2.13. If pA,α, P q is an injective unital C*-dynamical system,
then Aˆncα P is hyperrigid.
Proof. Let Aˆncα P ãÑ rA¸rαG by Theorem 4.2.12. Since pA,α, P q is a unital
system, the embedding maps P to unitaries. Therefore, Aˆncα P is generated by the
unitaries of A (which span A) and the unitary generators of P . Let σ : rA¸rα GÑ
BpHq be a faithful representation; and let ν be a dilation of σ|Aˆncα P . Then σpuq
is a unitary for all unitaries u in A ˆncα P . Hence νpuq must be a trivial dilation
(being a contractive dilation of a unitary). Therefore ν is a trivial dilation of σ.
A gauge-invariant uniqueness theorem for injective systems. There is
an immediate gauge-invariant uniqueness theorem for injective systems.
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Corollary 4.2.14. Let pA,α, P q be an injective C*-dynamical system. Then
C˚ppi, Uq » Ce˚nvpA ˆncα P q if and only if ppi, Uq is a unitary Nica-covariant pair
that admits a gauge action and pi is injective.
Proof. The forward implication is immediate by Theorem 4.2.12. For the
converse note that a unitary Nica-covariant pair induces a representation of rA¸rαG,
as in the proof of Theorem 3.2.3. Let Φ: rA ¸rα G Ñ C˚ppi, Uq be the canonical ˚-
epimorphism. A standard argument shows that there is a grid F and an
X “
ÿ
sPF
UsppipaqUs˚ P rA,
such that ΦpXq “ 0. Then for t “ _F we obtain that Ut˚ XUt “
ř
sPF ppirαt´spaq P
ker Φ. However
ř
sPF ppirαt´spaq “ řsPF ppiαt´spaq P A and Φ|A “ pi is injective.
Therefore Ut˚ XUt “ 0. Consequently X “ UtUt˚ XUtUt˚ “ 0.
Remark 4.2.15. The corollary above implies that the C*-envelope in these
cases coincides with Fowler’s Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner algebra [48], and it is in accor-
dance with [38, Theorem 3.3.1].
4.3. The Nica-covariant semicrossed product by Zn`
For this section, we fix a C*-dynamical system pA,α,Zn`q over the usual lattice-
ordered abelian group pZn,Zn`q. Recall that Nica-covariant representations of Zn`
are doubly commuting representations; hence they are regular by Corollary 2.5.7.
We will show that the Nica-covariant semicrossed product Aˆncα Zn` is a full corner
of a crossed product (Theorem 4.3.7). When pA,α,Zn`q is injective, this is contained
in Theorem 4.2.12. The aim here is to deal with non-injective systems as well.
This process will be quite involved. We first construct an injective C*-dynamical
system pB, β,Zn`q that dilates pA,α,Zn`q. This process is similar to the adding tail
technique for C*-dynamical systems exhibited in [56, 60]. However, our multi-
variate setting introduces new complications. We will then take the automorphic
extension p rB, rβ,Znq of pB, β,Zn`q. Ultimately, we will show that the C*-envelope
of Aˆncα Zn` is a full corner of the C*-algebra rB ¸rβ Zn.
We will use some simplifications for the notation. We write ei ” i for the
elements of the canonical basis of Zn`. Under this simplification every element x P
Zn` is written as
řn
i“1 xii, for xi P Z`. We write 0 “ p0, . . . , 0q and 1 “ p1, . . . , 1q.
For x “ px1, . . . , xnq P Zn`, define
supppxq “ ti : xi ‰ 0u and xK “ ty P Zn` : supppyq X supppxq “ Hu.
For example, iK “ tx : xi “ 0u. Note 0 P xK for all x P Zn` and i P xK if and only
if i R supppxq.
For each x P Zn`zt0u,
`Ş
iPsupppxq kerαi
˘K
is an ideal of A. We require the
largest ideal contained in this ideal which is invariant for αy when y P xK, namely
Ix “
č
yPxK
α´1y
´` č
iPsupppxq
kerαi
˘K¯
.
Note that I0 “ t0u, and Ix “ Iy if supppxq “ supppyq. In particular, Ix “ I1 “`Şn
i“1 kerαi
˘K
for all x ě 1.
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Define Bx :“ A{Ix; and let qx : A Ñ Bx be the quotient map. Note that
B0 “ A. We define a C*-algebra
B “
ÿ
xPZn`
‘Bx.
A typical element of B will be denoted as
b “
ÿ
xPZn`
qxpaxq b ex,
where ax P A. We identify A with the subalgebra Ab e0 of B.
We record the following useful facts about the ideals Ix.
Lemma 4.3.1. For all x P Zn` and for all i P supppxq we have that:
piq the ideal Ix is αi-invariant for all i P xK;
piiq Ix Ď pkerαiqK;
piiiq Ix Ď Ix`i for all i P xK.
Proof. The items (i) and (ii) above are immediate. For item (iii) note that
supppxq Ď supppx` iq and px` iqK Ď xK, for all i P xK.
Thus, if
αypaq P pXjPsupppxq kerαjqK Ď pXjPsupppx`iq kerαjqK,
for all y P xK, then this holds in particular for y P px` iqK.
The definition of the ideals Ix is inspired by the following observation.
Proposition 4.3.2. Let ppi, V q be an isometric Nica-covariant pair for a C*-
dynamical system pA,α,Zn`q such that pi is a faithful representation of A. Ifř
0ďwďx VwpipawqVw˚ “ 0 then a0 P Ix.
Proof. First note that for b P ŞiPsupppxq kerαi we have that αwpbq “ 0 for all
0 ‰ w ď x, since supppwq Ď supppxq. Thus pipbqVw “ Vwpiαwpbq “ 0. Therefore
0 “ pipbq ¨
ÿ
0ďwďx
VwpipawqVw˚ “ pipba0q.
Since pi is faithful we get that a0 P pŞiPsupppxq kerαiqK. Now for y P xK observe
that ÿ
0ďwďx
VwpiαypawqVw˚ “
ÿ
0ďwďx
VwVy˚ pipawqVyVw˚
“ Vy˚
˜ ÿ
0ďwďx
VwpipawqVw˚
¸
Vy “ 0,
where we have used that if w ď x then y P wK, hence the isometries Vy and Vw
doubly commute. By the first argument of the proof we obtain that αypa0q P
pŞiPsupppxq kerαiqK, and the proof is complete.
By Lemma 4.3.1 we can define ˚-endomorphisms βi P EndpBq as follows:
βipqxpaq b exq “
#
qxαipaq b ex ` qx`ipaq b ex`i for i P xK,
qxpaq b ex`i for i P supppxq.
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Note that when i P xK, the ideal Ix is invariant for αi. Therefore there is an
endomorphism 9αi on Bx such that 9αiqx “ qxαi. Hence βi is well defined. We will
show that pB, β,Zn` q is an injective C*-dynamical system which dilates pA,α,Zn` q.
We begin by giving an example of this construction for n “ 2 to keep in mind
as a case study.
Example 4.3.3. When n “ 2 there are three ideals associated to the kernels.
These are Ip1,0q “ ŞnPZ` α´np0,1qpkerαKp1,0qq, Ip0,1q “ ŞnPZ` α´np1,0qpkerαKp0,1qq, Ip1,1q “
pkerαp1,0q X kerαp0,1qqK. Therefore B has the following form
A{Ip0,1q
OO
A{Ip1,1q A{Ip1,1q
A{Ip0,1q A{Ip1,1q A{Ip1,1q
A A{Ip1,0q A{Ip1,0q //
Then the system of the ˚-endomorphisms is illustrated by the diagram
Bp0,1q
9α1 %% id
OO
9q1 // Bp1,1q
id //
id
OO
Bp1,1q
id //
id
OO
¨ ¨ ¨
Bp0,1q
9α1 %% id
OO
9q1 // Bp1,1q
id //
id
OO
Bp1,1q
id //
id
OO
¨ ¨ ¨
A
α1 ##
α2
NN
q2
OO
q1 // Bp1,0q
9α2
MM
id //
id
OO
Bp1,0q
9α2
MM
id //
id
OO
¨ ¨ ¨
where the solid (resp. broken) arrows represent the action βp1,0q (resp. βp0,1q). In
particular, if α2 is injective then the diagram is of the form
A
α1 ##
α2
NN
q1 // Bp1,0q
α2
MM
id // Bp1,0q
α2
MM
id // ¨ ¨ ¨
In order to show that pB, β,Zn` q is an injective C*-dynamical system we need
to show that the βi are injective and pairwise commute. We start with a lemma.
Lemma 4.3.4. Let pA,α,Zn`q be a C*-dynamical system. If
a P p
kč
i“1
kerαiqK and α1paq P p
kč
i“2
kerαiqK,
then a P pŞki“2 kerαiqK.
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Proof. Take a P A satisfying these properties. Take any b P Şki“2 kerαi.
Thus α1paqb “ 0. Note that, since α1 commutes with α2, . . . , αk, we have
α1pbq P
kč
i“2
kerαi.
Therefore
α1pabq “ α1paqα1pbq “ 0,
since α1paq P pŞki“2 kerαiqK. Thus ab P kerα1. As b P Şki“2 kerαi, it follows that
ab P Şki“1 kerαi.
However, as a P pŞki“1 kerαiqK, we also have ab P pŞki“1 kerαiqK. Hence ab “ 0.
Therefore a P pŞki“2 kerαiqK.
Proposition 4.3.5. The ˚-endomorphisms βi for 1 ď i ď n are injective and
pairwise commute. Hence pB, β,Zn` q is an injective C*-dynamical system.
Proof. To show that β1, . . . , βn commute, it suffices to show that β1 com-
mutes with β2 on every Bx. When 1,2 P xK then 1 P px ` 2qK and 2 P px ` 1qK,
hence
β1β2pqxpaq b exq “ β1pqxα2paq b ex ` qx`2paq b ex`2q
“ qxα1α2paq b ex ` qx`1α2paq b ex`1`
` qx`2α1paq b ex`2 ` qx`2`1paq b ex`1`2,
which is symmetric with respect to 1 and 2. When 1 P xK and 2 P supppxq then
1 P px` 2qK, thus
β1β2pqxpaq b exq “ β1pqxpaq b ex`2q
“ qxα1paq b ex`2 ` qx`1paq b ex`2`1
“ β2
`
qxpaq b ex ` qx`1paq b ex`1
˘
“ β2β1pqxpaq b exq.
A similar computation holds when 2 P xK and 1 P supppxq. Finally, when 1,2 P
supppxq, then a direct computation shows that
β1β2pbx b exq “ bx b ex`1`2,
which is symmetric with respect to 1 and 2. Hence pB, β,Zn` q is a well-defined
C*-dynamical system.
To show that the dynamical system is injective it suffices to show that β1 is
injective on every Bx. If 1 P supppxq then
β1pbx b exq “ bx b ex`1 “ 0,
implies that bx “ 0. Now when 1 P xK then without loss of generality we may
assume that supppxq “ t2, . . . ,ku. Then
β1pqxpaq b exq “ qxα1paq b ex ` qx`1paq b ex`1 “ 0,
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implies that α1paq P Ix and a P Ix`1. We aim to show that a P Ix. First we have
that
p1q αyα1paq P p
kč
i“2
kerαiqK and p2q αzpaq P p
kč
i“1
kerαiqK,
for every y “ y11 `řni“k`1 yii P xK and z “ řni“k`1 zii P px ` 1qK. It is evident
that xK is the disjoint union of px ` 1qK and pxK ` x11q with x1 ě 1. For w “řn
i“k`1 wii P px` 1qK, we get that
α1αwpaq P p
kč
i“2
kerαiqK and αwpaq P p
kč
i“1
kerαiqK,
by setting y “ z “ w in relations p1q and p2q above, and by using commutativity
of the αi. By Lemma 4.3.4, it follows that αwpaq P pŞki“2 kerαiqK. For w “
w11`řni“k`1 wii P pxK ` 1q with w1 ě 1, we get that
αwpaq P p
kč
i“2
kerαiqK,
by setting y “ w´ 1 P xK in equation p1q above. Therefore αwpaq P pŞki“2 kerαiqK
for all w P xK, thus a P Ix.
We will now show that the injective C*-dynamical system pB, β,Zn` q dilates
our original C*-dynamical system pA,α,Zn` q. Recall that we identify A with Abe0
in B. Let 1b e0 be the projection of B onto B0 “ A. We will show that
1b e0 ¨ βxpab e0q “ βxpab e0q ¨ 1b e0 “ αxpaq b e0,
for every x P Zn` and a P A. This will follow immediately from the following lemma.
Lemma 4.3.6. For x P Zn` and a P A we have that
βxpab e0q “
ÿ
w`z“x
qwαzpaq b ew.
Proof. We first prove the result for x of the form
x “ xii “ p0, . . . , 0, xi, 0, . . . , 0q.
By induction on xi calculate
βxpab e0q “
x1ÿ
k“0
qk1αpx1´kqipaq b eii “
ÿ
w`z“x
qwαzpaq b ew.
Assume now that the claim holds for x “ řk´1i“1 xii. Then for x1 “ x`xkk we have
that
βx1pab e0q “ βxkkβxpab e0q “
ÿ
w`z“x
βxkkpqwαzpaq b ewq
“
ÿ
w`z“x
xkÿ
j“0
qw`jkαz`pxk´jqkpaq b ew`jk
“
ÿ
w1`z1“x1
qw1αz1paq b ew1 .
Thus the result holds for x1. The proof now follows by induction.
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Proposition 4.3.5 shows that pB, β,Zn` q is an injective C*-dynamical system,
and Lemma 4.3.6 shows that pB, β,Zn` q dilates the dynamical system pA,α,Zn` q.
Further note that the pB, β,Zn` q is a minimal dilation of pA,α,Zn` q as
B “
ł
xPZn`
βxpAq.
As pB, β,Zn` q is an injective system, we can take its minimal automorphic
extension p rB, rβ,Znq. Our goal is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.3.7. Let pA,α,Zn`q be a C*-dynamical system; let pB, β,Zn`q be
the injective dilation of pA,α,Zn`q constructed above; and let p rB, rβ,Znq be the au-
tomorphic extension of pB, β,Zn`q. Then the C*-envelope of A ˆncα Zn` is a full
corner of the crossed product rB ¸rβ Zn.
The proof will follow from a series of lemmas. The first step is to find the full
corner of rB ¸rβ Zn. We will then identify this C*-algebra A with the C*-envelope
of Aˆncα Zn`.
First suppose that pA,α,Zn`q is unital. Fix once and for all a faithful repre-
sentation pi of rB on K, and the corresponding bilateral Fock representation pppi, Uq
of p rB, rβ,Znq acting on pK “ K b `2pZnq. We will use δx for the standard basis for
`2pZnq. Since rB “ ŤxPZn` rβ´xpBq, we obtain thatrB “ spantUxppipbqUx˚ : x P Zn`, b P Bu.
For simplicity of notation, we will suppress the use of ppi and write UxbUx˚ instead.
The crossed product rB¸rβZn is spanned by the monomials Uyc and cUy˚ for y P Zn
and c P rB. Therefore it is also spanned by the monomials of the form
UyUxbUx˚ and UxbUx˚Uy˚ , for all y P Zn, x P Zn` and b P B.
We will often use the fact that
bUx “ Uxrβxpbq “ Uxβxpbq for b P B.
Hence
βxpbq “ Ux˚ bUx for all x P Zn` and b P B.
When pA,α,Zn`q is not unital, that is if at least one αi is not unital, then we
form the unitization of the system pA,α,Zn`q in the following way: let Ap1q “ A`C
(even when A is unital) and define unital ˚-endomorphisms αp1qi on Ap1q by
α
p1q
i pa` λq “ αipaq ` λ.
Then each α
p1q
i extends αi, and the system pAp1q, αp1q,Zn`q is a unital C*-dynamical
system extending pA,α,Zn`q. As a consequence, if pBp1q, βp1q,Zn`q is the mini-
mal injective dilation of the system pAp1q, αp1q,Zn`q as constructed above, then
pBp1q, βp1q,Zn`q extends pB, β,Zn`q. Similarly, pĄBp1q,Ąβp1q,Zn`q extends p rB, rβ,Zn`q.
Note that pBp1q, βp1q,Zn`q is not the unitization of the system pB, β,Zn`q. In-
deed, by our construction,
Bp1q “
ÿ‘
xPZn`
Ap1q{Ix,
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where
Ix “
č
yPxK
pαp1qy q´1
´` č
iPsupppxq
kerα
p1q
i
˘K¯
“
č
yPxK
pαyq´1
´` č
iPsupppxq
kerαi
˘K¯
.
Proceeding as before, we fix a faithful representation of ĄBp1q acting on a Hilbert
space K. Recall that rB¸rβZn embeds isometrically and canonically in ĄBp1q¸Ćβp1qZn,
by the gauge-invariant uniqueness theorem for crossed products.
We make the convention that when pA,α,Zn`q is unital then αp1q “ α and
consequently βp1q “ β and Ąβp1q “ rβ. In any case, we will write 1 for the unit in A
that arises from the unitization of the system. Note that when A is already unital
then 1 does not coincide with the original unit.
Let p “ 1b e0 ” ppip1b e0q. We define a C*-algebra
A “ C˚ptUxpab e0q : a P A, x P Zn`uq Ď rB ¸rβ Zn.
We will show that A is a full corner of rB ¸rβ Zn.
We start with a useful calculation.
Lemma 4.3.8. For all y P Zn`,Ąβp1qyppq “ βp1qy ppq “ ÿ
xďy
1b ex
and for all x, y P Zn, Ąβp1qxppqĄβp1qyppq “ Ąβp1qx^yppq.
Proof. First suppose that pA,α,Zn`q is unital. Let 1 denote the unit of any
Bx. Then the first statement follows immediately from Lemma 4.3.6. Therefore,
for y P Zn` we obtain rβxppqrβxppq “ ÿ
zďx
1b ez
ÿ
zďy
1b ez
“
ÿ
zďx^y
1b ez
“ rβx^yppq.
Now for x, y P Zn, choose an r P Zn` so that x ` r and y ` r belong to Zn`.
Note that
pr ` xq ^ pr ` yq “ r ` px^ yq.
Therefore rβxppqrβyppq “ rβ´r`rβr`xppqrβr`yppq˘
“ rβ´r`rβpr`xq^pr`yqppq˘
“ rβ´r`rβr`px^yqppq˘
“ rβx^yppq.
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In the non-unital case a similar computation follows by substituting the rβx
with the Ąβp1qx.
Lemma 4.3.9. The projection p is the unit of A.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that pf “ fp “ f for the generators f “
Uxpab e0q. Evidently fp “ f . Compute
pf “ p1b e0qUxpab e0q “ Ux βp1qx p1b e0q pab e0q
“ Ux
´ ÿ
yď x
1b ey
¯
pab e0q “ f.
Lemma 4.3.10. The pair pppi|A, Upq defines an isometric Nica-covariant repre-
sentation for pA,α,Zn`q on p pK.
Proof. First of all, since pA “ Ap “ A, we may restrict the pair pppi, Upq to
p pK. Note that pUip “ Uip by Lemma 4.3.9. Therefore
pU˚i Uip “ pIxKp “ p.
Thus Uip is an isometry in A. Moreover, the pair pppi|A, Upq satisfies the covariance
relation since for all a P A,
pab e0qUip “ Uiβipab e0qp1b e0q
“ Uipαipaq b e0 ` qipaq b eiqp
“ Uipαipaq b e0q “ pUipqαipab e0q.
Finally, we will show that the isometries Uip doubly commute. Indeed, Uip com-
mutes with Ujp since
UipUjp “ UiUjp “ UjUip “ UjpUip.
Since ppξ b δxq “ pĄβp1qxp1b e0qξq b δx, for ξ b δx P pK, we have
pUipqpUjpq˚ppξ b δxq “ UipU˚j pĄβp1qxppqξq b δx
“ UippĄβp1qxppqξq b δx´j
“ UipĄβp1qx´jppqĄβp1qxppqξq b δx´j
“ pĄβp1qx´jppqξq b δx´j`i,
where we have used that px´ jq ^ x “ x´ j. On the other hand,
pUjpq˚pUipqppξ b δxq “ pU˚j UipĄβp1qxppqξq b δx
“ p
´
pĄβp1qxppqξq b δx`i´j¯
“ pĄβp1qx`i´jppqĄβp1qxppqξq b δx`i´j
“ pĄβp1qx´jppqξq b δx`i´j,
where we have used that px ` i ´ jq ^ x “ x ´ j. Hence UippUjpq˚ “ pUjpq˚Uip.
As these isometries are doubly commuting, it follows that the representation is
Nica-covariant.
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Proposition 4.3.11. The C*-algebra A is the closed linear span of monomials
of the form Uxpa b e0qUy˚ for x, y P Zn` and a P A. Moreover, A is a C*-cover of
Aˆncα Zn`.
Proof. The first part follows once we show that A is a C*-cover of Aˆncα Zn`.
To this end it suffices to show that the pair pppi|A, Upq defines a completely isometric
representation of Aˆncα Zn`.
Recall that pppi, Uq acts on pK “ K b `2pZnq. Let rK “ K b `2pZn`q and set
ϕ “ ppi|A|ĂK and Vi “ Uip|ĂK . The same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 4.3.10
show that pϕ, V q is a Nica-covariant pair. Indeed, rK is an invariant subspace for the
generators so pϕ, V q is isometric and covariant. To establish the doubly commuting
property, some care must be taken when pU˚j pξ b δxq “ 0. In this case, the j-th
co-ordinate xj of x is 0, and the same is true for x` i when i ‰ j. Therefore
pU˚j Uipξ b δxq “ pU˚j pξ b δx`iq “ 0 “ UipU˚j pξ b δxq.
Moreover pϕ, V q admits a gauge action inherited from pppi, Uq. Note that if
H “ ppip1 b e0qKq b δ0, then the compression to H of any monomial VxϕpaqVx˚
is 0 unless x “ 0. Therefore the ideal Bp0,8q|H “ 0. On the other hand we have
that ϕ|H “ pi|A, which is faithful. Hence Ipϕ,V q “ p0q. Therefore by the gauge-
invariant uniqueness theorem (Theorem 4.2.11) it follows that the ˚-epimorphism
Φ: C˚ppiu, Vuq Ñ C˚pϕ, V q is injective. Hence pϕ, V q defines a completely isometric
representation of Aˆncα Zn`.
To finish the proof note that the completely contractive representation pUpq ˆrpi|A dilates the completely isometric representation V ˆ ϕ, thus Up ˆ rpi|A is also
completely isometric.
Next, we will show that rBp, p rB are contained in A. We begin with a technical
lemma. Again, we write b instead of ppipbq.
Lemma 4.3.12. The C*-algebra rB is contained in A` pK rBpK.
Proof. We haverB “ spantUxbUx˚ : x P Zn`, b P Bu
“ spantUxpby b eyqUx˚ : x P Zn`, by P Byu.
We will show that Uxpbyb eyqUx˚ belongs to A when x ě y and lies in pK rBpK when
x ­ě y.
When x ­ě y, then by Lemma 4.3.8,
p
`
Uxpby b eyqUx˚
˘ “ Uxβp1qx ppqpby b eyqUx˚
“ Ux
´ ÿ
wď x
1b ew
¯
pby b eyqUx˚ “ 0.
Similarly,
`
Uxpby b eyqUx˚
˘
p “ 0.
Now suppose that x ě y. When y “ 0, then Uxpb0be0qUx˚ is in A by definition.
It remains to consider the case when x ě y ‰ 0. We will reduce this to the case
when y ď 1. Without loss of generality we can assume that
y “ py1, . . . , yl, yl`1, . . . , ynq,
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after a re-arrangement, with y1, . . . , yl ą 1 and yl`1, . . . , yn ď 1. With respect to
that re-arrangement let
r “ pr1, . . . , rl, 0, . . . , 0q
such that yi “ 1` ri for i “ 1, . . . , l, and
y1 “ y ´ r “ p1, . . . , 1, yl`1, . . . , ynq.
Since suppprq Ď supppy1q we obtain that βrpbb ey1q “ bb ey1`r “ bb ey, therefore
Uxpbb eyqUx˚ “ Ux´rUrpbb eyqUr˚ Ux˚´r
“ Ux´rUrβrpbb ey1qUr˚ Ux˚´r
“ Ux´rpbb ey1qUx˚´r,
and note that y1 ď x´ r and y1 ď 1. This reduces the problem to 0 ă y ď 1. There
is at least one co-ordinate of y that is equal to 1. Rearrange so that
y “ p1, y2, . . . , ynq, x “ px1, x2, . . . , xnq,
and notice that x1 ě y1 “ 1 ą 0. By the definition of β1 we have that
β1pqy´1paq b ey´1q “ qy´1α1paq b ey´1 ` qypaq b ey.
In particular
qypaq b ey “ β1pqy´1paq b ey´1q ´ qy´1α1paq b ey´1.
Therefore
Uxpqypaq b eyqUx˚ “
“ Ux´1U1pβ1pqy´1paq b ey´1qqU1˚Ux˚´1 ´ Uxpqy´1α1paq b ey´1qUx˚
“ Ux´1pqy´1paq b ey´1qUx˚´1 ´ Uxpqy´1α1paq b ey´1qUx˚ .
In particular we obtain that
Uxpqypaq b eyqUx˚ P spantUwpqlpaq b elqUw˚ : w P Zn`, l ă yu,
that is we can describe the element Uxpqypaq b eyqUx˚ by using monomials on a
strictly smaller support. If y ´ 1 “ 0 then Uxpqypaq b eyqUx˚ P A. Otherwise y has
one more non-zero co-ordinate, and induction finishes the proof.
Recall that a corner of a C*-algebra is called full if it is not contained in any
non-trivial ideal of the C*-algebra.
Lemma 4.3.13. The C*-algebra A is a full corner of rB ¸rβ Zn.
Proof. Note that pX P rB ¸rβ Zn for all X P rB ¸rβ Zn. This follows by the
fact that
pUxbUy˚ “ Uxβp1qx ppqbUy˚
for all x, y P Zn` and b P B, and βp1qx ppqb is of course in B.
By Lemma 4.3.9, A “ pAp Ď pp rB ¸rβ Znqp. To check that A “ pp rB ¸rβ Znqp,
recall that rB ¸rβ Zn is spanned by terms UypUxbUx˚ q and their adjoints, where
y P Zn, x P Zn` and b P B. So it suffices to show that pUypUxbUx˚ qp lies in A. By
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Lemma 4.3.12, we can write UxbUx˚ “ f ` g where f P A and g “ pKgpK. Write
y “ ´y´ ` y`. Then
pUypf ` gqp “ pUy˚´Uy`pfp` gpq
“ pUy´pq˚ ¨ Uy`f P A.
In order to show that this corner is full, let I be an ideal of the crossed product
that contains A. We will show that ppipBq Ď I and then it follows that I is trivial.
In what follows we omit the symbol ppi, for convenience. A direct computation shows
that
qipa˚aq b ei “ βipa˚ab e0q ´ αipa˚aq b e0
“ U˚i pa˚ b e0qppab e0qUi ´ αipa˚aq b e0 P I.
Thus Bi Ď I for all i “ 1, . . . ,n. For x “ i` j we have that
qxpa˚aq b ex “ βjpqipa˚aq b eiq ´ qiαjpa˚aq b ei
“ U˚j pqipa˚q b eiqp1b eiqpqipaq b eiqUj ´ qiαjpa˚aq b ei
P I ¨Bi ¨ I `Bi Ď I.
Hence Bi`j P I for all i, j “ 1, . . . ,n. Moreover for y “ x ` k “ i ` j ` k we have
that
qypa˚aq b ey “ βkpqxpa˚aq b exq ´ qxαkpa˚aq b ex
“ U˚k pqxpa˚q b exqp1b exqpqxpaq b exqUk ´ qxαkpa˚aq b ex
P I ¨Bi`j ¨ I ` I Ď I.
Inductively we get that Bx Ď I for all x ď 1 “ p1, 1, . . . , 1q. Finally for y P Zn` that
is not less or equal to 1, we can set x “ y ^ 1 ď 1 and r “ y ´ x R xK. Then
qypa˚aq b ey “ βrpqxpa˚aq b exq
“ Ur˚ pqxpa˚q b exqp1b exqpqxpaq b exqUr
P I ¨Bx ¨ I ` I Ď I.
Therefore By Ď I for all y P Zn`. Consequently B Ď I.
The projections UipU
˚
i can be seen as a system of units for the fibres of the
C*-algebra A. This is shown by the following lemma.
Lemma 4.3.14. If i P supppxq, then for all a P A,
UipU
˚
i ¨ Uxpab e0qUx˚ “ Uxpab e0qUx˚ “ Uxpab e0qUx˚ ¨ UipU˚i .
If i P xK, then for all a P A,
UipU
˚
i ¨ Uxpab e0qUx˚ “ Ux`ipαipaq b e0qU˚x`i “ Uxpab e0qUx˚ ¨ UipU˚i .
Proof. First suppose that i P supppxq. Then
UipU
˚
i ¨ Uxpab e0qUx˚ “ UipUx´ipab e0qUx˚
“ UiUx´iβp1qx´ippqpab e0qUx˚
“ Uxpab e0qUx˚ .
Multiplication on the right is handled in the same manner.
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Now consider x with xi “ 0. Then UiUx˚ “ Ux˚Ui, and βp1qx ppqβp1qi ppq “ p by
Lemma 4.3.8. Hence
UipU
˚
i ¨ Uxpab e0qUx˚ “ UipUxU˚i pab e0qUx˚
“ Ux`iβp1qx ppqβipab e0qU˚x`i
“ Ux`iβp1qx ppqβp1qi ppqβipab e0qU˚x`i
“ Ux`ipβipab e0qU˚x`i
“ Ux`ipαipaq b e0qU˚x`i.
Multiplication on the right is handled similarly.
Corollary 4.3.15. For X “ ř0ďxďy Uxpax b e0qUx˚ , we have
X ¨
ź
iPsupppyq
pI ´ UipU˚i q “
nź
iPsupppyq
pI ´ UipU˚i q ¨ a0 b e0
“ a0 b e0 ¨
nź
iPsupppyq
pI ´ UipU˚i q.
Proof. Without loss of generality assume that supppyq “ t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,ku for X “ř
0ďxďy Uxpax b e0qUx˚ . Let
X1 “
ÿ
1Psupppxq,xďy
Uxpax b e0qUx˚
and X1K “ X´X1. Note that the monomials of X1K are supported on supppxqzt1u.
Hence X1 ¨ U1pU1˚ “ X1 and X1KU1pU1˚ “ U1pU1˚X1K . Thus
XpI ´ U1pU1˚ q “ pX1 `X1KqpI ´ U1pU1˚ q “ pI ´ U1pU1˚ qX1K .
The proof is then completed by induction on 2, . . . ,k.
Proof of Theorem 4.3.7. By Lemma 4.3.13 it suffices to show that A is the
C*-envelope of Aˆncα Zn`. We have already shown in Proposition 4.3.11 that A is a
C*-cover of Aˆncα Zn`. To this end, suppose that the Sˇilov ideal J of Aˆncα Zn` in
A is non-trivial. Hence J must intersect the fixed point algebra Aγ non-trivially.
By Lemma 4.3.10 and Corollary 4.2.8, the fixed point algebra Aγ is the inductive
limit of the cores
BF “ spantUxpab e0qUx˚ : a P A, x P F u
where F is a grid in Zn`. Hence J must intersect some BF non-trivially. Without
loss of generality, we may assume that F “ tx : x ď yu. Select a minimal value of
y so that BF X J ‰ t0u. Therefore J contains a non-zero element of the form
X “
ÿ
xďy
Uxpax b e0qUx˚ .
We wish to establish that X “ 0, which will imply that J “ t0u.
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For i P supppyq, note that xi “ 0 and x ď y imply that x ď y ´ i. Hence
pU˚i ¨X ¨ Uip “ pU˚i
ÿ
xďy, xią0
Uxpax b e0qUx˚ ¨ Uip `
` pU˚i
ÿ
xďy, xi“0
Uxpax b e0qUx˚ ¨ Uip
“
ÿ
xďy, xią0
pUx´ippax b e0qpU˚x´ip `
`
ÿ
xďy´i, xi“0
UxpU
˚
i pax b e0qUipUx˚
“
ÿ
xďy, xią0
Ux´ipax b e0qU˚x´i `
`
ÿ
xďy´i, xi“0
Uxpαipaxq b e0qUx˚
“
ÿ
0ďxďy´i
Uxpa1x b e0qUx˚ ,
where we have used that the Uip doubly commute in the second part of the second
equation above. By the minimality of y we get that pUi ¨X ¨ U˚i p “ 0, therefore
UipU
˚
i ¨X “ UippU˚i ¨X ¨ UipqU˚i “ 0,
because of Lemma 4.3.14. Since this holds for all i P supppyq we obtain that
X “ X ¨
ź
iPsupppyq
pI ´ UipU˚i q “ a0 b e0 ¨
ź
iPsupppyq
pI ´ UipU˚i q.
Without loss of generality we assume henceforth that supppyq “ t1, . . . ,ku.
Claim. With this notation, a0 P Ix for x “ řki“1 i.
Proof of Claim. For b P Şki“1 kerαi,
pUipU˚i qpbb e0q “ Uip
`
βipbq b e0
˘
U˚i “ Ui
`
αipbq b e0
˘
U˚i “ 0.
Therefore
J Q Xpbb e0q “ pa0 b e0q
kź
i“1
pI ´ UipU˚i q pbb e0q “ pa0bq b e0.
Since the Sˇilov ideal cannot intersect A we obtain that a0b “ 0 which shows that
a0 P pŞki“1 kerαiqK. Furthermore for any y P xK we have that
J Q pUy˚ pa0 b e0q
´ kź
i“1
pI ´ UipU˚i q
¯
Uyp “
“ αypa0q
´ kź
i“1
pI ´ UipU˚i q
¯
Uy˚ Uyp
“ αypa0q
kź
i“1
pI ´ UipU˚i q.
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Therefore αypa0q P pŞki“1 kerαiqK, as well. Hence a0 P Ix and the proof of the
claim is complete.
Our aim is to show that for x “ řki“1 i we get,
X “ a0 b e0 ¨
ź
iPsupppyq
pI ´ UipU˚i q “ Uxpqxpa0q b exqUx˚ “ 0.
This contradicts the assumption that J is non-trivial.
To this end, recall that the Ui are unitaries. Hence
a0 b e0 “ pa0 b e0qUxUx˚
“ Uxβxpa0 b e0qUx˚
“ Ux
´ ÿ
w`z“x
qwαzpa0q b ew
¯
Ux˚ ,
by Lemma 4.3.6. We compute
Ux
´ ÿ
w`z“x
qwαzpa0q b ew
¯
Ux˚ ¨ U1pU1˚ “
“ Ux
´ ÿ
w`z“x
qwαzpa0q b ew
¯
¨ βp1qx´1ppqUx˚
“ Ux
´ ÿ
w`z“x
qwαzpa0q b ew ¨
ÿ
0ďwďx´1
1b ew
¯
Ux˚
“ Ux
´ ÿ
w`z“x,0ďwďx´1
qwαzpa0q b ew
¯
Ux˚ .
Consequently,
pa0 b e0qpI ´ U1pU1˚ q “ Ux
´ ÿ
w`z“x
qwαzpa0q b ew
¯
Ux˚´
´ Ux
´ ÿ
w`z“x,0ďwďx´1
qwαzpa0q b ew
¯
Ux˚
“ Ux
´ ÿ
w`z“x,1Psupppwq
qwαzpa0q b ew
¯
Ux˚ .
Inductively we get that
a0 b e0 ¨
ź
iPsupppyq
pI ´ UipU˚i q “ Ux
´ ÿ
w`z“x,1,...,kPsupppwq
qwαzpa0q b ew
¯
Ux˚
“ Ux
´ ÿ
w`z“x,w“x
qwαzpa0q b ew
¯
Ux˚
“ Uxpqxpa0q b exqUx˚ ,
which completes the proof.
A gauge-invariant uniqueness theorem. An immediate consequence of our
methods is the existence of a second universal object and a gauge-invariant unique-
ness theorem.
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Definition 4.3.16. An isometric Nica-covariant pair ppi, T q is called Cuntz-
Nica covariant if
pipaq ¨
ź
iPsupppxq
pI ´ TiT˚i q “ 0, for all a P Ix.
The C*-algebra NOpA,αq generated by all Cuntz-Nica covariant representa-
tions is the Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner C*-algebra of pA,α,Zn`q.
The first observation is that NOpA,αq is non-trivial. The pair pppi|A, Upq we
used in the proof of Theorem 4.3.7 is a non-trivial Cuntz-Nica pair. Furthermore
this pair implies that A embeds in NOpA,αq isometrically.
Theorem 4.3.17. A Cuntz-Nica pair ppi, T q defines an injective representation
of NOpA,αq if and only if ppi, T q admits a gauge action and pi is injective.
Proof. Let pρ, V q be a universal pair of NOpA,αq. The forward implication
is trivial since pρ, V q has these properties.
For the converse let ppi, T q be a pair that admits a gauge action where pi is
injective on A. Denote by Φ the canonical ˚-epimorphism
Φ: NOpA,αq Ñ C˚ppi, T q.
By the standard argument let
0 ‰ X “
ÿ
0ďxďy
UxρpaxqUx˚ P ker Φ
for a minimal value of y P Zn`. By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem
4.3.7 we have that
ρpa0q ¨
ź
iPsupppyq
pI ´ ViV ˚i q P ker Φ.
Thus
pipa0q ¨
ź
iPsupppyq
pI ´ TiT˚i q “ 0.
Following the same arguments as in the claim in the proof of Theorem 4.3.7 we see
that a0 P Iy. It is here that we use that pi is injective. As pρ, V q is Cuntz-Nica
covariant we have
X “ ρpa0q ¨
ź
iPsupppyq
pI ´ ViV ˚i q “ 0,
which is a contradiction.
Since A is the C*-algebra of such a Cuntz-Nica pair, the following corollary is
immediate.
Corollary 4.3.18. Let pA,α,Zn`q be a C*-dynamical system. Then the Cuntz-
Nica-Pimsner algebra NOpA,αq is the C*-envelope of the regular Nica-covariant
semicrossed product Aˆncα Zn`.
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4.4. Minimality and ideal structure
We connect minimality of a unital C*-dynamical system pA,α, P q over a lattice-
ordered abelian group pG,P q with the ideal structure of the C*- envelope of Aˆncα P .
Definition 4.4.1. A C*-dynamical system pA,α, P q over a semigroup P is
called minimal if A does not contain non-trivial α-invariant ideals, i.e., if αppJq Ď J
for all p P P , then J is trivial.
This definition contains the usual definition of minimality of C*-dynamical
systems over a group G, i.e., if αgpJq “ J for all g P G, then J is trivial.
Note that a minimal unital system is necessarily injective. For if some αs has
kernel, then I “ kerαs is a proper ideal since αsp1q “ 1. But if αspaq “ 0, then
αspαtpaqq “ αtpαspaqq “ 0 for all t P P . So I is α-invariant.
For the next proposition, recall that a semigroup action α : P Ñ AutpAq ex-
tends to a group action α : GÑ AutpAq, denoted by the same symbol.
Proposition 4.4.2. Let pG,P q be a lattice-ordered abelian group. Then an au-
tomorphic unital C*-dynamical system pA,α, P q is minimal if and only if pA,α,Gq
is minimal.
Proof. The forward implication is trivial. For the converse, let I be a non-
zero ideal of A such that αspIq Ď I for all s P P . Let Is “ α´spIq “ α´1s pIq for
s P P . Since αs is an automorphism of A, each Is is an ideal of A. The invariance
αspIq Ď I implies that I Ď α´spIq “ Is. Moreover if s ď t, we have
It “ α´sαs´tpIq Ě α´spIq “ Is.
So this is a directed set of ideals. We show that J “ ŤsPP Is is an invariant ideal
over G.
Since every element of G can be written g “ t´ u for t, u P P , we see that
αgpIsq “ α´uαtα´spIq Ď α´u´spIq “ Is`u Ď J.
Hence J is invariant under the action of G. To see that J is an ideal, note that if
x P Is and y P It, then x, y P Is_t. So x` y, ax and xa all lie in Is_t Ď J .
Since pA,α,Gq is minimal, and J contains I is non-zero, we get that J “ A.
Therefore there is a s P P and an x P Is such that }x´ 1} ă 1{2. Since αt is
unital and isometric, we obtain that }αtpxq ´ 1} ă 1{2, and αtpxq P I. Therefore
I contains the invertible αtpxq and consequently I “ A. So there are no proper
invariant ideals for P .
We will also need some preliminaries on the basic theory of crossed products.
Let α : GÑ AutpAq be a group homomorphism. There is a conditional expectation
E : A¸α GÑ A associated to the gauge action tγgˆu:
EpF q :“
ż
gˆPGˆ
γgˆpF qdgˆ.
For g P G, define the Fourier co-efficients Eg : A¸α GÑ A by
EgpF q ÞÑ EpU´gF q.
If I is an adU˚-invariant ideal of A ¸α G over G, then EgpIq is a α-invariant
ideal of A over G for each g P G. An ideal I of A¸α G is called Fourier-invariant
if EgpIq Ď I0 :“ I X A for all g P G. Thus in a Fourier-invariant ideal I, we have
EgpF q P I0 for all F .
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Proposition 4.4.3. Let pG,P q be a lattice-ordered abelian group. Let pA,α, P q
be a unital injective C*-dynamical system. Then the following are equivalent:
piq pA,α, P q is minimal;
piiq p rA, rα,Gq is minimal;
piiiq the C*-envelope rA¸rαG of Aˆncα P has no non-trivial Fourier-invariant
ideals.
Proof. Suppose that pA,α, P q is minimal. Let J be an p rA, rα,Gq-invariant
ideal. Since rA “ ŤsPP rα´spAq, there is an r P P such that J X rα´rpAq ‰ p0q;
say 0 ‰ rα´rpaq P J for some a P A. Then a “ rαrprα´rpaqq ‰ 0 belongs to
A X rαrpJq Ď A X J . As both A and J are rα-invariant, A X J is a non-zero α-
invariant ideal of A. By minimality, A Ă J . But then J “ α´spJq Ą α´spAq for all
s P P . Hence J “ rA. So p rA, rα,Gq is minimal.
For the converse, assume that p rA, rα,Gq is minimal. Let J be a non-trivial
α-invariant ideal of pA,α, P q. Then arguing as in Proposition 4.4.2, the ideal rJ “Ť
sPP rα´spJq is a p rA, rα,Gq-invariant ideal of rA. By minimality, rJ “ rA. Again
arguing as in Proposition 4.4.2, it follows that J “ A. So pA,α, P q is minimal.
The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is a standard result for C*-crossed products.
For pZn,Zn`q we can remove the injectivity hypothesis.
Corollary 4.4.4. Let pA,α,Zn`q be a unital C*-dynamical system, and let
pB, β,Zn` q be the minimal injective dilation of pA,α,Zn`q constructed in Section
4.3. Then the following are equivalent:
piq pA,α,Zn`q is minimal;
piiq pB, β,Zn`q is minimal;
piiiq p rB, rβ,Znq is minimal;
pivq rB ¸rβ Zn has no non-trivial Fourier-invariant ideals.
If any of the above holds then pA,α,Zn`q is injective, hence pA,α,Zn`q ” pB, β,Zn`q
and rA¸rα Zn » Ce˚nvpAˆncα Zn`q.
Proof. It suffices to show that items (i) and (ii) give injectivity of αp for all p P P .
The ideal kerαi is obviously αi-invariant. Moreover for any other j we have
that
αiαjpaq “ αjαipaq “ 0,
for all a P kerαi. Consequently kerαi is α-invariant. If pA,α,Zn`q is minimal,
then kerαi “ p0q, hence pA,α,Zn`q is injective. Therefore pB, β,Zn`q coincides with
pA,α,Zn`q (thus it is minimal).
Conversely suppose that pB, β,Zn`q is minimal. It is immediate by construction
that the C*-subalgebra ‘xě 1Bx is an α-invariant ideal of B. Therefore it is trivial.
In particular A “ Ii. Recall that Ii Ď kerαKi . Hence kerαi “ p0q for all i “ 1, . . . ,n.
So pA,α,Zn`q is injective and coincides with pB, β,Zn`q (thus it is minimal).
By an application of Theorem 4.3.7 and Proposition 4.4.3, we obtain that when
Ce˚nvpA ˆncα Zn`q is simple, the system pA,α,Zn`q is minimal. The converse is not
true in general. For n “ 1 examples can be found in [37, 56]. Another example,
for n “ 2, is the following: For the system pA, id,Z2`q we get that the C*-envelope
of the Nica-covariant semicrossed product is AbCpT2q. If A is a simple C*-algebra
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then the system is trivially minimal but AbCpT2q admits non-trivial ideals Ab J
for any ideal J of CpT2q.
Nevertheless, a converse to Corollary 4.4.4 is true for classical systems. Recall
that a classical dynamical system is a C*-dynamical system pA,α,Zn`q where A is
commutative; say A » CpXq. In this case, we use the notation pX,ϕ,Zn`q instead
of pCpXq, α,Zn`q, where ϕ : X Ñ X is a continuous map. The corresponding endo-
morphism is αspfq “ f ˝ ϕs. So automorphisms correspond to homeomorphisms,
and injective endomorphisms correspond to surjective maps on X. Since we will
only consider unital systems, the space X is compact.
Definition 4.4.5. A classical dynamical system pX,ϕ, P q over a semigroup P
is called topologically free if tx P X : ϕspxq ‰ ϕrpxqu is dense in X for all s ‰ r,
s, r P P .
Equivalently, the system is topologically free if tx P X : ϕspxq “ ϕrpxqu has
empty interior for all s ‰ r, r, s P P . It is easy to deduce from [4, Remarks] that
this coincides with the usual definition described in [4, Definition 1].
Lemma 4.4.6. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space. Let pX,ϕ,Gq be a minimal
homeomorphic dynamical system on X. If V is a non-empty open subset of X, then
there are finitely many elements g1, . . . , gk in G such that X “ Ťkj“1 ϕgj pV q.
Proof. Let U “ ŤtϕgpV q : g P Gu. This is an invariant open set, so its
complement is an invariant closed set. By minimality, U “ X. Hence the result
follows by compactness.
We will use the following algebraic characterization of topological freeness.
Proposition 4.4.7. Let P be a spanning cone of an abelian group G. Let
pX,ϕ,Gq be a minimal homeomorphic dynamical system on a compact Hausdorff
space X. Then the following are equivalent:
piq ϕs ‰ ϕt for all s ‰ t, s, t P P ;
piiq ϕg ‰ idX for all g P G;
piiiq pX,ϕ,Gq is topologically free.
Proof. As G “ P ´P , for any g P G we can find s, t P P such that g “ t´ s.
Thus ϕg “ ϕ´1s ϕt. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows immediately from this
fact.
Assume (ii) and suppose that the system pX,ϕ,Gq is not topologically free.
Then there is an h P Gzt0u such that the open set
V “ tx P X : ϕhpxq “ xu˝
is non-empty. By minimality and Lemma 4.4.6, there are g1, . . . , gk in G such that
X “ Ťkj“1 ϕgkpV q. Let y P X, and pick x P V and gj so that y “ ϕgj pxq. Then
ϕ´hpyq “ ϕ´hϕgj pxq “ ϕ´hϕgjϕhpxq “ ϕgj pxq “ y.
Therefore ϕ´h “ idX , contradicting (ii).
For the converse, suppose that pX,ϕ,Gq is topologically free. Take any 0 ‰ h
in G. Then the open set V “ tx P X : ϕhpxq ‰ xu is dense, and thus is non-empty.
By Lemma 4.4.6, we have that there are g1, . . . , gk in G so that X “ Ťkj“1 ϕgj pV q.
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It suffices to show that ϕgpV q Ď V for all g P G. Let u “ ϕgpxq for some x P V . If
u R V then ϕhpuq “ u. But then
ϕgpxq “ u “ ϕhpuq “ ϕhϕgpxq “ ϕgϕhpxq.
Since ϕg is one-to-one, this implies that x “ ϕhpxq which is a contradiction, because
x P V .
An injective C*-dynamical system in the classical case is given as a topological
dynamical system pX,ϕ, P q where ϕs : X Ñ X are surjective. Moreover, the direct
limit process translates to the projective limitrX “ tpxpq P ź
pPP
X : xt “ ϕp´tpxpq, for all t ď pu,
with the induced homeomorphisms on rX given byrϕrppxpqq “ pϕrpxpqq for all r P P.
The space rX is a closed subspace of śsPZn` X endowed with the product topology.
Since pX,ϕ, P q is surjective, there is a surjective projection q : rX Ñ X given by
qppxpqq “ x0. The projection q satisfies ϕrq “ q rϕr for all r P P .
Theorem 4.4.8. Let pX,ϕ, P q be a surjective classical system over a lattice-
ordered abelian group pG,P q. Then the following are equivalent:
piq pX,ϕ, P q is minimal and ϕs ‰ ϕr for all s, r P P ;
piiq p rX, rϕ,Gq is minimal and topologically free;
piiiq the C*-envelope Cp rXq ¸ rϕ G of CpXq ˆncϕ P is simple.
Moreover if I is an ideal in any C*-cover of CpXq ˆncϕ P, then it is boundary.
Proof. By Propositions 4.4.3 and 4.4.7, it suffices to show that
ϕs “ ϕr ô rϕs “ rϕr, for s, r P P
for the equivalence of items (i) and (ii). To this end, suppose that ϕs “ ϕr. Thenrϕsppxpqq “ pϕspxpqq “ pϕrpxpqq “ rϕrppxpqq
for all pxpq P rX. Conversely if rϕs “ rϕr then
ϕs “ ϕsq “ q rϕs “ q rϕr “ ϕrq “ ϕr.
Now for g P G, find s, r P P such that g “ ´s` r. Then rϕg “ idĂX is equivalent torϕr “ rϕs.
Archbold and Spielberg [4, Corollary] show that (ii) implies that Cp rXq ¸ rϕ G
is simple. Conversely, when this C*-algebra is simple, Proposition 4.4.3 shows that
p rX, rϕ,Gq is minimal; and [4, Theorem 2] shows that it is topologically free.
The last statement is an immediate consequence of the simplicity of the C*-
envelope.
For the next corollary, note that if pA,α,Zn`q is a commutative system, then
the injective system pB, β,Zn`q that we construct will also be commutative. So we
can write them as classical systems pX,ϕ,Zn`q and pY, τ,Zn`q. Since we observed
at the beginning of this section that minimality implies injectivity, we obtain the
following corollary.
Corollary 4.4.9. Let pX,ϕ,Zn`q be a classical system. Then the following
are equivalent:
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piq pX,ϕ,Zn`q is minimal and ϕx ‰ ϕy for all x, y P Zn`.
piiq pY, τ,Zn`q is minimal and τx ‰ τy for all x, y P Zn`.
piiiq prY , rτ ,Znq is minimal and topologically free.
pivq CprY q ¸rτ Zn is simple.
pvq the C*-envelope NOpX,ϕq is simple.
If any of the above holds then pY, τ,Zn`q ” pX,ϕ,Zn`q, and consequently
Ce˚nvpCpXq ˆncϕ Zn`q » Cp rXq ¸ rϕ Zn.
Moreover if I is an ideal in a C*-cover of CpXq ˆncϕ Zn` then it is boundary.
Proof. Before applying Theorem 4.4.8, we have to make sure that Y is com-
pact. By Corollary 4.4.4 we obtain that any minimality condition or simplicity
(hence non-existence of non-trivial Fourier ideals) implies that Y “ X.
Moreover we note that (iv) and (v) are equivalent since the Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner
algebra NOpX,ϕq is a full corner of the crossed product CprY q ¸rτ Zn by Theo-
rem 4.3.7 and Corollary 4.3.18.
4.5. Comparison with C*-correspondences and product systems
The reader familiar with the theory of C*-correspondences may have already
noticed that there is a similarity between techniques used in that setting and the
techniques in our proofs for the Nica-covariant semicrossed products. This suggests
the natural question whether a semicrossed product in the categories we investigate
here coincides with the tensor algebra of a C*-correspondence. Here we show that
this cannot be the case in general. In fact this doesn’t hold even for the trivial
system pC, idq.
Let pG,P q be a lattice-ordered abelian group. It is easily verified that the
isometric, unitary and Nica-covariant semicrossed products for pC, id, P q coincide,
since the representations of P in each category dilate to a unitary representation.
Let us denote these algebras by algpP q. Evidently algpP q is commutative.
Our goal is to show that if algpP q is the tensor algebra of a C*-correspondence,
then pG,P q is isomorphic to pZ,Z`q. We will need the following known group
theoretic result.
Lemma 4.5.1. If pZ, P q is a lattice-ordered abelian group, then pZ, P q is iso-
morphic to pZ,Z`q.
Proposition 4.5.2. Let pG,P q be a lattice-ordered abelian group. Then algpP q
is unital completely isometric isomorphic to the tensor algebra of a C*-correspon-
dence if and only if P » Z`.
Proof. Let XA be a C*-correspondence such that T `X » algpP q. Then A is a
maximal C*-subalgebra of algpP q. Since P Xp´P q “ t0u, we get that the maximal
C*-algebra in algpP q is C. Therefore XA is actually a Hilbert space. Suppose that
dimX ě 2 and let ξ1, ξ2 P X be orthonormal. Then T `X contains at least two non-
zero generators, say s1, s2 such that s1˚s2 “ xξ1, ξ2y “ 0 and s1˚s1 “ xs1, s1y “ I.
Since algpP q is commutative, T `X is also commutative. Hence
s2 “ s1˚s1 ¨ s2 “ s1˚s2 ¨ s1 “ 0,
which is a contradiction. Therefore dimX “ 1, and thus T `X “ ApDq.
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Since algpP q » ApDq, we obtain that
C˚pGq » Ce˚nvpalgpP qq » Ce˚nvpApDqq » C˚pZq.
Therefore G » Z; whence P » Z`. The converse implication is trivial.
Since Nica-covariant isometric semicrossed products are an example of the non-
involutive part of the Toeplitz algebra of a product system, the next corollary is
now obvious.
Corollary 4.5.3. The category of product systems does not coincide with the
category of C*-correspondences.
Remark 4.5.4. Proposition 4.5.2 shows that [45, Section 5] is incorrect. The
updated version of their paper on arXiv has corrected this. Their main result [45,
Theorem 3] is generalized in our Theorem 4.3.7 to non-classical and non-injective
systems.
Remark 4.5.5. Isometric Nica-covariant representations of C*-dynamical sys-
tems pA,α, P q over lattice-ordered abelian lattices pG,P q are examples of Toeplitz-
Nica-Pimsner representations of a particular product system in the sense of Fowler
[48]. When pA,α, P q is injective the unitary covariant representations are, in par-
ticular, Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner representations [48]. For non-injective product sys-
tems, the theory of Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner representations of product systems was
continued by Sims and Yeend [90] and lately by Carlsen, Larsen, Sims and Vit-
tadello [22]. It may seem hard to check whether the Cuntz-Nica representations
of pA,α,Zn`q as in Definition 4.3.16 satisfy the (CNP)-condition of [90]. Neverthe-
less, we showed that a gauge-invariant uniqueness theorem holds for the universal
Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner algebra NOpA,αq. By [22, Corollary 4.14] it is identified with
the Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner algebra of the associated product system. Furthermore we
showed thatNOpA,αq is the C*-envelope of the tensor algebra of the Toeplitz-Nica-
Pimsner algebra, which answers both the question raised in [22, Introduction] for
C*-dynamics over pZn,Zn`q, and the classification program on the C*-envelope.
CHAPTER 5
Semicrossed products by non-abelian semigroups
To this point, we have only dealt with semicrossed products over abelian semi-
groups. The reader will have noticed that the commutativity of our semigroups
has been vital to many of our calculations. That said, it is possible to define semi-
crossed products for non-abelian semigroups. Indeed, such objects have previously
been studied in [32, 44, 60]. In this chapter we explore these objects further. After
considering possible ways for extending our ideas to general non-abelian semigroups,
we look at the more concrete setting of semicrossed products by Ore semigroups
and free semigroups.
5.1. Possible extensions to non-abelian semigroups
In all of our results, the semigroup P was assumed to be abelian. This is not
just for convenience but it is implied by our covariance relations. A covariant pair
of pA,α, P q was defined to consist of a semigroup homomorphism T : P Ñ BpHq
and a representation pi : AÑ BpHq such that
pipaqTs “ Tspiαspaq for all a P A and s P P.
Moreover α : P Ñ EndpAq is a semigroup homomorphism. Associativity of multi-
plication implies that
Tstpiαstpaq “ pipaqTst “ pipaqTsTt “ TsTtpiαtαspaq “ Tstpiαtspaq
for all a P A and s, t P P . If we are aiming for a nice dilation theory, then we
should be able to dilate ppi, T q to an isometric pair pρ, V q that will satisfy the same
relation
Vstραstpaq “ Vstραtspaq.
Hence ραst “ ραts. Thus an isometric covariant representation pρ, V q for pA,α, P q
gives an abelian action ρα on ρpAq. Of course, if P is not abelian, we need not
have that αst “ αts for all s, t P P . One could define a semicrossed product as in
Section 3.1, however this would not represent the fact that the action of P on A is
not abelian.
Of course, one could consider α : P Ñ EndpAq to be a semigroup anti-homo-
morphism. This results in some different complications. For example if αs P
AutpAq, then α does not extend to a group homomorphism α : GÑ AutpAq. Even
more problematic is that the direct limit extension to automorphic systems can no
longer be used.
One way out of this confusion is to consider the dual covariance relation, i.e.,
representations such that
(5.1) Tspipaq “ piαspaqTs, for all a P A, s P P.
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Indeed this relation does not contradict associativity, since
piαstpaqTst “ Tstpipaq “ TsTtpipaq “ piαsαtpaqTsTt “ piαsαtpaqTst.
Again, an effective dilation theory would lead to isometric pairs pρ, V q satisfying
these relations. However this necessarily annihilates the ideal Rα “ ŤsPP kerαs. So
we would actually be studying the injective system p 9A, 9α, P q where 9A “ A{Rα. This
is also one of the obstructions for creating non-trivial covariant pairs of this kind
(cf. comments before [64, Remark 1.6]). Therefore we lose considerable information
about the dynamics when the kernels of αs are non-trivial.
Another approach could be used when the semigroup P is determined by a
finite number of generators. Then one can ask for the covariance relation in Defini-
tion 3.1.1 (iii) to hold just for these elements. If we followed this approach, though,
then we wouldn’t be able to deal even with all totally ordered systems.
Nica-covariant representations of a large class of (not necessarily abelian) semi-
groups have been successfully examined in the study of semigroup crossed-product
C*-algebras (e.g., [65, 78]) and of product systems (e.g., [48]). Our methods do
not extend to this setting. This is due to the fact that unitary representations of a
semigroup need not be Nica-covariant.
Example 5.1.1. Recall that a quasi-lattice ordered group pG,P q consists of a
group G and a semigroup P such that P X P´1 “ teu with the left partial order
g ď h if g´1h P P that satisfies the condition: if two elements p, q P G have a
common upper bound in P , then they have a least common upper bound p_ q in
P . Then for the trivial system Xp “ C the Nica-covariant representations of the
quasi-lattice ordered group pG,P q are defined by isometries tVsusPP satisfying
VsVs˚ VtVt˚ “
#
Vs_tVs˚_t if s_ t exists,
0 if s and t have no common upper bound.
Recall that the pair pF2,F2`q forms a quasi-lattice ordered group. As the gen-
erators a and b have no common upper bound, Va and Vb can never be chosen to
be unitaries.
The previous example excludes a whole category of “nice” representations, and
does not fit in the classification program we presented in Section 2.4. In fact all
completely positive definite representations are excluded because of Proposition
2.4.10.
As in the abelian case, the structure of the semigroup can inform the choice of
covariance relations. In the next two sections, we consider C*-dynamical systems
over Ore semigroups and free semigroups.
5.2. The semicrossed product by an Ore semigroup
Representations of Ore semigroups. Ore semigroups were defined in Sec-
tion 2.2, where their basic properties were described. A result of Laca [64, The-
orem 2.1] uses the direct limit construction to extend an injective C*-dynamical
system pA,α, P q over an Ore semigroup to an automorphic system p rA, rα,Gq, where
G “ P´1P . This argument can be used when the system is not injective, but
then a certain degeneracy is inevitable. As in Section 3.2, define the radical of a
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non-injective C*-dynamical systems pA,α, P q to be
Rα “
ď
sPP
kerαs.
We begin with an easy lemma which relies on the fact that Rα is invariant for
each αs.
Lemma 5.2.1. Let pA,α, P q be a C*-dynamical system over a semigroup P . Let
9A “ A{Rα and define
9αspa`Rαq “ αspaq `Rα for a P A and s P P.
Then p 9A, 9α, P q is an injective C*-dynamical system.
Proof. We will show that αtpRαq Ă Rα and α´1t pRαq Ă Rα. It will follow
that p 9A, 9α, P q is an injective C*-dynamical system.
If a P Rα and t P P and ε ą 0, there is some s P P so that }αspaq} ă ε. Choose
p, q P P so that ps “ qt. Then
}αqpαtpaqq} “ }αqtpaq} “ }αpspaq} ď }αspaq} ă ε.
Hence αtpaq P Rα.
If αtpaq P Rα, then for any ε ą 0, there is some s P P so that }αstpaq} ă ε.
Therefore a P Rα. Hence α´1t pRαq Ă Rα.
Theorem 5.2.2. Let pA,α, P q be a C*-dynamical system over an Ore semigroup
P with group G “ P´1P . There is an automorphic C*-dynamical system p rA, rα,Gq
together with a natural ˚-homomorphism we : AÑ rA such that
weαspaq “ rαswepaq for all a P A and s P P.
The kernel of we is Rα. In particular, this is a ˚-monomorphism if and only if
the system is injective. Moreover, this limit coincides with the automorphic system
pĂ9A, r9α,Gq built from the injective system p 9A, 9α, P q.
Proof. Begin with a C*-dynamical system pA,α, P q, which need not be in-
jective. Define As “ A for s P P ; and define connecting ˚-homomorphisms
wts : As Ñ At for s ď t by
wtspaq “ αrpaq for a P A and t “ rs ě s P P.
In the injective case, these are monomorphisms. Form the direct limit C*-algebrarA “ limÝÑpAs, wtsq. Let ws : AÑ rA be the induced ˚-homomorphisms of As into rA.
We claim that kerwe “ Rα. Observe that a P kerwe if and only if
0 “ }wepaq} “ lim
sPP }w
s
epaq} “ lim
sPP }αspaq} .
It is now clear that kerwe contains
Ť
sPP kerαs, and hence Rα. But conversely, if
a P kerwe and ε ą 0, there is an s P P so that }αspaq} ă ε. Hence distpa,Rαq ă ε
for all ε ą 0; whence a P Rα.
We can consider we as the quotient map onto 9A considered as a subalgebra
of rA. It is evident that this is an injective system, and that 9αswe “ weαs for
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s P P . Therefore if we set up the direct limit system for p 9A, 9α, P q, we obtain a
commutative diagram for t “ rs ě s in P :
As
wts //
ws

At
wt //
wt

rA
pi

9As
9wts // 9At
9wt // Ă9A
For any ra “ wspaq P rA, there is some t ą s so that }wtswspaq} ă }ra} ` ε. Hence the
map pi is injective. It is clearly surjective, and thus an isomorphism.
Now define a semigroup homomorphism rα : P Ñ Autp rAq byrαtwspaq “ wqpαppaqq where ps “ qt.
First we show that this is well defined. If ws1pa1q “ ws2pa2q and ε ą 0, there is some
s ě s1 and s ě s2 so that }wss1pa1q´wss2pa2q} ă ε. So it will suffice to show that the
definition of wtαtws1pa1q and wtαtwspwss1pa1qq coincide. This will simultaneously
deal with the issue of different choices for p and q in the case s “ s1. To this end,
suppose that ps “ qt and p1s1 “ q1t. Since s ě s1, we can write s “ rs1. Find
a, a1 P P so that a1p1 “ apprq. Then
a1q1t “ a1p1s1 “ aprs1 “ aps “ aqt.
By cancellation, a1q1 “ aq. Thereforerαtws1pa1q “ wq1αp1ws1pa1q “ wa1q1wa1q1q1 αp1ws1pa1q
“ waqαa1p1ws1pa1q “ waqαaprws1pa1q
“ waqαapwrs1s1 ws1pa1q “ wqαpwspa1q “ rαtwspa1q.
It is easy to see that the map r9αs arising from the injective system p 9A, 9α, P q co-
incides with rαs. Hence it is immediate that these maps are injective. Surjectivity
follows as in the commutative case; as does the fact that rα is a faithful homo-
morphism. So rα is a representation of P into Autp rAq. Therefore it extends to a
representation of G into Autp rAq by Theorem 2.2.4.
Semicrossed products. Our methods can be used to attack the C*-envelope
problem for C*-dynamical systems pA,α, P q where P is an Ore semigroup. This
means that α : P Ñ EndpAq is a semigroup homomorphism. We define an algebraic
structure on c00pP,Aq as follows:
pab esq ¨ pbb etq “ paαspbqq b est.
Note that this is the dual of the multiplication rule we have used in the commutative
case. Associativity is straightforward since
ppab esq ¨ pbb etqq ¨ pcb epq “ paαspbqαstpcqq b estp
“ paαspbqαsαtpcqq b estp
“ paαspbαtpcqq b esptpq
“ pab esq ¨ ppbb etq ¨ pcb epqq .
To avoid unnecessary complications with previous notation (and notation estab-
lished in the literature), we will let ApA,P, isqr denote the enveloping operator
algebra of c00pP,Aq above with respect to the right covariant pairs ppi, T q such that
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piq pi : AÑ BpHq is a ˚-representation;
piiq T : P Ñ BpHq is an isometric semigroup homomorphism;
piiiq Tspipaq “ piαspaqTs for all a P A and s P P .
Thus ApA,P, isqr is generated by a copy of A ¨ P . Our objective is to prove the
following.
Theorem 5.2.3. Let pA,α, P q be a unital C*-dynamical system over an Ore
semigroup. Let p rA, rα,Gq be the automorphic direct limit C*-dynamical system re-
lated to pA,α, P q. Then
Ce˚nvpApA,P, isqrq » rA¸rα G.
Proof. There is no loss in replacing pA,α, P q with p 9A, 9α, P q, where 9A “
A{Rα. Therefore we may assume that the system is injective. If we consider a
unitary pair of p rA, rα,Gq, then it defines a covariant pair for pA,α, P q. Conversely an
isometric covariant pair for pA,α, P q extends to a unitary covariant pair of p rA, rα,Gq
by [64, Lemma 2.3]. (Note that the covariance relation piαspaq “ TspipaqTs˚ used in
[64] implies (5.1) for isometric covariant pairs, and for unitary covariant pairs they
are equivalent.) Therefore ApA,P, isqr embeds by a unital completely isometric map
into rA¸rα G. Since the system is unital, ApA,P, isqr is spanned by a set of unitary
generators. Therefore the restriction of the universal representation of rA ¸rα G to
ApA,P, isqr is maximal as in the proof of Corollary 4.2.13. Finally it is easy to
check that rA¸rα G is a C*-cover of ApA,P, isqr.
The fact that pA,α, P q is a unital C*-dynamical system is crucial in the proof
of Theorem 5.2.3, as in this case ApA,P, isqr is generated by a copy of A and a copy
of P . For non-unital ˚-endomorphisms, there are two ways to impose this condition
that leads to a similar result.
The first way is to define, a priori, the universal object to be generated by a
copy of A and ti subject to the right covariance relation tsa “ αspaqts. This is an
augmented algebra of ApA,P, isqr, which we denote by ApA,P, isqr,aug. The proof
of the following theorem follows as in the proof of Theorem 5.2.3 and [61, Theorem
3.19]. The details are omitted.
Theorem 5.2.4. Let pA,α, P q be a (possibly non-unital) C*-dynamical sys-
tem of a C*-algebra A by an Ore semigroup P . Let p rA, rα,Gq be the automorphic
direct limit C*-dynamical system related to pA,α, P q. Then the C*-envelope of
ApA,P, isqr,aug is the C*-subalgebra C˚p rA,Ug : g P Gq of the multiplier C*-algebra
Mp rA¸α Gq.
The second way is to consider right covariant pairs ppi, T q such as
piq pi : AÑ BpHq is a non-degenerate ˚-representation;
piiq T : P Ñ BpHq is an isometric semigroup homomorphism;
piiiq Tspipaq “ piαspaqTs for all a P A and s P P .
We will denote this object by ApAnd, P, isqr. Note that Theorem 5.2.3 is a corollary
of the following theorem.
Note that we are assuming that A is unital, so that non-degenerate representa-
tions satisfy pip1Aq “ I. However we are not assuming that the dynamical system
is unital, so that αp1Aq could be a proper projection. In this case, 1A will not be
an identity element for the semicrossed product.
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Theorem 5.2.5. Let pA,α, P q be a ppossibly non-unitalq C*-dynamical system
of a unital C*-algebra A by an Ore semigroup P . Let p rA, rα,Gq be the automorphic
direct limit C*-dynamical system related to pA,α, P q. Then the C*-envelope of
ApAnd, P, isqr is a full corner of rA¸rα G.
Proof. Let pσ, Uq be a covariant pair that defines a faithful ˚-representation
σ ˆ U of rA¸rα G. If 1A is the identity for A, let p “ σp1Aq. We aim to show that
Ce˚nvpApAnd, P, isqrq is the full corner pp rA¸rα Gqp of rA¸rα G.
First we show that Ce˚nvpApAnd, P, isqrq » pp rA ¸rα Gqp. If ppi, T q acting on H
is a covariant pair for ApAnd, P, isqr, then it extends to a unitary covariant pair
pσ, Uq of p rA, rα,Gq acting on K, as in the proof of Theorem 5.2.3. Then ppσ ˆ Uqp
defines a ˚-representation of pp rA ¸rα Gqp acting on K 1 “ pK. Moreover the pair
ppσ|Ap, pUspq defines a covariant pair for ApAnd, P, isqr. Indeed, for s, t P P we
obtain
pUsp ¨ pUtp “ pUsσαtp1AqUt “ σαstp1AqUst “ pUstp.
For a P A, we obtain that
pUsp ¨ pσpaqp “ pUsσpaq “ σαspaqUs “ pσαspaqp ¨ pUsp.
In addition this extends pi ˆ T since
PH pppσ ˆ Uqpq patsq|H “ PHppσpaqUspq|H
“ pip1AqPHpσpaqUsq|Hpip1Aq
“ pip1AqpipaqTspip1Aq
“ pipaqTs,
for all s P P and a P A, where we used that pip1Aq “ IH .
Conversely, a faithful ˚-representation of pp rA ¸rα Gqp is given by ppσ ˆ Uqp,
where σ ˆ U defines a faithful ˚-representation of rA ¸rα G. Then ppσ|Ap, pUpq
defines a covariant pair for ApAnd, P, isqr. This shows that the canonical mapping
ApAnd, P, isqr Ñ pp rA¸rα Gqp defined by
ats ÞÑ σpaqUsp,
is a unital completely isometric representation (where σ ˆ U defines a faithful ˚-
representation of rA¸rα G). Note that ppσ|A ˆ Uqp “ pσ|Aq ˆ pUpq.
In order to show that the C*-algebra generated by the range of pσ|Aq ˆ pUpq
is pp rA¸rαGqp, it suffices to show that it contains the generators pσp rAqp and pUgp,
for g P G. By construction rA is the direct limit associated to pA,α, P q. Therefore
for a P As, with s P P , and the covariance relation we obtain
UsσwspaqUs˚ “ σrαswspaq “ σwsαspaq “ σpaq.
Hence
pσwspaqp “ pUs˚ σpaqUsp “ pUspq˚σpaqpUspq.
Since the union of wspAq is dense in rA, we obtain that pσp rAqp is generated by the
range of pσ|Aq ˆ pUpq. Moreover for g P G, there are s, t P P such that g “ s´1t.
Hence
pUgp “ pUs˚ Utp “ pUspq˚pUtpq.
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To end the first part of the proof, we show that pσ|Aq ˆ pUpq is a maximal
representation of ApAnd, P, isqrq. By the Invariance Principle [8, Proposition 3.1],
it suffices to show that the identity representation id on pσ|AqˆpUpqpApAnd, P, isqrqq
is maximal. To this end, let ν be a maximal dilation of id. For convenience we will
denote the unique extension of ν to a ˚-representation of pp rA¸rα Gqp by the same
symbol. Since ν|σpAq is a dilation of the ˚-representation idσpAq, we obtain that it
is trivial, i.e.,
νpσpaqq “
„
σpaq 0
0 ˚

.
Furthermore, since the Usp are isometries (on K
1) and ν is contractive, each νpUpq
is an extension of Usp, for all s P P . We will use the fact that
UsppUs˚ “ σαsp1AqUsUs˚ “ σαsp1Aq for all s P P.
Applying ν to this C*-equation, we get that„
σαsp1Aq 0
0 ˚

“ νpσαsp1Aqq
“ νpUsppUs˚ q
“ νpUspqνpUspq˚
“
„
Usp x
0 ˚
 „
Usp x
0 ˚
˚
“
„
UsppUs˚ ` xx˚ ˚
˚ ˚

“
„
σαsp1Aq ` xx˚ ˚
˚ ˚

.
By equating the p1, 1q-entries we obtain that x “ 0. Therefore νpUspq is a trivial
dilation of idpUspq, for all s P P . Hence ν is a trivial dilation of id, which implies
that id is a maximal representation.
Finally we show that the corner pp rA¸rα Gqp of rA¸rα G is full. To this end, let
I be an ideal of the crossed product that contains the corner. We will show that I
contains σpbqUg for all g P G and b P rA. For x “ rα´1s paq P As, with s P P , a P A,
and peiq an approximate unit of rA, we obtain
σpxq “ lim
i
Us˚ σpeiq ¨ σpaq ¨ σpeiqUs P I,
since σpAq Ď I. Thus σp rAq Ď I. Consequently,
σpbqUg “ lim
i
σpeiq ¨ σpbqUg for all g P G and b P rA,
which completes the proof.
Remark 5.2.6. The semicrossed product algebras ApA,P, isqr, ApA,P, isqr,aug
and ApAnd, P, isqr are hyperrigid. This follows from Theorems 5.2.3, 5.2.4 and 5.2.5
respectively.
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5.3. The semicrossed product by Fn`
In this section we consider semicrossed products of C*-algebras by Fn`. We
note that Fn` is not an Ore semigroup. It does, however, generate the group Fn.
A C*-dynamical system pA,α,Fn`q consists simply of n ˚-endomorphisms αi of A.
Therefore we will write pA, tαiuni“1q instead of pA,α,Fn`q. We will consider both
left and right covariance relations in this context.
Following the definition of the semicrossed product for Ore semigroups, we de-
fine the right free semicrossed product ApA,Fn`qr with respect to the right covariant
pairs ppi, T q. That is, ApA,Fn`qr is the enveloping operator algebra (of the right
version of c00pP,Aq) with respect to the pairs ppi, T q such that
piq pi : AÑ BpHq is a ˚-representation;
piiq T : Fn` Ñ BpHq is a contractive semigroup homomorphism;
piiiq Twpipaq “ piαwpaqTw for all a P A and w P Fn` .
Note that T is defined by n contractions Ti such that Tipipaq “ piαipaqTi. Hence
we can also write ppi, tTiuni“1q instead of ppi, T q.
In the literature operator algebras related to free semigroup actions appear in
their “left” form. Note that a semigroup homomorphism of Fn` is defined uniquely
by the image of the generators. Thus, following the remarks of the Section 5.1, we
define the left free semicrossed product Aˆα Fn` with respect to pairs ppi, tTiuni“1q
with n contractions Ti such that pipaqTi “ Tipiαipaq. One can build AˆαFn` as the
enveloping operator algebra of an appropriate algebra by extending associatively
a multiplication rule. We omit the details; nevertheless they become apparent in
what follows.
It is immediate that AˆαFn` is the closure of the linear span of the monomials
twa ” ti1 ¨ ¨ ¨ tika,
where t1, . . . , tn are the universal contractions. Notice that a covariance relation of
the form atw “ twαwpaq does not hold. What does hold is the covariance relation
a ¨ tw “ a ¨ tik ¨ ¨ ¨ ti1 “ tik . . . ti1 ¨ αi1 ¨ ¨ ¨αikpaq “ twαwpaq,
where we make the convention that for a word w “ ik . . . i2i1 P Fn` the symbol w
denotes the reversed word of w, i.e.,
w “ ik . . . i2i1 “ i1i2 . . . ik.
We use the symbol αw in the usual way. That is, if w “ ik . . . i2i1 P Fn`, then
αw : “ αik ¨ ¨ ¨αi2αi1 .
We write the source of a sequence of symbols w “ ik . . . i2i1 by spwq “ i1. Observe
that w “ spwqik . . . i2.
Since Fn` is finitely generated, we can connect the dilation theory of the algebra
ApA,Fn` qr to the dilation theory of the algebra Aˆα Fn`. It is easy to check that a
contractive (respectively isometric, co-isometric, unitary) pair ppi, tTiuni“1q satisfies
the right covariance relation Tipipaq “ piαipaqTi for all a P A and i “ 1, . . . , n if
and only if the pair ppi, tTi˚ uni“1q is contractive (respectively co-isometric, isometric,
unitary) and satisfies the left covariance relation pipaqTi˚ “ Ti˚ piαipaq for all a P A
and i “ 1, . . . , n. We will write pi ˆ T (respectively T ˆ pi) for the integrated
representation of ApA,Fn`qr (respectively Aˆα Fn`).
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Example 5.3.1. For a C*-dynamical system pA, tαiuni“1q we can define an
analogue of the Fock representation for A ˆα Fn`. Let pi be a representation of A
on a Hilbert space H. Let rH :“ H b `2pFn` q. We define a representation rpi of A in
Bp rHq by rpipaqhb ew “ ppiαwhq b ew,
where w is the reversed word of w, as above. Let L1, . . . , Ln be the left creation
operators on rH. That is
Liphb ewq “ hb eiw.
Then ppi, tLiuni“1q satisfiesrpipaqLi “ Lirpiαipaq for all a P A.
Thus prpi, tLiuni“1q is a left covariant pair for pA,α,Fn` q.
Taking adjoints, we have that prpi, L˚q is a right covariant pair with the under-
standing that
pL˚qw “ Li˚k . . . Li˚2Li˚1 ,
for any word w “ ik . . . i2i1.
The following proposition extends [32, Proposition 2.12] to non-classical sys-
tems.
Proposition 5.3.2. Let ppi, tTiuni“1q be a left covariant contractive pair of a
C*-dynamical system pA, tαiuni“1q, namely pipaqTi “ Tipiαipaq for 1 ď i ď n. Then
there is a left covariant isometric pair pρ, tViuni“1q such that ρ extends pi and each
Vi co-extends Ti. Consequently V ˆ ρ dilates T ˆ pi.
Proof. Assume that ppi, tTiuq acts on the Hilbert space H. Since A is selfad-
joint, the covariance relation implies that
piαipaqTi˚ “ Ti˚ pipaq for 1 ď i ď n.
Hence for all a P A and 1 ď i ď n,
piαipaqTi˚ Ti “ Ti˚ pipaqTi “ Ti˚ Tipiαipaq.
Consequently, the defect operators Di ” DTi “ pI ´ Ti˚ Tiq1{2 also satisfy
piαipaqDi “ Dipiαipaq for all a P A and 1 ď i ď n.
For w P Fn`, let Hw “ H. Let Ji be the unitary map of HH onto Hi given by
this identification. Define
K “ H b `2pFn`q “
à
wPFn`
Hw “ HH ‘K 1.
We identify H with HH. An element of Hw will be written as xbξw. For 1 ď i ď n,
define an isometric Schae¨ffer dilation of Ti as a 2 ˆ 2 operator matrix on K with
respect to the decomposition K “ HH ‘K 1:
Vi :“
„
Ti 0
JiDi Li

.
Then
Vi˚ Vi “ pTi˚ Ti `D2i q ‘ Li˚ Li “ I.
Therefore Vi is an isometry. (Note that this is never a minimal isometric dilation of
Ti. See Example 5.3.5 for a concrete picture of this construction in the case n “ 2.)
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Define a ˚-representation ρ of A on K by
ρpaq` ÿ
wPFn`
xw b ξw
˘ “ ÿ
wPFn`
piαwpaqxw b ξw.
Clearly, ρ extends pi.
The isometric pair pρ, tViuq satisfies the covariance relations of pA, tαiuq. To
see this, fix i P t1, . . . , nu, a P A and xb ξH P HH. Compute
ρpaqVipxb ξHq “ ρpaq
`
Tixb ξH `Dixb ξi
˘
“ pipaqTixb ξH ` piαipaqDixb ξi
“ Tipiαipaqxb ξH `Dipiαipaqxb ξi
“ Vippiαipaqxb ξHq
“ Viραipaqpxb ξHq.
For w P Fn`ztHu and xb ξw P Hw,
ρpaqVipxb ξwq “ piαiwpaqxb ξiw
“ piαwαipaqxb ξiw
“ Vippiαwαipaqxb ξwq
“ Viραipaqpxb ξwq.
To prove that V ˆ ρ dilates T ˆ pi, consider a universal monomial of the form
twa for some word w P Fn` and a P A. Then
pT ˆ piqptwaq “ Twpipaq and pV ˆ ρqptwaq “ Vwρpaq.
If w “ ik . . . i2i1, then since every Vi co-extends Ti,
PHpVwρpaqq|H “ PHVik . . . Vi1ρpaq|H
“ PHVikPH . . . PHVi1PHρpaq|H
“ Tik . . . Ti1pipaq
“ Twpipaq,
which completes the proof.
Corollary 5.3.3. Let ppi, tTiuni“1q be a right covariant contractive pair of a
C*-dynamical system pA, tαiuni“1q, namely Tipipaq “ piαipaqTi for 1 ď i ď n. Then
it extends to a right covariant co-isometric pair pρ, tViuni“1q of ApA,Fn`qr such that
ρˆ V dilates pi ˆ T .
Remark 5.3.4. The dilation we use in Proposition 5.3.2 can be chosen to
be minimal in a strong sense, when the system is unital. Let pA, tαiuni“1q be a
unital C*-dynamical system as in Proposition 5.3.2. The covariant isometric pair
pρ, tViuni“1q can be chosen to be minimal in the sense that
Ž
wPFn` VwpipAqH “ K.
The existence is a standard argument. We want to point out that it can be
explicitly described, much as in the case of a single contraction. We may assume
that pip1q “ I, so that rpipAqHs “ H.
To obtain a minimal dilation we follow the same construction, but make the
Hilbert spaces Hw smaller for w ‰ H. Let Hi :“ Di “ DiH be the defect spaces,
and set Hw “ Hspwq for all w ‰ H. The isometries Vi are defined in the same way
by noting that the operators Li : Hw Ñ Hiw are well defined because spiwq “ spwq.
Details are left to the reader.
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Example 5.3.5. The construction of the isometries Vi that extend the contrac-
tions Ti in Proposition 5.3.2 can be visualized via a graph of the free semigroup.
For n “ 2, the corresponding graph of the Schae¨ffer-type dilation has the following
form:
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
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
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
D2

H1
L1

L2

H2
L1

L2

H11
L1
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L2

H21
L1

L2

H12
L1

L2

H22
L1

L2

H111 H211 H121 H221 H112 H212 H122 H222
where Hw “ H for all w P Fn`, and the operator V1 (respectively V2) is determined
by the solid (respectively. broken) arrows. For the minimal dilation, the graph has
the same form except that Hw “ Dspwq for w ‰ H.
Automorphic dynamical systems. Next we show that the covariant iso-
metric pairs dilate to covariant unitary pairs in the automorphic case.
Lemma 5.3.6. Let pA, tαiuni“1q be a unital automorphic C*-dynamical system.
Then every left covariant contractive pair ppi, tTiuni“1q dilates to a left covariant
unitary pair pσ, tUiuni“1q, such that U ˆ σ dilates T ˆ pi.
Proof. By Proposition 5.3.2, there is a co-extension of ppi, tTiuq to an iso-
metric pair pρ, tViuq. Since A is selfadjoint and each αi is an automorphism, the
covariance relations ρpaqVi “ Viραipaq imply that
ραipaqVi˚ “ Vi˚ pipaq whence ρpaqVi˚ “ Vi˚ ρα´1i paq.
Hence pρ, tVi˚ uq is a covariant co-isometric pair for the inverse system pA, tα´1i uq.
Suppose that there is a covariant unitary pair pσ, tUi˚ uq for pA, tα´1i uq which co-
extends pρ, tVi˚ uq. Then pσ, tUiuq is a unitary extension of pρ, tViuq. Moreover,
σpaqUi˚ “ Ui˚ σα´1i paq implies that
σpaqUi “
`
Ui˚ σpa˚q
˘˚ “ `σαipa˚qUi˚ ˘˚ “ Uiσαipaq.
Thus pσ, tUiuq is a covariant unitary pair for pA, tαiuq that dilates ppi, tTiuq. Since
σˆU is an extension of ρˆ V , which in turn is a co-extension of piˆ T , we obtain
that U ˆ σ is a dilation of T ˆ pi.
By switching the role of pA, tα´1i uq with pA, tαiuq, it is now evident that it
suffices to show that a left covariant co-isometric pair pρ, tViuq for pA, tαiuq on
a Hilbert space H co-extends to a covariant unitary pair of pA, tαiuq. We will
construct this co-extension.
Let Pi “ I ´ Vi˚ Vi be the projections onto Mi “ kerVi. As in the proof of
Proposition 5.3.2, one shows that Pi commutes with ραipAq; and ραipAq “ pipAq
because αi are automorphisms. Thus ρipaq “ ρpaq|Mi is a ˚-representation. We
will also write ρH “ ρ.
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The Cayley graph of the free group Fn has an edge for each word in Fn and
2n edges connecting the vertex for w to the vertices for iw and i´1w for 1 ď i ď n.
Normally it is drawn with the empty word H in the middle. We are interested in
the subgraph that deletes the n branches off the central vertex beginning with i´1.
The remaining graph G consists ofH and n branches Gi consisting of vertices V pGq
labelled by reduced words of the form gi for 1 ď i ď n. We will write spgiq “ i for
the source of a reduced word labelling a vertex of G, except spHq “ H.
For w “ gi P V pGq, set Hw “ Mi and set HH “ H. Let K “ ř‘wPV pGqHw.
We can consider K as a subspace of H b `2pFnq. A typical vector in Hw will be
denoted as xw b ξw, where tξwu are the standard basis vectors for `2pFnq.
For a word w in Fn, let w denote the word formed by reversing the letters of
w. Define a ˚-representation of A by
σpaq “ à
wPV pGq
ρspwqαwpaq.
If K is decomposed as K “ H ‘K 1, we can write down unitary co-extensions
of Vi as follows. Let Li denote the operator acting on K
1 by Lipxb ξwq “ xb ξiw.
This is just the restriction of the unitary operator I bWi to K 1, where Wi comes
from the left regular representation of Fn on `
2pFnq. Thus Li is easily seen to be an
isometry with cokernel Hi. Let Ji denote the partial isometry mapping Mi Ă HH
onto Hi for 1 ď i ď n. Define a co-extension of Vi by
Ui “
„
Vi 0
JiPi Li

.
The first column is an isometry of HH onto HH ‘Hi. Therefore, by the remarks
above, Ui is unitary. It is evident by construction that pσ, tUiuq is a co-extension of
pρ, tViuq. See Example 5.3.7 for a concrete picture of this construction in the case
n “ 2.
Let us verify that the unitary pair pσ, tUiuq is covariant. For x P H, we obtain
σpaqUipxb ξHq “ σpaq
`
Vixb ξH ` Pixb ξi
˘
“ ρpaqVixb ξH ` ραipaqPixb ξi
“ Viραipaqxb ξH ` Piραipaqxb ξi
“ Uipραipaqxb ξHq
“ Uiσαipaqpxb ξHq.
Also if w P V pGq with spwq “ i and x PMi, we find that
σpaqUipxb ξwq “ σpaqpxb ξiwq
“ ραiwpaqpxb ξiwq
“ ραwαipaqpxb ξiwq
“ Uipραwαipaqpxb ξwq
“ Uiσαipaqpxb ξwq.
Since K is the direct sum of such Hw and HH, the proof is complete.
Example 5.3.7. The construction of the unitaries Ui that co-extend the co-
isometries Vi in Lemma 5.3.6 when n “ 2 is illustrated below. We write a and b for
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the generators of F2. The operators Ua and Ub are represented by the solid arrows
and broken arrows, respectively.
HH
Va

Vb

Pa

Pb

Ha´1ba
La

Ha´1b´1a
La

Hb´1ab
Lb

Hb´1a´1b
Lb

Hba
La

Lboo Ha
Lboo
La

Hb´1a
Lboo
La

Lboo Hab
Lb

Laoo Hb
Laoo
Lb

Ha´1b
Laoo
Lb

Laoo
Haba Hab´1a Hbba Hba´1b
Hbaa Haa
Lboo
La

Hb´1aa
Lboo Habb Hbb
Laoo
Lb

Ha´1bb
Laoo
Haaa Hbbb
One may think of this process as follows. We take the graph over a distinguished
vertex H and n copies of the graph of Fn, from which we delete paths starting with
i´1, for i “ 1, . . . , n. The cycles on the H vertex are the original co-isometries.
The projections Pi are the defect operators on the edges from H to i, for 1 ď i ď n.
The other edges represent unitary maps from the space at the source vertex onto
the space at the range vertex.
Theorem 5.3.8. Let pA, tαiuni“1q be a unital automorphic C*-dynamical sys-
tem. Then
Ce˚nvpAˆα Fn`q » A¸α Fn.
Proof. Let ppi, tTiuq be a covariant contractive pair for pA, tαiuq such that
T ˆ pi yields a completely isometric representation of A ˆα Fn`. By Lemma 5.3.6,
ppi, tTiuq dilates to a covariant unitary pair pσ, tUiuq. Then the representation
U ˆ σ of A ˆα Fn` is also unital completely isometric. Moreover, it is a maximal
representation because the generators are sent to unitaries (compare with the proof
of Corollary 4.2.13). Hence it extends to a faithful ˚-representation of the C*-
envelope onto C˚pσpAq, tUiuq; so Ce˚nvpAˆα Fn`q » C˚pσpAq, tUiuq.
On the other hand, any covariant unitary pair pσ, tUiuq for pA, tαiuq is also
covariant for the whole group Fn. Thus there is a ˚-representation, also denoted by
Uˆσ, of the C*-algebra AˆαFn onto C˚pσpAq, tUiuq. Conversely, any such system
yields a quotient of Ce˚nvpA ˆα Fn`q by the arguments of the previous paragraph.
The maps produced are canonical, and in particular the generators are sent to
generators. So this actually yields a ˚-isomorphism: Ce˚nvpAˆαFn`q » A¸αFn.
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Remark 5.3.9. Note that the proof of Theorem 5.3.8 actually shows that
Ce˚nvpAˆαFn`q » A¸α´1 Fn, since by definition of the C*-crossed products the co-
variant pairs satisfy σαipaq “ UiσpaqUi˚ . Nevertheless, the embedding is canonical
after the identification A¸α´1 Fn » A¸α Fn.
The unitary dilation we finally constructed in Theorem 5.3.8 preserves the
strong minimality as in Remark 5.3.4.
Corollary 5.3.10. Let pA, tαiuni“1q be a unital automorphic C*-dynamical
system. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 5.3.6 we can choose the covariant unitary
pair pσ, tUiuni“1q such that
Ž
gPFn UgσpAqH “ K.
Proof. Again we can replace rpipAqHs with H, since A is unital and hence
the automorphisms are unital. By Remark 5.3.4 we co-extend the pair ppi, tTiuq
to a covariant isometric pair pρ, tViuq that satisfies the strong minimal condition.
When passing to the unitary pair we have to be careful, because of the argument at
the beginning of the proof of Theorem 5.3.8. Indeed the unitary dilation concerned
the Vi˚ . Nevertheless, these unitaries, say Ug˚ , satisfy the strong minimal condition
stated above (recall the use of the defect spaces).
Remark 5.3.11. A different dilation of isometric covariant pairs for the free
semicrossed product is established by the first author and Katsoulis [32] for arbi-
trary classical systems over metrizable spaces. In this process they construct full
isometric dilations [32, Theorem 2.16] which are proved to be maximal [32, Propo-
sition 2.17]. In these results the existence of Borel measures is extensively used
due to the structure of the dynamical system. However, the authors in [32] were
not able to associate the C*-envelope to a C*-crossed product, even for homeomor-
phic systems which are included in our Theorem 5.3.8. In fact at the end of [32,
Example 2.20] it is claimed that the “general structure of the maximal representa-
tions appears to be very complicated” making it “difficult to describe the algebraic
structure in the C*-envelope.” For non-invertible systems, the structure of the C*-
envelope remains unclear. But for automorphic systems, this task is accomplished
by Theorem 5.3.8 even for non-commutative systems.
Corollary 5.3.12. Let pA, tαiuni“1q be a unital automorphic C*-dynamical
system and ppi, tTiuni“1q be a right covariant contractive pair of the right free semi-
crossed product ApA,Fn`qr. Then ppi, tTiuni“1q dilates to a right covariant unitary
pair pσ, tUiuni“1q of ApA,Fn`qr such that σ ˆ U dilates pi ˆ T .
Corollary 5.3.13. Let pA, tαiuni“1q be a unital automorphic C*-dynamical
system. Then
Ce˚nvpApA,Fn`qrq » A¸α Fn.
In the proof of Theorem 5.3.8, we noted that the generators are mapped to
unitaries inside the C*-envelope. Thus the following corollary is immediate. In
particular, it holds when A “ C and αi “ idA, for all i “ 1, . . . , n.
Corollary 5.3.14. Let pA, tαiuni“1q be a unital automorphic C*-system. Then
the free semicrossed products Aˆα Fn` and ApA,αqr are hyperrigid.
In particular, the universal operator algebra OpFn`q pwith respect to families of
n contractionsq is hyperrigid.
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Remark 5.3.15. When the automorphisms αi are all equal to the identity idA,
we can have a simpler extension of covariant isometric pairs ppi, tTiuni“1q (acting on
H) to covariant unitary pairs pσ, tUiuni“1q. In this case let K “ H ‘H, and let the
usual unitary dilation
Ui “
„
Ti Pi
0 Ti˚

where Pi “ I´TiTi˚ . Moreover let σ “ pi‘pi. Then the pair pσ, tUiuni“1q is unitary,
co-extends ppi, tTiuni“1q and it is covariant since
σpaqUi “
„
pipaqTi pipaqPi
0 pipaqTi˚

“
„
Tipipaq Pipipaq
0 Ti˚ pipaq

“ Uiσpaq,
for all a P A and i “ 1, . . . , n. Here we have used that ppi, tTiuni“1q is covariant forpA, tidAuni“1q, so that pipaqTi “ Tipiαipaq “ Tipipaq. Thus, Ti˚ pipaq “ pipaqTi˚ ; and
hence pipaqTiTi˚ “ TiTi˚ pipaq. Therefore pipaqPi “ Pipipaq. As a consequence
Ce˚nvpAbmax OpFn`qq » Ce˚nvpAˆid Fn`q » A¸id Fn » Abmax C˚pFnq,
where OpFn`q is the universal operator algebra with respect to families of n contrac-
tions, and bmax denotes the universal operator algebra generated by commuting
unital completely contractive representations of the factors of the algebraic tensor
product.
In the case of automorphic systems over spanning cones, we were able to prove
that the left regular representation is a complete isometry for the semicrossed prod-
uct by viewing it as a dilation of the completely isometric Fock representation. For
trivial automorphic systems pA, tidAuni“1q over the free semigroup Fn`, the Fock
representation is defined in a similar way. That is, for a faithful ˚-representation
pi : A Ñ BpHq, let K “ H b `2pFn`q, and define a ˚-representation rpi : A Ñ BpKq
by rpipaqpξ b ewq “ ppipaqξq b ew,
and isometries on K by
Vixb ξw “ xb ξiw.
Whether the Fock representation is a unital completely isometric representation of
Aˆid Fn` is connected to Connes’ Embedding Problem. See [21] for a survey.
Corollary 5.3.16. Consider the trivial system pC˚pF2q, id, idq. The following
are equivalent
piq the left regular representation of C˚pF2q ˆid F2` is a complete isometry;
piiq C˚pF2q bmax C˚pF2q » C˚pF2q bmin C˚pF2q.
If the Fock representation of C˚pF2q ˆid F2` is unital completely isometric then the
above hold.
Proof. It is immediate that when the Fock representation is unital completely
isometric, then the left regular representation is also unital completely isometric.
Also it is trivial to check that item (ii) above implies (i).
If item (i) above holds then C˚pF2qbmin C˚pF2q is a C*-cover of the free semi-
crossed product. Since the left regular representation maps generators to unitaries
it is also maximal. Therefore C˚pF2q bmin C˚pF2q is the C*-envelope of the free
semicrossed product. By Theorem 5.3.8 it coincides with C˚pF2q ¸id F2, and so
with C˚pF2qbmax C˚pF2q. The proof is completed by noting that all isomorphisms
are canonical, i.e., preserve the index of the generators.
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Injective dynamical systems. In [44] Duncan uses the notion of free prod-
ucts to compute the C*-envelope of the free semicrossed product of a surjective
classical system. Recognizing the semicrossed product as a free product is an im-
portant observation that led him to the description of the C*-envelope as a free
product of C*-algebras. The proof of the main result [44, Theorem 3.1] has a gap,
because he does not show that the imbedding of the free product of the subalgebras
into the free product of the C*-algebras is completely isometric. However this turns
out to be valid, as we show. We also show that some of his arguments extend to
the non-commutative setting.
Surprisingly, this description of the C*-envelope of the free product of injective
unital C*-dynamical systems does not look like a C*-crossed product. So we ask
whether it is a C*-crossed product in some natural way?
Definition 5.3.17. Let Ai, for 1 ď i ď n, be unital operator algebras which
each contain a faithful copy of a unital C*-algebra D, say εi : D Ñ Ai. Also
suppose that the unit of D is the unit of each Ai. An amalgamation of tAiu over
D is an operator algebra A together with unital completely isometric imbeddings
ϕi : Ai Ñ A such that ϕεi “ ϕjεj for all i, j and A is generated as an operator
algebra by
Ťn
i“1 ϕpAiq. The free product is the amalgamation A “ ˚D Ai with the
universal property that whenever pii : Ai Ñ BpHq are unital completely contractive
representations such that piiεi “ pijεj for all i, j, then there is a unital completely
contractive representation pi : AÑ BpHq such that piϕi “ pii for 1 ď i ď n.
The existence of an amalgamation of a family of C*-algebras was observed
by Blackadar [12, Theorem 3.1]. As every operator algebra is contained in a C*-
algebra, this also implies the existence of amalgamations in general. To see that the
free product exists, one can begin with the algebraic free product A0 consisting of
finite combinations of words ai1 . . . aik , where 1 ď ij ď n, aij P Aij and ij ‰ ij`1,
subject to the relations
ai1 . . . paijεij pdqqaij`1 . . . ak “ ai1 . . . aij pεij`1pdqaij`1q . . . ak
for all words and all d P D. The existence of an amalgamation guarantees that
there are representations of A0 which are completely isometric on each Ai. For any
family of unital completely contractive representations pii : Ai Ñ BpHq such that
piiεi “ pijεj for all i, j, define the unique representation of A0 such that piϕi “ pii
for 1 ď i ď n. This induces a point-wise bounded family of matrix seminorms on
A0. The completion of A0 with respect to the supremum of this family of matrix
seminorms yields the free product.
One can deal with the non-unital case by adjoining a unit as in [73] (see also
[15, Corollary 2.1.15]. Then the argument for C*-algebras in Armstrong, Dykema,
Exel and Li [5, Lemma 2.3] goes through verbatim. For simplicity, we will only
give arguments for the unital case and leave the details of the non-unital case to
the interested reader.
It is shown by Pedersen [83, Theorem 4.2] that if D Ă Ai Ă Bi are unital
inclusions of C*-algebras, then the natural map of ˚D Ai into ˚D Bi provided
by the universal property of the free product is always injective. Duncan [44]
implicitly assumed that if Ai are operator algebras, then the natural injection of
˚D Ai into ˚D Ce˚nvpAiq would be completely isometric. This does not follow from
the C*-algebra result. We will fill this gap in his argument.
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Armstrong, Dykema, Exel and Li [5, Proposition 2.2] provide another proof
of Pedersen’s result. Part of their proof establishes the following technical lemma
when n “ 2. Since `
˚1ďiďj
D
Bi
˘
D˚
Bj`1 “ ˚1ďiďj`1D Bi,
this lemma can be deduced from from the n “ 2 construction by induction. Instead
we describe how their argument extends directly.
Lemma 5.3.18. Let D be a unital C*-algebra. Let Bi, for 1 ď i ď n, be
unital C*-algebras and let εi : D Ñ Bi be faithful unital imbeddings. Suppose that
H “ H1‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘Hn is a Hilbert space, and that ρ : D Ñ BpHq is a ˚-representation
such that each Hi reduces ρpDq. Then there is a Hilbert space K containing H and
˚-representations pii : Bi Ñ BpK a Hiq such that the pii agree on D in the sense
that
ρ|Hi ‘ piiεi “ ρ|Hj ‘ pijεj for all 1 ď i ă j ď n.
Proof. First recall a well-known result [40, Proposition 2.10.2] that if D Ă B
are C*-algebras, and ρ : D Ñ BpHq is a ˚-representation, then there is a Hilbert
space H 1 and a ˚-representation pi : B Ñ BpH ‘ H 1q so that pipdq|H “ ρpdq for
d P D. Note that H 1 is then pipDq-reducing as well. We will write the inclusion as
ε : D Ñ B and say that piε|H “ ρ.
Apply this result to the ˚-representation ρ|Hi for 1 ď i ď n and j ‰ i to obtain
npn´1q new Hilbert spaces, say Hij , and ˚-representations piij : Bj Ñ BpHi‘Hijq
such that piijεj |Hi “ ρ|Hi . By construction, every Hij is reducing for piijεjpDq.
Therefore we can define the representation
ρ2 “
ÿ
‘
w“ij, j‰i
piijεj |Hij : D Ñ Bp‘w“ij, j‰iHwq.
We are now in the same setting as before and set for induction. That is for
every piijεj |Hij “ ρ1|Hij and k ‰ j, we produce a Hilbert space Hijk, and a ˚-
representations piijk : Bk Ñ BpHij ‘Hijkq such that piijkεk|Hijk “ ρ2|Hijk . And we
define
ρ3 “
ÿ
‘
w“ijk, i‰j‰k
piijkεk|Hijk : D Ñ Bp‘w“ijk, i‰j‰kHwq.
Recursively we obtain Hilbert spaces Hw for every word in the set S consisting of
w P Fn` that contains no subword jj for any j “ 1, . . . , n, and ˚-representations
piwi : Bi Ñ BpHw ‘Hwiq for w P S such that spwq ‰ i.
This can be depicted in the following diagram
H1 H2 . . . Hn
H21, . . . ,Hn1 H12, H32, . . . ,Hn2 . . . H1n, H2n, . . . ,Hpn´1qn
H121, H321, . . . ,Hpn´1qn1 . . .
where the broken segments denote the association provided by the extension of the
˚-representations on D to B1.
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Let K “ ř‘wPS Hw. We define a ˚-representation of Bj on K a Hj for
1 ď j ď n by
pij :“
`ÿ‘
i‰j
piij
˘‘ ` ÿ‘
i‰k‰j
piikj
˘‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ ÿ‘
wPS,spwq“j,|w|ě2
piw.
By construction, every Hw reduces piwεspwqpDq, and thus
piiεi|KapHi‘Hjq “ pijεj |KapHi‘Hjq,
for all 1 ď i, j ď n, which completes the proof.
Remark 5.3.19. There is an alternative, less constructive approach. The uni-
versal representation piu of D is the direct sum of all cyclic representations pif for
states f on D. Every representation pi is the direct sum of cyclic representations,
and thus is a subrepresentation of pi
pκq
u for a sufficiently large cardinal κ; and more-
over pi ‘ pipκqu » pipκqu .
Take κ “ maxtdimH,dimBi,ℵ0u. Consider ρ1 “ ρ ‘ pipκqu on H 1 “ H ‘Hpκqu .
Use [40, Proposition 2.10.2] to build larger Hilbert spaces Ki of dimension κ and
representations pii : Bi Ñ BpKi aHiq extending ρ1|H1aHi . Then the restriction of
piiεi to Ki aH are all unitarily equivalent to pipκqu . So identify these spaces with a
common space K aH so that the new representations pi1i on K all agree on D.
Theorem 5.3.20. Let Ai, for 1 ď i ď n, be unital operator algebras which each
contain a faithful unital copy of a C*-algebra D. Then ˚D Ce˚nvpAiq is a C*-cover
of ˚D Ai.
Proof. Let ρ be any completely contractive representation of ˚D Ai; and let
ρi be the restriction of ρ to Ai. Dilate each ρi to a maximal representation σi : Ai Ñ
BpKiq. This extends to a ˚-representation rσi of Ce˚nvpAiq on Ki. Decompose each
Ki “ K´i ‘H‘K`i so that σi is lower triangular with respect to this decomposition.
The (2,2) entry of σipaq is ρipaq for a P Ai. Since D Ă Ai is self-adjoint, σipDq is
diagonal, and thus it reduces the subspaces K˘i . Let σ` “
řn
i“1‘ σiεi|K`i and
similarly define σ´. Apply Lemma 5.3.18 to build Hilbert spaces
K` Ą K`1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘Kn` and K´ Ą K´1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘Kn´
and ˚-representations pi˘i : Ce˚nvpAiq Ñ BpK˘ aK˘i q so that the pi˘i εi agree on D,
and agree with σ˘ on K˘. Then
τi “ pi´i ‘ rσi ‘ pi`i : Ce˚nvpAiq Ñ B`pK´ aK´i q ‘Ki ‘ pK` aK`i q˘
are ˚-representations that agree on D. Note here that
pK´ aK´i q ‘Ki ‘ pK` aK`i q “ K´ ‘H ‘K`
for all i “ 1, . . . , n. Therefore the restriction of τi|Ai is lower triangular with respect
to the decomposition K´ ‘H ‘K`.
By the universal property of free products, there is a representation τ “ ˚D τi
of ˚D Ce˚nvpAiq into BpK´ ‘ H ‘ K`q such that τ |Ce˚nvpAiq “ τi. The restriction
of τ to ˚D Ai is a product of lower triangular representations, and thus is lower
triangular, with the (2,2) entry being the free product of the ρi, namely the original
representation ρ. It follows that the norm induced by ρ is completely dominated
by the norm coming from τ . Therefore the injection of ˚D Ai into ˚D Ce˚nvpAiq is
completely isometric. Finally it is evident that ˚D Ce˚nvpAiq is generated by ˚D Ai
as a C*-algebra. Therefore it is a C*-cover.
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In [44], Duncan says that an operator algebra A has the unique extension prop-
erty if for every ˚-representation pi of Ce˚nvpAiq, the restriction pi|Ai has the unique
extension property. By Arveson [10], this property is equivalent to hyperrigidity.
Duncan’s main result [44, Theorem 3.1] shows that if all Ai are hyperrigid, and
contain a common C*-subalgebra D, then the C*-envelope of the free product is
the free product of the C*-envelopes. Theorem 5.3.20 fills the omission mentioned
above, and the rest of his proof is valid.
Theorem 5.3.21 (Duncan). Let Ai, for 1 ď i ď n, be hyperrigid unital operator
algebras which each contain a faithful copy of a unital C*-algebra D. Then
Ce˚nvp D˚Aiq “ D˚Ce˚nvpAiq.
Note that Duncan’s claim [44, Proposition 4.2] that the semicrossed product of
an injective C*-dynamical system over Z` is always Dirichlet is false. In fact it is
Dirichlet if and only if the system is automorphic [58, Example 3.4]. Nevertheless
it is always hyperrigid [58, Theorem 3.5]. As an immediate consequence we obtain
the following.
Corollary 5.3.22. Let pA, tαiuni“1q be an injective unital dynamical system.
For 1 ď i ď n, let p rAi, rαi,Zq be the minimal automorphic extension associated to
each pA,αi,Z`q. Then
Ce˚nvpAˆα Fn`q » A˚p rAi ¸rαi Zq,
and
Ce˚nvpApA,Fn`qrq » ˚Ap rAi ¸rαi Zq.
Proof. First observe that the arguments of [44, Theorem 4.1] apply to C*-
dynamical systems in general, that is
Aˆα Fn` » A˚pAˆαi Z`q.
By [58, Theorem 3.5] the semicrossed products A ˆαi Z` are hyperrigid. Muhly
and Solel [77] show that every contractive covariant pair of pA,αi,Z`q co-extends
to an isometric pair. Then by [59], every isometric covariant pair extends to a
unitary covariant pair of p rAi, rαi,Zq, and hence extends to a ˚-representation of the
C*-crossed product rAi ¸rαi Z. By [59, Theorem 2.5], Ce˚nvpAˆαi Z`q » rAi ¸rαi Z.
The result now follows from Duncan’s Theorem 5.3.21.
The case of the right free semicrossed product is treated likewise. This follows
by the discussion preceding Example 5.3.1 and by [56, Lemma 2.3, Section 3] when
reducing to the one-variable case.
Remark 5.3.23. Let pA, tαiuni“1q be a unital automorphic C*-dynamical sys-
tem. In this special case, Corollary 5.3.22 says
Ce˚nvpAˆα Fn`q » A˚pA¸αi Zq » A¸α Fn,
and
Ce˚nvpApA,Fn`qrqq » A˚pA¸αi Zq » A¸α Fn.
Hence Corollary 5.3.22 provides an alternate proof of Theorem 5.3.8 and Corollary
5.3.13.
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